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INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE SELF-GOVERNANCE
TION PROJECT

DEMONSTRA-

TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1995
U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAms,

Washirgton, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice at 9:29 a.m. in room 485,
Senate Russell Building, Hon. John Mcdain (chairman'of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators McCain, Inouye, Wellstone, and Campbell.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN McCAIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARIZONA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITETE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
The CHAIRMAN. Good morning.
This oversight hearing will focus on how the Indian Health Service [IHS] is implementing the Tribal Self-Governance Act. I know
that some of the witnesses had to pay a high price in terms of
money, time and family obligations to appear here today, and I
that.
I appreciate
youpersuaded
to know that
want
I am
that
tribal self-governance
will provide the
framework for Federal Indian policy in the future. Self-governance
is a policy conceived by tribal leaders. It gives practical meaning
to the special trust relationship between tribes and the United
States by requiring government-to- government negotiations, increased tribal flexibility, and a transfer of control from Federal, bureaucrats to tribal governments who are closer to the people
served.
Last year, Congress declared the Interior Department's self-governance demonstration project to be a success and enacted a iaw
to make tribal self-governance a permanent program. We will soon
consider legislation to'make tribal self-governance a permanent
program at the Indian Health Service.
It appears that the implementation by tribes of health-related
self-governance efforts has been largely successful. It also appears
that much more remains to be done by IHS to remove Federal obstacles to full implementation by tribes.
I could say much more about self-governance, but instead I want
to hear from the Administration's witness and the witnesses from
the tribes.. Last night I was able to read the written testimony of
each Mitness, except fot that of the IHS; accordingly, I ask that
each witness keep your oral remarks brief, highlighting your main

points, so that I and other members of the committee have time to
ask you questions.
The committee did not receive the IHS testimony until yesterday
evening. I hope that in the future they will comply with our request to provide testimony in a timely fashion.
With that I would like to welcome our first witness, Michel Lincoln, who is deputy director of-theIndian Health Service.
Mr. Lincoln, I understand that Director Trujillo could not make
it due to a death in his immediate family. Please extend to him our
sympathy and understanding.
Please take the witness stand.
This hearing this morning will be chaired by Senator Ben
Nighthorse Campbell, and I appreciate his willingness to do that.
I think he is uniquely qualified, especially on the issue of self-governance, as Senator Campbell was the earliest and, foremost advocate of tribal self-governance and one who has had a long and
unique experience on this issue. I don't believe we would be where
we are in our effort to fully realize tribal self-governance if it-were
not for Senator Campbell's dedicated work for many years.
I appreciate your chairing the hearing this morning, Senator
Campbell. With that, I turn the hearing over to you.
Senator CAMPBELL [assuming Chair]. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will submit a statement for the record.
Just let me say that what started out as a demonstration project
from my perspective has worked very nicely and many of the tribes
are finding that they can implement a lot of the programs that
used to be administered by the Bureau. That's one of the reasons
J[have always been supportive of it.
But I know that we have a number of witnesses. I don't want to
take a lot of time, as you didn't. I have to preside in a little while,
so well just get right on with it, if we could.
[Prepared statement of Senator Campbell appears in appendix.]
Senator CAMPBELL. We will first hear from Michel Lincoln from
the Department of Health and Human Services.
If you would like to start, just go ahead, Michel.
I might tell all the people testifying that all your complete statements will be included in the record, if there is no objection, so if
you would like to abbreviate your testimony, feel free to do so.
STATEMENT OF MICHEL E. LINCOLN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, IN.
DIAN HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ROCKVILLE, MD, ACCOMPANIED BY
LUANA REYES, ACTING DIRECTOR OF HEADQUARTERS OPERATIONS; REUBEN HOWARD, ACTING DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF TRIBAL SELF-GOVERNANCE; AND DOUGLAS BLACK, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TRIBAL ACTIVITIES
Mr. LiNcolN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Campbell, I am

joined here today by Luana Reyes, to my left who is the acting director of Headquarters Operations in Rockville, MD; also, Reuben
Howard, who is to my immediate right, who is the acting director
of our Office of Tribal Self-Governance; and Douglas Black, who is
our associate director of our Office of Tribal Activities.

I appreciate the comments by the Chairiman relative to Dr. Trujillo. We will certainly communicate' the committee's concern and
the committee's best wishes to Dr. Trujillo.
I think the Administration, and certainly the Indian Health
Service, would like to'express its strong support for the self-govern-ance activities, the self-determination activities as expressed by
tribal governments, both in terms of compacting under title 3 of the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, and title
1 under that act. It is truly an expresion of self-determination and
self-governance by those tribes. In addition I would like to point>out, though, that as the agency
proceeds with this demonstration project, the needs of all Indian
tribes must be taken into account.
The Director of IHS on many occasions, in front of.this committee and in natiQnal Indian meetings and in discussions that occur
within the Department with the Secretary and Assistant Secretary
for Health, has described and has shown his strong support for
self-governance activities. The leadership of the Indian Health
Service, those Area Directors and those Associate Directors, along
with those of us who are on the immediate staff of the Director,
have a clear understanding about what our obligations arerelative
to implementing this unique and innovative lkw. I believe there
has been much progress made by the agency over the last 18
months as we have entered into a certain number of compacts and
transferred functions and responsibilities and resources to self-governance tribes.
Indeed, it was only in October 1992 that the IHS was authorized
to enter into compacts with tribes. That was under the amendments associated with the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.
Lasti year, this Congress passed a law, Public Law 103-435, that
extended this authority up to 18 years and requires an additional
30 tribes each fiscal year.
It was just 2 years ago this month that the IHS began its first
compacting negotiations with tribes under this demonstration authority. Since then, the IHS has entered into 29 compacts, with 41
annual funding agreements, covering 225 tribes throughout this
Nation. Obviously, given an all-Alaska compact, many of those tribal governments exist within the State of Alaska.
--We have transferred functions and authorities and r sources
through these 29 compacts and these 41 AFAsA With a' dollar
amount of $248 million in program services and $24 million in IHS
funds associated with the transfer of nonresidual functions and activities and services-from Area Offices and from our Headquarters
here in Rockville, and in Albuquerque.
On April 18, the Director announced three key policy decisions
that we believe, and I believe the tribes also, are in support, are
critical to the continued implementation of the self-governance
demonstration project. These three decision packages also have impact- on title I, the contracting that occurs under the Indian SelfDetermination Act. These three decisions dealt with residual resources, user population as a factor in resource allocation, and resource allocation methodologies. There were 18 methodologies that
were transmitted in these decision packages.
/

N.

As we move through this fiscal year and as we move into fiscal
year 1996, these decisions will be refined in consultation with tribal governments and the Adftinistration so that the funding decisions 'and the baselines that are associated with that funding become more permanent and more firm.
I would like to just mention that the Residual Work Group was
formed, and this particular work group had strong tribal leadership
at the helm. The recommendations that have been made by this
work group were-joint recommendations from a mixture of the
tribes that represented self-governance tribes, non-self-governance
tribes, and those tribes who have chosen to have their services providedby the Federal Government, by the IHS.
The Director of the IHS made an initial decision that would call
for a goal for the residual, being $15,560,000. That would represent
the resources that Headquarters would need to carryout its residual functions at Headquarters. This is consistent with the recommendation that was made by this particular work group.
In addition, recommendations and decisions were made relative
to user population and the Joint Allocation Methodology Work
Group. Significantly, the Director of the IHS agreed with tribal
governments relative to the methodology that would be used to allocate' what are called "general pool funds" at Headquarters. The
Director agreed to a methodology called the tribal:size adjustment.
We believe that this decision and this approach best defines a fairness for the basis of allocation of the Headquarters funds that have
been pooled in a general way at Headquarters' This methodology
bases 87 percent of the allocation of that general fund on population, and 13 percent on the total number of tribes. We believe
this allocation methodology is consistent with the way the agency
has made allocation decisions in the past.
These decisions also will be applied-to the extent that we can,
given the law-to title 1 contracting tribes. We know that this committee and Indian country are concerned that we fairly distribute
resources throughout the Nation. We believe that these decisions
that have been made by the Indian Health Service and by our Director are equitable and are fair and will be applied throughout
title 3 and title 1 and to direct tribes.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to go through a series of about four
updates of issues that we know are important to the self-governance activities and important to the IHS, and certainly important
to tribal governments as they pursue their activities under self-governance.

The first position that I would like to make the committee aware
of is that just this past Friday, the announcement to fill the Director of our Office of Tribal Self-Governance has closed, so we will be
proceeding over the next couple of weeks in having a panel prepared so that we can work together with tribes to interview those
individuals who are qualified for the position. We have gone
through a rather extensive process with tribal governments in the
last advertisement for this position, and since a consensus was not
reached relative to who the Director should be, the Director of the
IHS decided to re-advertise the position.
In addition, there was a recommendation made previously that
this position be upgraded to a senior executive service level. The

IHS and the Department of Health and Human Services has done
that, and we have just completed the advertisement.
The second point that I would like to make is that the agency'
is, more than likely, not going to add additional self-governance
tribes in fiscal year 1996. It is our position that we must take an
adequate amount of time this year and next year to evaluate the
impact of self-governance compacting on the agency and on those
other tribes that have not been able to participate in the-self-governance activities.
It is also our sense that we need to develop and put into policy
systems and structures and processes that would allow us to better
serve self-governance tribes; indeed, our Office of Tribal Self-Governance needs to be strengthened with the addition of staff. We
have under consideration the establishment of a regional office
somewhere in the northwest, perhaps in Seattle or Alaska, and the
agency needs time to perform an adequate evaluation and assessment of the impact of, self-governance activities on Indian health.
The third area that I would like to mention in summary, Mr.
Chairman, is that the IHS is going under a certain amount of restructuring right now as it implements National Performance Review recommendations as we move toward implementing administrative cost reductions, as there is increased contracting under title
1, and as we have experienced compacting under title 3.
If I could give you three statistics, Mr. Chairman, that would reflect the direction in which the IHS is proceeding.
The first statistic is that over the last 1/ years the IHS Headquarters operation has reduced its FTEs by 16 percent. There are
117 less FTEs in the Headquarters operation than there were 14
or 18 months ago.
The second statistic, Mr. Chairman, is that at the area office
level there has been a 22-percent reduction in FTEs at our area offices. This has resulted in a reduction of a little more than 600 administrative FMEs at the area offices. At the service unit level
there has been an increase of 5 percent FTEs, amounting to a little
over 600 increased FTEs at the service unit level. The priorities of
the agency and the priorities of this Administration are clear, that
we are reducing the size of the bureaucracy; we are reducing administration, while at the same time moving those resources for
the delivery of services.
Mr. ChairmaTi, I would like to mention very briefly a couple more
items, and then I'll close.
The IHS is currently adopting a policy dealing with contract support costs. We have been working with self-governance tribes and
non-self-governance tribes, and we have been working with our office of general counsel as we develop this policy. Currently we are
reparing to send a policy out to Indian country for consultation
ecause we believe this issue affects all tribes. We are developing
a policy that would add contract support costs to tribal shares negotiated in fiscal years 1995 and 1996, consistent with the provisions of Public Law 93--638, as amended, and consistent with al-.
lowable cost principles. This policy will undergo significant consultation, and we believe that this is the proper way to proceed
given the potential impact of funding contract support costs and
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adding contract support costs to qualified tribal shares at the area
and at Headquarters.
Two more quick items, Mr. Chairman.
We have been contacted by a number of tribal governments-indeed, by -staff on this committee-regarding alternative funding
mechanisms to direct-fund Federal construction. I would like /to
point out, Mr.,Chairman, that we do currently have what is called
-joint venture demonstration program authorization," which we believe is compatible with the health facility priority system. That
needs to be reviewed in a manner that would allow self-governance
tribes and other tribes who are unable to participate in the Indian
Health Service construction program, or adequately compete under
that program-we believe this should be reviewed closely by the
committee.
In addition, we believe that this committee might review the
manner and the method by which capital leases are funded, thereby creating a guaranteed lease or payback option. We believe that
this would spread the IHS initial outlay of cash over the life of the
lease and permit the tribes to leverage private capital that would
provide new and replacement facilities for tribes.
The third area that we would like to present for this committee's
consideration, based upon staff inquiry from. this committee and
the committee's inquiry, is that we certainly need to review the establishment of a guaranteed loan program to improve access to private sector financing for all tribes. Loans could be repaid from IHS
lease payments and our other 638 funds.
Mr. Chairman, I had the privilege of sitting in and listening to
Secretary Cisneros testify in front of this committee relative to
some of the innovative approaches that Housing and Urban Development is taking relative to financing capital construction on Indian land. We would be very interested in working with HUD and
working with this committee to explore those possibilities for
health facility construction.
Mr. Chairman, we believe this is a ime when the agency must
be in pursuit of increased efficiency and effectiveness and accountability and integrity, while maintaining a focus on the delivery of
health care for Indian individuals, and at the same time maintaining this very special-relationship that exists between tribal governments and the Federal Government. A quote from the Director's vision statement, I think, is appropriate with the proper context:
Change must be accomplished so that our customer, the American Indian and
Alaska Native patient, only notices improved quality of care. The needs of our patients and the communities are always paramount because they honor us when they
come to us for care.

This is a fundamental principle by which the IHS operates. This
is a fundamental principle and value of the Director of the IHS.
When this principle and thqse words are placed within the context
-6f a government-to-government relationship, with the IHS
carryingout its responsibilities in partnership with tribal governments, this statement becomes especially meaningful.
Mr. Chairman, we are available to answer any questions the
committee may have. Thank you, sir.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Lincoln appears in appendix.]

-

Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you. I have about 10 that I would like
to submit to you and have you answer for this committee in writing, if you would.
Mr. LNCOLN. Yes, sir.
Senator CAPBELL. Let me ask you just a few. You spoke pretty
fast so I didn't get all of it, but you did say that you now have a
search going on for a potential Director for the Office of Tribal SelfGovernance.
Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman, as a matter of fact, we have com-

pleted the search, and the announcement ended this past Friday.
o we are going through the process of identifying, of those applicants who applied, those that are qualified, and thenowe will cojointly interview, with the self-governance tribes, those qualified
applicants.
Senator CAMPBELL. When do you expect to have something
ready?
Mr. LINcoLN. Mr. Chairman, generally it would take us about 1

week to 10 days to have Personnel complete its work. We would
contact the 'self-governance tribes and schedule interviews of the
individuals with the self-governance tribes and the IHS, and then
if there was an agreement and a consensus and the Director
agreed, we would send forward a name to the Secretary for the
Secretary to make a selection. Because it is a senior'executive service position it requires a secretarial decision.
So I would anticipate that if we can come to an agreement as to
who the recommendation would be to the Secretary, it would take
approximately 1 month to 6 weeks after that time.
Senator CAMPBELL. You were a little vague. You did say that we
needed systems to implement some of the self-governance activities. Heck, I already knew that, but I would like to know what
steps you are taking to try to make sure that self-governance is an
option for tribes. One of the problems that I think we've had is that
some tribes simply don't have the infrastructure to be able to access some of the compacts that we want to give them.

Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman, if the committee would allow it, I

would like Reuben Howard to answer that question.
Mr. HOWARD. In Mr. Lincoln's initial' comments in regards to

dealing on a government-to-government relationship, one of the
major activities that we undertook just recently is the allocation of
resources, approximately $64 million of a pool of $164 million, and
developing a methodology that does actually help out some of those
tribes that you are concerned about that do not have the infrastructure. That methodology is a methodology that deals with that issue
in that it does address the issues of small tribes, for example, that
may not have the infrastructure, but that some of these administrative dollars-their share would be higher so that they would be
able to have that infrastructure.
Senator CAMPBELL. Okay.
You also mentioned, if I heard you right, that you have reduced
the FTE-the bureaucracy FIE-by about 600, and increased the
service FTE about the same amount. Reinvention and downsizing
by the IHS-Iguess we assume there are going to be some radical
changes--can you give this committee some specific examples, as

you reduce the FTE that deals 'With the bureaucracy, some of the
specific examples of things that have been reduced- and changed?
Mr. LUxcoIN. Mr. Chairman, the bureaucracy was reduced in
two ways and at two locations. There was approximately a 117
VIE reduction at Headquarters, and those reductions primarily occurred as a result of attrition and the freezes that the agency has
been under at Headquarters and at the area office, an that's a
reduction df people exercising early put and buyout under the provisions of that law.
Essentially, what has occurred is that as people exercise their
right to leave the IHS, the agency has kind of absorbed the work
within existing staff. The agency currently has what 'icalled an
Indian Health Design Team, IHDT, that the Director has organized. This team has met twice and will be meeting again this
month. One of the responsibilities of this team is to guide the agency and identify goals and targets of the agency and, if you will, redesign the agency, so that as it reduces, that it is moving toward
an identified new structure, that the creation of a new IHS is the
responsibility of the IHDT.
I should mention, Mr. Chairman, that the Indian Health Design
Team consists f about two-thirds to three-fourths Indian tribal
members, and th'eemaining one-fourth is of IHS staff. So this is
a tribally-driven effort.
The agency has experienced, as a result of these reductins---certainly at Headquarters-a difficulty in carryingout some of its administrative responsibilities. I believe those kinds of problems will
be corrected as the Indian Health Design Team describes a new
structure for the IHS to operate under.
The areas of reductions also need to occur, and some downsizing
needs to occur, relative to the oversight and monitoring activities
associated with Headquarters and area offices. The Indian Self-Determination Act and its amendments-not just title 3, but title 1
amendments--certainly fundamentally change-our ability and responsibility to carryout detailed oversight of tribal contracts and
tribal governments. Indeed, we are limited to one visit per year to
a tribe in order to carryout our responsibilities of oversight, so that
will fundamentally change the kind of staff that we keep at Headquarters and the kinds of roles and functions that they carryout.
There has been an additional reduction, Mr. Chairman, of over
600 FTEs at our 12 area offices, collectively a reduction of over 600.
These reductions have primarily occurred within the program oversight areas., As an example, the number of people we used to oversee the dental program at a given area office would be reduced because we no longer carry those oversight responsibilities. In addition, some reductions have occurred within financial management
and within contracts management, and those are consistent with
National Performance Review goals.
Senator CAMPBELL. Okay. I thank you.
I would like to recognize the Vice Chairman, Senator Inouye.
Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much.
I just have one set of questions. I would like to submit the rest.
I believe last year the Congress passed an amendment that requires your agency to negotiate self-governance compacts?
Mr. LINCOLN. Yes, sir.

amp
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Senator INOUYE. And if I am correct your testimony now indicates that you are not prepared to do so.
Mr. LNcoLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, that is correct. We believe that
we must ""6 through an assessment in this period. But in addition
to that, Mr. Chairman, when we entered into an all-Alaska compact, we actually have included as a result of that all-Alaska compact 225 tribes in the self-governance demonstration project that is
currently ongoing.,
Senator INoUYE. What about those tribes that have completed
the planning phase and are ready to negotiate? Will you give these
tribes priority when ou begin the process of negotiation?
Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Vice Chairman within the agency we have not
discussed that question directly. What I can telf the committee is
that we will raise that question with the Director. I believe we can
provide the committee with a positive response, but I would want
to be able to discuss the answer to that question with the Director
of the Indian Health Service.
Senator INOUYE. When do you anticipate resuming the compacting process?
Mr. LINCoLN. We would resume the compacting process in fiscal
year 1997.
Senator INoUYE. What is the real reason for this delay? Is it
money, or policy?
Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, I believe there are two basic
reasons. One of them is that the agency needs to assess the impact
of
compacting,
not only
the agency
but on Indian
health care
programs
throughout
the on
Nation.
This assessment
is especially
critical when one considers the compounding effect of additional, title
1 contracting and various reductions that this agency is goifig to
have to take, but administratively and perhaps from a service
standpoint.
The second reason is that indeed we do need to look at the resources that are available to support what is commonly called "tribal shares" at area offices and at Headquarters, and the agency
needs the time to do a proper assessment relative to funding that
could be made available. It needs to also implement those streamlining activities that would free up resources that would be available to all tribes, whether they are title 1 contracts or title 3 compacts.
Senator INOUYE. How often doyou assess these compacts? It's
been 8 years since we have had this law in effect is that not right?
Mr. LINcoLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, the law has been in effect that
long, but it has only been applied to the IHS for the last 2 years.
We only have 18 months' worth of real experience in compacting.
We were given the authority in 1992.
Senator INOUYE. Wythis assessment? Are you having problems?
Mr. LINcoLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, we have had many inquiries
from a variety of tribes, self-governance tribes, compacting tribes,
and tribes who have exercised their' rights under the Indian SelfDetermination Act to not contract or compact. There are literally
dozens and dozens of inquiries as to how the agency is allocating
its resources*and whether or not the interests of those
noncompacting tribes are being addressed. The agency must dem-

onstrate-and I believe we can demonstrate-that we have allocated our resources fairly between compacting tribes and
noncompacting tribes. But we must go through this effort now, and
we must certainly show and demonstrate to all tribes that the
agency's allocation principles are fair, and we need to do that.
Senator INOUYE. If I ma followup a question that was asked by
. Senator-Camphell-in-t -Es,-your -agenvy-makes--up-less-than-2----------percent of the total budget of the Department, is that not correct?
Mr. LINCOLN. That's not correct.
Senator INOUYE. It is 1.8 percent. But your FTE reduction represents about 13 percent of the reductions for the Department?
Mr. LINCoLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, the data that I have shows
that the IHS in oir fiscal year 1996 budget would absorb about-a
1.5-percent FTE reduction. That is what our data shows.
Senator INOUYE. The Departmentwide reduction of FTEs numbers 1,766. Am I correct?
Mr. LINcoLN. Mr. Vice Chairman, I do not have those numbers
in front of me.'I do have some numbersSenator INOUYE. Well, the numbers I have received-it says for
fiscal year 1996, it will be 1,766 FTE reduction Departmentwide,
and 230 FTEs for your agency. That is 13 percent of the total.
Mr. LINcoLN. Okay.
Mr. Vice Chairman, if I could, I believe the agency would like to
respond to that for the record.
Senator INOUYE. I would like to know why the discrepancy.

Mr. LrNcoLN. Yes, sir.
[Information follows:]

The IHS has 6 percent of the discretionary dollars, and 25 percent of the FTE
requested by the Department for FY 1996. The proposed FTE reduction of 230 for
the agency in FY 1996 is 26 percent of the total reduction for the Department of
868 FTE, excluding SSA, however you are quite right in that the 230 FTE reduction
would have represented 13 percent of the required-1766 FTE reduction had SSA not
left the Department. When compared to FY 1993, which is the baseline to be used
for determining compliance with the Federal Workforce Restructuring Act, a 1.5 percent FTE reduction is proposed for IHS, compared to a 4.6 percent reduction for the
Public Health Service, a 4.9 percent reduction for the Department as a whole (excluding Social Security), and a 3.5 percent for the Department, if Social Security is
included.

Senator INOUYE. I can understand 1.8 percent, and maybe doubling that, but to go up to 13 percent, that's pretty high.
Mr. LINcoLN. Yes, sir.
Senator INOUYE. I think someone's picking on you.
Thank you very much.
Mr. LINCOLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Lincoln.

The next panel will be Dale Risling, Chairman of the Hoopa Valley Indian Tribe, and Marge Anderson, Chief Executive of the Mille
Lacs Band of Ojibwe from Onamia, MN.
Dale, you may proceed at your leisure.
STATEMENT OF DALE RISLING, CHAIRMAN, HOOPA VALLEY
INDIAN TRIBE, HOOPA, CA
Mr. RISLING. Good morning. First I would like to thank the com-

mittee for its role in making self-goverance a permanent authorization within the Department of the Interior.

The Hoopa Tribe is advancing at a steady pace under tbis new
tribal-Federal relationship.
I am happy also to report that our Alternative Rural Community
Hospital at Hoopa will be opening thi3 year, in which self-governance played a major role.
Secretary Shalala and Dr. Trujillo have expressed their support
- for-self-govetance;--however- there-remains-substantiaLoppsiti
throughout the bureaucracy. This opposition is in the form of negative rumor and misinformation about self-governance to other
tribes and Administration officials. A good example was mentioned
this morning when it was suggested by Mr. Lincoln that an evaluation of the impact of self-governance on other tribes was going to
take place in the IHS. This suggests that self-governance tribes are
taking funds from other tribes, and this is not the case. There are
plenty of safeguards to prevent that from happening.
These types of situation has created a major obstacles to the advancement of self-governance tribes. We ask for this committee's
support by sending a strong message to the Administration with
appropriate language, directing the Administration to honor the
demonstration aspect and purpose of the self-governance demonstration project, that they work together with compactinfg tribes
to help design and demonstrate to Congress, the administration,
and tribes a new and better way-of -doing business between tribes
and the U.S. This is after all, the intent of Congress and participating tribes under tiis project.
It is important that it be understood and accepted by the Administration that each tribal compact will differ, depending on the
tribe's capability, resources, and needs. Therefore, tribal independence, uniqueness, and flexibility must be respected and honored instead of bureaucratic attempts that are made to impose inflexible,
nationalized standards and policies on compacting tribes.
The Office of Tribal Self-Governance must be elevated to the
level of the Secretary of Health and Human Services. The office is
currently located under the Director of IHS. It is unreasonable to
think that fair and impartial negotiations can be accomplished
when one party is a negotiator, and at the same time is charged
with implementing the process and policies between the negotiating parties. It is also important that the office be elevated to the
Secretary's office because it is likely that HHS will become the next
Department to authorize all of its agencies to compact with tribes.
In regards to staffing of the Office of Tribal Self-Governance, we
ask for support from this committee to end the delay in the hiring
of a Director. We heard the report this morning about IHS getting
close to making that appointment. We've been there before. We
need assurance that this position is going to be filled. This delay
has greatly impeded decisionmakin gby IHS on essential policies
and methodologies. As a result, self-governance negotiations have
been stymied in som very, very important areas.
In terms of other st ffing in the Office of Tribal Self-Governance,
tribal consultation mI st be included in the hiring and orga!nizational development t6 assure that only essential personnel are
hired, and that anotl'eb bureaucracy is not created.
-- am also concerned that the IHS continues to utilize the Council
of Area and Associate Directors, or CAAD, in the self-governance

negotiation process, without their role being clearly defined. Therefore I recommend that this committee direct IHS to revisit the
CAAD charter, in consultation with the tribes.
Additionally, I recommend that the proposed IHS self-governance
policy council not be established until IHS and tribes can mutually
agree on its purpose and role in self-governance implementation, if
any
Self-governance was intended to be the process of restructuring
the IHS. As tribes negotiated their share of IHS resources the IHS
was to reduce and restructure accordingly, including FRE reductions. The Clinton National Performance Review objective to
streamline the bureaucracy and reduce FTEs has interfered with
and complicated this one simple self-governance principle.
The Hcopa Tribe requests that this committee develop an approved language that will assure that any cost savings realized
through current and future Federa streamlining be made permanently available to tribes for their respective budgets. The IHS
should be directed to develop a self-governance restructuring plan,
with tribal consultation, and to report to the tribes and to Congress
on its progress on an ongoing basis. I believe that this should be
done instead of implementing the assessment that they're doing on
evaluating the impact of sel -governance compacts on other tribes.
I think that with proper restructuring and downsizing, that this
will relieve criticism of compacting tribes impacting negatively on
other tribes.
I question whether Administration policymakers Departmentwide--budget personnel or OMB-really understand the treaty
commitments, trust responsibility, and fundamental principles of
self-determination and self-governance. If-they- do, then I would expect other health care agencies, such as the National Institute of
mental Health, the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and health
resources which have traditionally been provided to States and
cities would also be made available to tribes, as well as access to
social services block grants, which we have been denied for the
past decade.
The Hoopa Tribe opposes the concept of receiving block grants
passed through State governments. Instead, we support block grant
set-asides specifically for Indian tribes.
Finally, the Hoopa Valley Tribe strongly opposes the IRS fiscal
year 1995 contract support cost draft policy and requests this committee to intervene. If enacted, this policy will have a devastating
effect on tribal government operations. This draft policy is clearly
contrary to the spirit and intent of Public Law 103-413,.the Tribal
Self-Governance Act of 1994.
I request that adequate funding for the Indian Self-Determination Fund, ISDF, be appropriated for the assumption of new and/
or expanded health care programs. The current ISDF is inadequately funded at $7 million. The fiscal year 1995 estimated
shortfall is $39 million.
In conclusion, I woiild like to thank you for this opportunity to
share with you some of the Hoopa Tribe s concerns and experiences
as a first tier IHS and Interior self-governance tribe.
Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Risling appears in appendix.]

Senator CAMPBELL. Marge, would you like to continue?

STATEMENT OF MARGE ANDERSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE, MIHLE
LACS BAND OF OJIBWE, ONAMIA, MN, ACCOMPANIED BY
DAN MILBRIDGE, HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMISSIONER
Ms. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of this
commite.My name- is Mar-ge AadersonI am eChie Executive
of the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe. I have with me Dan Milbridge,
who is my Health and Human Services Commissioner. I will be

brief.

I wish to make three points about Indian Health Service self-governance.
First, I know this committee always hears about bad health statistics of American Indians, that Indians have the highest rate of
diabetes, tuberculosis, and fetal alcohol syndrome, that teen suicides among Indians are four times the national average.
There are no easy solutions to these problems. However, as tribal
governments responsible for providing health care, self-governance
has been that one ray of hope that we have had available to us to
deal with these -problems. But we will never be able to combat
these statistics if the IHS insists on only providing us with 60 percent of what we negotiate for in our self-governance compact. It is
not rational- it is not fair, it makes a mockery of our negotiations,
and as tribal governments we should not be expected to accept only
partial funding of our solemn self-governance agreements.
Further, as my written testimony details, we are very concerned
that IHS will never fully fund contract support costs or ensure that
shortfall funding is covered. Without full funding of our compacts,
without our fair share of the Indian Health Service budget it is becoming harder and harder to demonstrate that Indian Health Service self-governance can work. Unfortunately, it is my opinion that
the bureaucrats want this project to fail. We must not allow that
to happen, and we will continue to need this committee's help to
make certain that tribal self-governance prevails. Second I thank the Chairman of this committee for his leader-ship on tbis issue, but I am sad to report that the Department is
ignoring laws that you write. The IHS refuses to comply with the
self-governance demonstration project which this committee extended last year; 30 new tribes per year were supposed to be allowed into IHS self-governance, but IHS is refusing to let new
tribes in at all. I am very offended that all of your hard work is
being ignored, and trust that you are equally offended and will
take swift action to educate IHS about just what the law which you
passed means.
Finally, what we really need is permanent self-governance legislation for Indian Health Service. The IHS will never take this program seriously as long as it is just a demonstration project. The
committee should work with the Indian tribes, to develop legislation
as they did with the Interior Department. The IHS will be reluctant to assist in the development of such legislation. However, it
is my belief that self-governance is the future of Federal Indian
policy, and that bureaucrats who are trying to hold onto their jobs
are preventing this policy from moving forward.

The only solution is for this committee to take swift and forceful

action to make sef-governance permanent in the IHS.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify. You and our staff
have been our tribe's best friends in dealing with all of the aspects
of self-governance. Dealing with bureaucrats can be extremely frustrating, and for the last several years you have always been there
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this project, and for your devotion and dedication, the Mille Lacs
Band of Ojibwe give you their sincere thanks.
[Prepared statemenkof Ms. Anderson appears in appendix.]
Senator WELLSTON9. Mr. Chairman?
Senator CAMPBELL. Yes, Senator Wellstone?
Senator WELLSTONE. With your indulgence could I just have a
moment, first of all, t welcome Marge Anderson, the Chief Executive from my State of the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe Indians.',
I wanted to apologize to Marge and the other panelists for coming in late. We have the hearing today of Dr. Henry Foster in
Labor and Human Resources Committee, and h6 is about to testify.
I wanted to let the Chief Executive know that I have a whole set
of questions that I want to give to you and I want to talk to you
about this and want to be as helpful as possible. As the Senator
from Minnesota I warmly welcome you here today, and I thank you
for your leadership.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that.
Ms. ANDERSON. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CAMPBELL. Dale, in your oral testimony you said you
favor elevating the self-governance negotiator to the Office of the
Secretary. In the fiscal climate we face now, I personally think
that's probably not going to happen. But would you care to expand
on the problems you've experienced now that you think elevating
it to the Secretary position would alleviate?
Mr. RiSLING. We've done the same thing over in Interior as what
I'm recommending here. On the Interior side we have put the Office of Self-Governance above the BIA, and that is so that it would
be at a level where decisions can be made, where true negotiations
can take place-more of a government-to-government type of relationship. It makes us feel a little bad when we go to the negotiating
table and we're negotiating with messengers, and the decisions
cannot be made. To us it sort of takes the sting out of the intent
of self-governance, which-the way we look at it, it is more of a
free, government-to-government type relationship. We should be
dealing with policymakers.
The other thing is that I truly believe-and I thipk with this
committee's support-that HHS is going to be the ne,&-deprtment
that we're going to be able to compact all of its agencies. So that
would be the appropriate place to be, instead of moving this office
up to the Secretary's office in a couple of years when we do get legislation to make self-governance permanent and all of its agencies
compatible over there.
Senator CAMPBELL. We heard in earlier testimony that there was
an increase of about 600 FTEs in the service area. In your Area

Office, while you have negotiated' your share of this operation, have
you noticed any specific effects of that?
Mr. RiSLING. Regarding the FTE reductions? No.

Senator CAMPBELL. There was supposed to be an increase at the

service area.

Mr, RISLING. There was, I think, a total of 20 positions elimi-

_anf
--nted-in- he-alifornia Area Imt-we- haven%...ti..
benefit as a result of that.
Senator CAMPBELL. Marge, in your testimony you cited a contract
support funding problem. Perhaps you can tell us how many dollars you feel you have been short-changed by the recent IHSdecision not to fund a contract.

Ms. ANDERSON. If I may, Senator, I will refer that to my Com-

missioner.

Senator CAMPBELL. Yes; and would you identify yourself for the

record, please?

Mr. MILBRMGE. My name is Dan Milbridge. I am the Commis-

sioner of Health and Human Services for the Mille Lacs Band.
Contract support-this year they have proposed that it be part
of our tribal share, that whatever our tribal share is, 80 percent
of it will be considered program dollars, and the other 20 percent
will be considered contract support costs. We feel that we should
have 100 percent of our tribal share used for program, and the contract support costs paid on top of that.
Senator CAMPBELL. How much is that in dollar terms?
Mr. MILBRMGE. I would have to refer to my compact, but it

would probably be about $50,000 to $60,000.
Senator CAMPBELL. Okay.

Senator Inouye.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Throughout my membership on this committee, one word has
been
constantly used, but somehow misused and misinterpreted:
"consultation."
Now we find ourselves-last year-where the FTE
reduction for Indian Health Service represented 47 percent of the
whole Department's FTE reduction, and in fiscal year 1996 it appears that it may be 13 percent of the Department's FTE reduction,
where the agency itself represents only 1.8 percent of the FTEs.
Have you ever been consulted on these reductions? Both of you?
Mr. RISLING. I have early on over 1 year ago, in one meeting in
Sacramento. There was an update given and a plan that was proposed, and it dealt with attrition and early retirement, mainly, and
a few sort of temporary-type positions. So in our area there was
really no higher level-type position eliminated.
Senator INOUYE. So what they did was to tell you, but they did
not consult with you, or request your input in the reduction?
Mr. RISLING. That's correct, my input was never requested for

that.

Senator INOUYE. Is that the same with you, ma'am?
Ms. ANDERSON. Yes; that is basically true, although the area of-

fice is-right now, the director of the area office is consulting with
tribes right now. She is coming to our reservation on Friday to consult with us. They have downsized. I think the Headquarters
should learn from the area offices on how the area offices do their
downsizing.

Senator INOUYE. Now, the agency is suggesting that notwithstanding the mandate in our law, that they will not process compacts, and they wish to have an assessment. Have you been called
upon to provide an input in this decision?
Mr. RSLING. No; we haven't, Senator. And as I mentioned before,
the self-governance tribes are upset about this because it seems
iirgne-d~--ut:Other-tribes-th at-contraet--for-pro--....
lie......
a-grams and services are not being evaluated for their impact on
other tribes. It seems like we're being singled out in this evaluation.
But no, we haven't been contacted or consulted with.
Senator INOUYE. Chief Anderson, the IHS has said they will not
negotiate any new self-governance compacts in fiscal year 1996
and I gather you are prepared to do so. What sort of problems will
you be facing as a result of this decision on the part of the service?
Ms. ANDERSON. Like Dale said, we haven't been consulted either
on that, although we have some new tribes in our area who want
to negotiate with the IHS. They have come to us for answers, and
we don't know how to answer them because IHS is not going to
compact with any new tribes this year.
Senator INOUYE. You spoke of the impact that non-self-governance tribes have been complaining about as a result of your involvement. What sort of impact do you think these non-self-governance tribes are talking about?
Mr. RISLING. Well, as you are aware, our annual funding agreement-goes out to every tribe in our area 90 days before it is
signed off. In California there are some 100 tribes. So our budget
goes out, and they take a look at the budget and they see basically
a lump sum amount. They're assuming that we're getting more
money than we should be getting.
"
Now, the first year that our annual funding agreement went out,
it was challenged. It had to go through administrative appeal because tribes challenged it, and it was found that there was no negative impact that our budget had created on any of the tribes in
the area.
The particular area, I mentioned in my testimony, where there
is misinformation going out, self-governance tribes are constantly
blamed for causing shortfalls to other tribes. A tribe may request
funds for a certain thing and they are unable to get it, often the
response from the IHS is, "Well, it's the impact of the compacting
tribes." 'And that's not the case. There's no evidence anyplace
where compacting tribes have had a negative impact. I believe that
there is a-committee within Indian Health Service that is set up
specifically to review any negative impacts that the self governance
annual funding agreements may cause. But as far as we know,
there has never been a case where it has been proven that there
is any negative impact. Tribes are very conscientious about this in
the negotiating process.
Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Yes, ma'am?
Ms. ANDERSON. Senator Inouye, the only negative impact that we
hear from our areas is from newly-recognized tribes. We have three
new federally-recognized tribes. Their funding is supposed to be
coming from our tribal shares, but I think its going to have an-

other negative impact on us. It should be a supplemental funding
for those new tribes.
Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CAMPBELL. I thank this panel.
The next panel will be Lindsey Manning, Chairman, Duck Valley_
Shoshone Paiute- Tribe-and-Pamela-lron,--Executive-Director-of----Health Services of the Cherokee Nation in Tahlequah, OK
Chairman Manning, before you start, how are you related to
Claire Manning?
Mr. MANNING. Claire Manning is my cousin's sister. Her father
and my father are brothers.
Senator CAMPBELL. She's doing a terrific job for the Native
American Rights Fund in our State.
Mr. MANNNG. Thank you very much. I will tell her.
* Senator CAMPBELL. This is te last panel, and I would 'tell the
panel that we're on a very short timeframe. All of your testimony
will be included in the record, but if you can abbreviate your oral
testimony, it would be appreciated.
STATEMENT OF LINDSEY MANNING, CHAIRMAN, DUCK
VALLEY SHOSHONE-PAIUTE TRIBE, OWYHEE, NV
Mr. MANNING. I will be as brief as possible.
Thank you, Senator Campbell. I am very happy to be here today
to have this opportunity to speak before the committee on the SelfDetermination Act, which is the right Federal policy for tribes.
Self-governance is true tribal management, but it's not for all
tribes. Tribes must show their 'administrative capabilities to come
into this program. The IHS still must maintain the coverage for
those that choose not to.
Local control is more responsive to our needs. Over the last 3 or
4 decades Indian people have become educated and returned home
to administer th ese programs. Some tribes no longer need excessive
Federal coverage'.
Self-governane has required the IHS to be specific in their functions, specific.-f their budgets specific in their dollars, specific to
break out tribal shares, speciAc in their area office distributions.
It's a true budget breakout and shows accountability by the Indian
Health Service. It requires the IHS to present actual operating
costs at the area and Headquarters level, and that's been quite enlightening..
At the Headquarters level the Director has set a residual goal of
$15.56 million. I was for a while on the Joint Tribal Methodologies
Work Group, and we found out that the Assessment Line Item of
the IHS of $33 million to $35 million is taken right off the top by
the Public Health Service, and that money is not accounted for, not
even to IHS. The Public Health Service-they are taking $33 million to $35 million out of our Indian money, out of the Indian
Health Service money, to administer our money. So I think that
needs to be looked into, and I request that special attention be directed to that accountability; $33 million is a lot of money and it
can carry a lot of us through. The IHS, like self-governance tribes,
I believe can be effective managers themselves/ of that money, so
when it comes down to us it should reach us all the way.
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At the Phoenix area office level, We have put the management
of that under scrutiny. We found out that our service unit was allowed to operate at a deficit consistently, annually running into an
$800,000 deficit. When the fiscal year ended it went back to the

area office and they made an adjustment there, and it was off line.

_The next year you_gctW do it again. That's not real budgeting.

Real budgeting is not presenting a budget and letting people overspend it. The actual operating cost is the budget that we're pursuing now, and I think what we're finding is that there was a pool
of money there, discretionall being used to cover deficits. I think
this exemplifies the CAAD that Chairman Risling from the Hoopa
mentioned, the power that the CAAD carries forth.
I also agree with Chairman Risling on the complaint on the portrayal of self-governance being the catalyst for all the cuts coming
to IHS. Our non-self-governance tribes need to be told clearly by
Indian Health Service at all levels that the downsizing effort is the
catalyst of a lot of our wrongs, besides the budget cuts that are
coming in.
So at our area office meeting, self-governance tribes had to get
up and defend themselves before the other tribes because we were
being portrayed as the ones that were lessening their pool of funds.
As a smalltribe, we initially supported this 30/70 formula, which
meant more resources and more money to us. However, we can accept a tribal size adjustment formula. It means less money for us
but I think it's a good middle ground that we would be willing to
accept.
On contract support costs the pool-the process that they use,
they have a pool, and I think that it's distributed on a "first come,
first served" is not a real good way to operate that. We need more
money in there. Also reserving a percentage of tribal shares for
contract support costs, I believe, needs to belooked at.
There are other concerns that are in my written testimony.
Director Lincoln meniltioned that oversight is reduced to
oneDeputy
visit a year to self-governance tribes. I think that is adequate.
The new oversight that the tribes have to deal with on health care
is from our tribal membership in their direct communication, right
to our tribal council. If something is going wrong, they come to the
council and the council can adjust it there, whereas before, when
a complaint would come in, it would get lost in the system. There
would be no accountability. When there was a complaint coming in,
we got word that the then-Service Unit Director said, "Well, just
don't pay any attention to it because in six months it will go away
and there will be something else." So a lot of our complaints were
going nowhere, but with self-governance, now with the tribal council ultimately responsible for it, we are now more responsive to the
needs of our people. If it's dental or if it's mental health or something like, we can get right in there and do something about it.
I think what Senator Inouye said about 40 percent of the full Department FTE reductions last year were targeted for IHS again exemplifies too much Public Health Service control over the IHS. The
IHS should be elevated at least equal to the Public Health Service.
That may be excessive oversight.
Finally, I cannot accept without objection all Indian agencies
being cut at this time. The Chairwoman of Mille Lacs mentioned

that new tribes are being recognized every day, and we're all drinking from the same trough, so we need to enhance our programs and
build them.
I would like to thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Manning appears in appendix.]
Senator CAMPBELL. MS. Iron, go ahead. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF PAMELA IRON, EXECUTED DIRECTOR,
HEALTH SERVICES, CHEROKEE NATION, TAHLEQUAH, OK,
ACCOMPANIED BY CHARLES L. HEAD, SELF-GOVERNANCE
COORDINATOR

Ms. IRON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I bring
greetings from Chief Wilma Mankiller, the Principal Chief of the
Cherokee Nation. It is an honor to be able to testify on her behalf
and to represent the 160 000 tribal members and 95,000 active
users in our health care delivery system.
Almost no other issue is of greater importance to the Cherokee
Nation than Indian health care delivery and proper implementation of our self-governance compacts. We are the largest tribe that
entered into the compact in both the Interior in 1990, and into the
DHHS in 1993.
As an example of how self-governance is being implemented by
the Cherokee Nation, I would point to the Cherokee Rural Health
Network. Our health network is the first tribal health network established in the United States, utilizing managed care concepts in
redesigning our health care delivery system. The Wilma P.
Mankiller Health Center is a new 35,000 outpatient facility dedicated on April 29, 1995. This is an important component of our network. We want to thank this committee, and especially Senator
Nickles for his assistance in obtaining the funding and naming of
this facility.
The decision of Congress to amend the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act by adding the Self-Govern ace Demonstration Project Act was a crucial step in strengthenin the government-to-government relationship between the United States and
the Cherokee Nation.
We feel that there are still some people at all levels of IHS who
do not take the program seriously because it is not a permanent
part of the agency. This attitude at times results in a lack of cooperation in the implementation of the health programs assumed
by the Cherokee Nation. We believe that self-governance within the
IHS has been a demonstration project long enough. Permanent implementation of the IHS self-governance program should be a high
priority of the Federal Government. Chief Mankiller and the Cherokee Nation are grateful to the Chairman, to Senator Inouye, and
the committee for your dedication to this program, and we will do
everything we can to persuade the Clinton administration to support prompt enactment of ermanent legislation:
Critical to the successfurcontinuation of Indian health care delivery to the IHS self-governance program is retention of proper funding allocation formulas. The IHS Director announced adoption of a
new allocation formula called the "tribal size adjustment formula,"
rather than the historical formula based on active user population,
recently. Shifting to this new formula will divert Central Office
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funding from tribes with IHS user populations of more than 1,500
to those with fewer than 1,500 users. The proposed new formula
would benefit only 4 percent of the IHS users in Oklahoma and
cause adverse impact on 96 percent of the users. Nationally, the
new formula would result in 90 percent of the IHS users receiving
less funding for their tribes. We have a tribal size adjustment versui the-100-peTcent-user formula -comparison--here-.-We -had a-larger .
chart that didn't quite find its way up here yet that shows this adverse impact.
Analysis shows that 89.73 percent of users would receive more
resources using a 100-percent active user formula. Any extra funding to make up for small size would not be necessary funding; it
would be extra funding.
We encourage not taking money from users and shifting it to bureaucracies. The use of this method or any similar method for determining tribal shares would result in a radical reallocation of
IHS funds away from eligible users who are members of large
tribes, such as Navajo and the Cherokee Nation, and toward support of bureaucracies of certain tribes.
We encourage you to think about this, to make all eligible Indians more healthy, not their tribal bureaucracies. Furthermore, the
Cherokee Nation is emphatic that any funding allocation formula
for any program for Native Americans-block grant or otherwi:se-must be justified and based on active user population served by the
program.
%to
Here we wish to express our sincere appreciation to the Chairman and the committee for their successful effort to restore IHS
funding in the 1995 budget. Now it is all the mote important to remind the Appropriations Committee that the unmet need for IHS
remains at approximately 30 percent of the funds required. With
this enormous unmet need, there should be no reductions in overall
Indian health care funding. We encourage full funding of contract
health care. This is particularly essential. It remains a mystery
why, in Oklahoma, that we continue to have large contract health
care denials, and we do not receive any distribution of the funds
from the Central Office.
We would greatly appreciate strong support for IHS fundings
from members of this committee, especially Senators Gorton, Domenici, and Reid, who also serve on the Senate Interior Appropriations Subcommittee.
Looking at the FTE reductions, we propose that FTEs working
directly for tribes through IPAs and MOAs be allocated to a tribal
FTE pool and be free from all FTE reductions or ceilings, especially
since costs for salaries for these positions were covered by the operational funds provided to tribes. The Cherokee Nation has 750 tribal health employees, and of those, we have 27 IPAs or MOAs.
Those salaries are paid by our operational funds, so it does not impact on the Federal direct delivery FTEs.
Finally, the Office of General Counsel opinion contended that the
level of Federal oversight necessary for construction of Federal facilities is inconsistent with the Self-Governance Demonstration
Project Act's goals. This opinion leads to the absurd result that
tribes can perform these services under title 1, but not under 1

3. The Cherokee Nation has constructed facilities; we constructed

.

the Redbird Smith facility and new Wilma P. Mankiller Health
Center. We also are in construction phase I for a new Salina
Health Center, and we have done this through construction cont acts. We feel that it is important that this be in permanent legislation.
/ In conclusions would like to thank this committee for the close
w--kng relationship - that the Cherokee- Nation has had. We urgeyou to implement self-governance on a permanent basis.
[Prepared statement of Ms. Iron appears in appendix.]
Senator CAMPBELL. Thank you, Ms. Iron.

We have about four or five questions, but because of time constraints I am going to have staff submit those to you. If you would
answer those in writing for the committee, I would appreciate it.
Also, just let me reaffirm-I think I can speak on behalf of the
vast majority of the members on this committee, that you can look
forward to continued support and sensitivity to the problems that
Indian tribes face as they are trying to move toward self-governance. You've always had a sensitive ear in here. Even though we
are severely restricted because of the fiscal constraints that we
have, this committee knows full well that Indian people have every
right to expect full funding for the programs that are so important
to their survival.
In any event, the hearing record will stay open for two additional
weeks if anyone in the audience or any people at home wish to submit testimony in writing. Please have them do so in about the next
14 days.
With that, this hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon at 10:44 a.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at the cal of the Cbair.]

APPENDIX.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD
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RMNT OF LvNDSFY W. MANNNG CHAPMAN, SHOSHONR-PAMr
TRIBES OF THE DUCK VALLEY kESEEVATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am LUndsey Manning, Chairman

of the Shoshone-Paiute Tribes of the Duck Valley Indian Reservation.

Our homeland is half in Idaho and half in Nevada. We properly refer to our location as that Nevada and Idaho skirt our.borders. Our reservation is 290,000 acres,
all of which is tribal land. Our trial headquarters is located at Owyhee, Nevada.
We have approximately 1,800 enrolled members with about 1,200 nmebers residing
on our reservation. Our main industry stems from our land base and involves ranching, farming, and outdoor activities.
The" hoone-Paiute Tribes are served by the IS Phoenix Area Office and are
the furthest from the Area Office-approximately 600 miles. We are presently in a
multi-tribal service unit which serves five tribal governments. The Owyhee Service
Unit inclu de the only IS hospital (a 15-bed inpatient facility) in Nevada and
Idaho, and two outpatient clinics at Elko and Ely Nevada. Because of our isolated
location, the hospitl and clinic at Owyhee provide services primarily to the Duck
Valley Tibes as well as the non-Indiana in the region. The clinics at Elko and Ely
primarily serve the other service unit tribes with inpatient and specialty care being
provided to the other tribes at local non-IHS health care facilities through Contract
Health Care funding. As the most remote service unit served by the IS Phoenix Area Office, the hosital and clinic a. Owyhee has suffered from poor manage n which has resulted
n a lack of continuity of care for our people. In 1988, the Phenix Area Office attempted to close inpatient services at Owyhee and reduce emergency service coverage. Based on our implation and health care needs and with the assistance of the
Appropriations Committees, we were able to keep tle hospital open. Shortly thereaIter, the tribes received a grant from the 1HS to conduct a full utilization study
of the Owyhee hospital and clinic. This preliminaxy feaibility study indicated that
the facility could be operated efficiently by the Tribes and provide improved health
operating
care if actualjust
pT are made available to the trie. Today, plans are unthat. cpsts
derway to do
In 1991, the tribes entered into a Self-Governance agreement with the Department of the Interior. We entered into an Indian Health Srvice Compact of Self-Governance effective January 1, 1995. Our first IHS Annual Funding Agreement included our community health programs Recently we amended our Annual Fundin,
Agreement to add the facility's Contract Health Care program. For fiscal year 1996,
we will include all remaining outpatient and inpatient seivices provided at Owyhee.
- Self.Governance has given our tribes control of our local programs and allowed
us to be more responsive to the health needs of our population. We have cut through'
layers of needless and repetitive federal processes and clearances and made more
resources available at the service delivery level. In addition the planning resources
made available to us enabled us to improve our tribal adnstrative capacity. Our
tribes' views on specific isues follows.
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M1S Office of Tribal Self-Governance. The 11-S Office of Tribal Self.Governance (OTSG) has been and continues to be very involved in and supportive of our
negotiations. However, the OTSG has never been adequately staffed to negotiate
agreements and assist tribes with implementation of our agrements. Lack of adequate staffing has contributed to the delay in distribution of funds due to be transferred to us in early January under the terms four funding agreement. We support
elevation of the Office of Self-Governance to the Department level and believe the
office must be adequately staffed to distribute funds in a timely manner and to assist with implementation of tribes' funding agreements.
Residual and Tribal Shares. Under Self-Governance, all HIS functions and resources are designated as either "residual" or "tribal shares". True "residual" resources are those used to conduct Indian health functions required by law to be carried out by Federal employees as inherently federal functions. All other resources
of the IS are "tribal shares" meaning they are available to be transferred into a
tribe's Annual Funding Agreement if the tnibe chooses to take responsibility for the
corresponding function. Tribal shares which a tribe elects to leave with the IHS
have been designated "retained tribal shares" and may be transferred to the tribe
at a later date if the tribe so chooses. Designating a resource a tribal share in essence gives tribes discretion over whether to take responsibility for that function
and resource or to leave responsibility with the IHS.
Under the Director's April 18, 1995 decision, a residual "goal" is established for
Headquarters, and each Area Office residual is to be determined separately with the
participation of the tribes served by that Area Office. However, neither the decision
on a Headquarters residual amount nor our Area Office's process for determining
a residual amount has ever provided for consistent and meaningful tribal participation. The determination of residual and tribal share resources must be arrived at
only after full participaticn of all tribes, and discussion and negotiation over which
party can best carry out particular functions or activities.
In addition of the amounts identified as residual, the HS has not provided descriptions of tie,functions and services being provided with those resources. Without
a clear understa ding of the functions being carried out by the IHS with residual
resources, the IHS' and Tribes' respective responsibilities are never clear.
Allocation Methodologies for Tribal Shares. As our tribes establish the outpatient and inpatient programs at Owyhee as an independent operating unit in fiscal year 1996, the administrative costs for these programs will be transferred from
ISHeadquartcrs and the Phoenix Area Office to our Tribes' administration. As a
relatively small tribe, our administrative costs to operate these programs will not
necessarily be met by our Area and Headquarters tribal shares from similar functions. In addition, as we establish an independent operating unit servingprimariily
our tribes and non-Indian community residents, we will lose economies of scale for
some services which previously benefited more than the Duck Valley Tribes. With
this in mind, for Area and Headquarters resources which have previously not been
made available to tribes, our Tribes support an allocation methodology that will provide us an adequate administrative base and allow us to maintain the broadest
array of services possible.
As a relatively small tribe, the "30/70" formula-under which 30% of the tribal
share resources are allocated among tribes based on the total number of tribes and
70% are allocated based on the number of active users-would be most beneficial
to our tribes. The "tribal size adjustment" formula also provides a base for small
tribes with the base decreasing as population size increases. As compared to the "30/
70" formula and the "100% active user" formula, under which funds are distributed
based solely upon the population served, the tribal size adjustment formula is an
acceptable compromise for our tribes. We have supported the use of this formula for
allocating Headquarters General Pool funds with the understanding that it is a compromise for us and that it is aimed at equitably allocating resources taking into account the relatively higher administrative costs for smaller programs.,
Contract Sapport Costs. The contract support funding provisions of .he Indian
Self-Determination Act provide for full funding of tribal administrative costs. These
provisions also ensure that contract support funds will not duplicate program funds,
end provide a reporting mechanism through which the IHS is required to report any
deficiency in funding for such costs. Existing IHS policy for administering contract
support funds, however, does not address contract support needs associated with
tribal share resources that are made available to tribes under Self-Governance and
the recent amendments to Title I of the Act in Public Law 103-413.
IHS' current proposal to reserve a percentage of tribal shares from which to fund
additional contract support cost needs associated with tribal shares does not reflect
the recommendations of tribal participants and will perpetuate incomplete and inaccurate reporting of true contract support needs. The IRS proposal reflects an arbi-
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trary percentage which is not supported by an analysis of the resources in Area and
Headquarter's tribal shares. We request full tribal participation in development of
a process under which a tribe's full contract support need is based on an analysis
of its actua program and administrative costs and that need is funded annually
on a recurrirj basis (with anyr deficiency in funding reported to Congress).
Shortfall and Full Funding of Tribal Shares. In the Director's April 18, 1995
decision on residual, $15.56 million is identified as a "goal", with the caveat that
as more tribes elect to compact and contract, it may be necessary to look at the transitional amounts required to provide services to all tribes. The initial federal policy
behind the Indian Self-Determination Act envisioned a clear cut transfer of resources. from the 'Federal government to the tribes as tribes chose to take responsibility for local programs. This vision was never implemented under Title I, and
resulted in an increased Federal bureaucracy and justified but escalating contract
support costs on the tribes' part.
Now, shortfall funds have been provided under Self-Governance to fund transitional costs associated with the transfer of resources to compacting tribes to avoid
reducing or limiting services to other tribes as tribal shares are taken out of programs or other activities serving multiple tribes. The IHS must develop a specific
and immediate strategy for reducing staff and other resource requirements which
parallels increases in the level of compacting and contracting by tribes so that shortfall funds are not relied on in subsequent years to meet "transitional" needs. The
1HS must be able to-track by program or other activity increases in compacting and
contracting and the resulting portion of the program or activity which the IHS continues to operate. Unless federal reductions approximately parallel increases in compacting stable base funding with recurring funds cannot be achieved. Full funding
of tribal shares and the development of stable base funding has been a goal of SelfGovernance, and is necessary to ensure the long term stability and success of tribal
health programs..
Trust Responsibility and Appropriations for Indian Health. All of the foregoing issues involve allocating resources appropriated to improve Indian health. As
tribes take on increasing responsibilities or community services, we must not lose
sightof the Federal Government's ongoing, responsibility to tribes which is a result
"otribes' unique political status as sovereign governments. President Nixon, in his
initial vision for Idian Self-Determination, expressed this ongoing responsibility to
Indian tribes as follows:
The special relationship between Indians and the Federal Government is the resuit ... of solemn obligations which have been entered into by the U.S. Government.
Down -through the years, through written treaties and through' formal and informal
agreements, our government has iade specific commitments to the-Indian people.
For. their part, the Indians have often surrendered claims to vast tracts of land and
have accepted life on government reservations. In exchange, the government has
agreed to provide community services such as health, education and public safety,
services which would presumably allow Indian communities to enjoy a standard of
living comparable to other Americans.
AlCongressional actions related to Self-Governance and annual appropriations
for Indian health must be' made in light of tribes' unique political status and the
government's trust responsibility to tribes.
We must keep in mind the diverse needs of tribal government, ranging from day
to day operation of community programs tq tribal-federal partnerships. The Administration must reconsider subjecting IHS and BIA service programs to FTE reductions. As tribes take more responsibility for local programs, we need professional expertise entering rather than leaving our programs. At a minimum, savings from
reductions from our programs must be returned to local service delivery programs. Last, festrupturing and downsizing of Federal Indian programs must involve
meaningful consultation and participation of all tribal governments. Self-Governance'piovides a model for this dialogue and participation.
Thank you for the opportunity to present my views on IHS's implementation of
SSelf-Governance.
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Owyhee, NV, July 13, 1995.
Hon. JOHN McCAIN,
Hon. DANIEL K. INoUYE,
U.S. Sente,

Washington, DC.

Dear Senators McCain and Inouye: Thank you for your letter of May 5, 1995. My
sincere apologies for this delayed response to your inquiries.
Question: Do you think Congress should step in and derme by statute, what is and
what is not an allowable residual?
Answer. At this time itis our opinion that it isprematuie to legislate the definition of residual. While it is presently true that IS has not provided an extensive
definition of residual functions or what the)ribes can rely upon with IRS retained
funding, the.IHS has committed to workid Jointly with Tribes to address the residual issue. We believe that Congress should - allow this process to work. Perhaps a
suggestion could be that IRS be compelled to engage in this process by the Committee.
Question: Would you please cite some examples of why administrative costs are
higher for your Tribe than for other Tribes nearer metropolitan areas or with larger
service population?
Answer. A key factor is isolation. Recruitment of capable administrators at a
"lower than ccale" pay rate fosters the need to offer an above average salary. Added
insurance co-erage and fringe benefits are required to fill vital positions. Outdated
equipment (i.e. computers and telecommunication links), cost of delivery, telephone
services, express mail delivery to hubs, transportation, advertisements, adequate
and attrative housing acquisitions must be built into the isolated reservation ad.
ministrative costs.
..
Thank you again for allowing our input. Should further clarification be desired,
please notify me.
Sincerely,

LINDSEY MANNING, Chairman.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. BFN NIGHTHORSE CAMPBELL, US SENATOR FROM
COLORADO

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for conducting this important
hearing on the implementation of the Tribal Self.Governance Act by the Indian
Health Service.
What started as a demonstration project that was designed to improve and
strengthen tribal control over Federal funding and program management, has now
become a permanent program that gives tribal governments the authority to negotiate for the management of many programs in the Department of the Interior and
the Indian Health Service.
I know my interest in the implementation of the Self-Governance program is
shared by au members of this committee because it is a program that is innovative,
and is a cornersthn-e in bringing federal resources directly to tribes. The process,
however, of brnging greater tribal participation in the Self.Governance program
will take considerable time and many tribes, due to unique circumstances, may not
elect to participate in the Self-Governance program.
As a result the question that remains is how will the responsible agencies continue the implementation of the Self-Governance program while continuing to serve
non-participating tribes. This type of question was recently asked of me by the
Chairman of the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, in my home State of Colorado, and is continuing concern.
Mr. Chairman, I will continue to follow this program with great interest and look
forward to the testimony to be presented today.
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does there exist reason to believe that the amount of contract
support dollars actually available to any particular compact Tribe,
and the Mille Lacs Band in particular, will adequately cover our
negotiated funding agreements. Additionally, it is anticipated that
the Director of IHS will take" the position that no contract support
funds will be paid on negotiated Tribal shares for F.Y. 95, nor
will it be paid for all subsequent years,. U need the Congress to
direct IHS to ensure- that contract support costs are fully funded
for F.Y. 1996.
121

Ensure that Shortfall Funding is Fully Covered in F.Y. 1996
Co=-acts.
The issue of shortfall funding directly affects 'our health
care delivery system. Shortfall funds are directed to cover the gap
between the negotiated Tribal share of the IHS budget line items
and the amount of money available within IHS to cover that share.
Mille Lacs was able to obtain its full funding amount to cover our
F.Y. 95 Compact, but there is not guarantee that those funds will
continue to be available in the future. IHS projects a shortfall in
F.Y.'95 Annual Funding Agreements of $6-8 million dollars. We know
of no one who has yet determined how the IHS calculated the amount
of shortfall funds needed for the upcoming fiscal year as presented
in the F.Y. 96 budget request, nor has anyone determined if that
amount will in fact cover each Compact Tribe's total demonstrated
need.
These two issues dealing with contract Support Costs and
Shortfall Funding are extremely critical to the success of SelfGovernance Tribes. Together, these funding areas provide to the
Band the financial support necessary to deliver health care which
IHS would otherwise be required to provide through its legal trust
responsibility. Self-Governance was intentionally designed by the
Congress and the tribes to ensure that we, as a Self-Goverance
Tribe, have the tools to address our own program priorities and
develop more local, flexible solutions to the health care problems
unique to our tribal population. The IHS does not appear, however,
to share with the Congress its commitment to allow Tribes to
determine their oWn health priorities and to allocate our resources
accordingly.
You should be Miare thai from the beginning, Tribes pursuing
compacts with the IlIS have hal to deal with a budget which has
never adequately met the health needs of Indian people. In F.Y.
1995, per capita spending on Indian health care was approximately
$1,200 -- less than-one .Alf of the national average per capita
amount spent on ftedical Services. The picture.has not significantly
improved in E,.Y. 1996. In fact, the President would have to double
his current budget request for the 'IHS in order for the Indian
health care delivery system to be on equal par with the United
States as'a whole.
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Given the current federal budgetary constraints, we realize
that doubling the IHS budget may not be realistic, although we
remind the Committee that the federal government has a unique legal
responsibility to ensure that Indian health care needs are met. In
this context, we urge you to consider that Self-Governance Tribes
have the responsibility to provide the same level of servicess to
our people as IHS provides -- the difference is that we are.
expected to perform these services with less resources than--IHS 7 ........
because of IHS's refusal to adequately address budget needs and
fully fund compacts. This is proven by the fact that IHS did not
request funding for population growth. Further, IHS has made no
effort to reduce personnel levels, in spite of the fact that for
each of the last four years, the Congress has clearly required
personnel reduction as Self-Governance Compacts are signed and
responsibilities transferred to the tribes.
_M) IHS Should Allow Comyact Tribes to Base Their Funding on
Jictual Service Costs to Indian patients, Rather that Uoing the
"User Population" as Defined by IHS,
The issue of user population continually plagues the Mille
Lacs Band of Ojibwe in its self-governance negociations with IHS.
User population is derived from the number of elicble Indians
living within a specifed geographic area in relationship to the
reservation boundaries. The data base system employed by the IHS to
determine the number of "users" grossly undercounts the number
served by the Tribe. A critical by-product of user population is
the term "active users" -- eligible Indians who have been provided
a service within the last three years. Mille Lacs serves every
eligible Indian who presents themselves for health care services,
in accordance with the intent of the Congress. However, it is
impossible to predict the numbers of such patients in advance or
the cost of their treatment.
I
IHS has historically refused to permit a Tribe to base its
funding needs on its actual service costs for all Indian patients
serviced. Mille Lacs is required to absorb the cost, which
adversely affects our ability to provide necessary care to our
service population. Therefore, we ask that the Committee direct the
IIHS to fund tribes based on actual service costs to Indian
patients.
I know this Committee always hears about the bad health
statistics of American Indians. That Indians have the highest rates
of diabetes, tuberculosis, and fetal alcohol syndrome. That teen
suicides among Indians are-four times the national average. There
are no easy sOlutions to these problems. However, as a tribal
government responsible for providing health care, self-governance
has been the one ray o hope we have had available to us to deal
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with these problems. But we will never be able to couibat tlose
statistics if IHS insists on only providing us with 60% of what we
negotiate for our self-governance compacts. It is not rational, it
is not fair, it makes a mockery of our negotiations, and as tribal
governments we should not be expected to accept only partial
funding of our solemn self-governance agreements. Further, as my
written testimony details,,.we are very concerned that IHS will
never fully fund contract support costs or ensure that shortfall
-funding-i-fully covexed--WithQutfull funding of our compacts -4Ithout our fair tribal share of the IHSb.get
becoming
harder and harder to demonstrate that IHS self-governance can work.
Unfortunately, it is my opinion that the bureaucrats want this
project to fail. We must not allow that to happen, and we will
continue to-,need the Committee's help to make certain that tribal
self-governance prevails.
I thank the Chairman of the Committee for his leadership on
this issue, but I am sad to report that the Department is ignoring
the laws that you write. The IHS refuses to comply with the SelfGovernance Demonstration Project which this Committee extended last
year. Thirty new tribes per year were supposed to be allowed into
IHS Self-Governance. The IHS is refusing to let new tribes in at
all. I am very offended that all of your hard work is being
ignored, and trust that you are equally offended and will take
swift action to educate the IHS about just what the law which you
passed means.
141 The Mille Lacs Band Reauests that the Congress
Supplemental Funding to Area Offices for New Tribes.

Provide

I would like to point out that three new'Tribes within the
Bemidji area have recently gained recognition as federally
recognized tribes. The funding for the additional Tribes to provide
health care to their people, however, is being taken out of the
Bemidji area pot of funding, which was already minuscule prior to
the addition of the new Tribes. The funding of these new tribes
from our existing Bemidji Area funding will obviously have an
adverse, impact on all of the tribes within the Bemidji Area, and
must not be allowed. Since the Congress has taken on the
responsibility of legislatively recognizing three new tribes, it
must also face its responsibility to find funding for them without
negatively impacting the rest of us, who reside in the most
underfunded Area nationwide.
LU The Congess Should Mandate that the IHS Provide Stable Base
Funding to Self-Governance Compact Tribes.
Oncc again, the IHS budget request does not include any
commitment to _ providing Self-Governance Compact Tribes with a
stable base of funding. There is certainly no requirement that
permanent legislation be enacted b,'efore such a mandate may be
issued. As an example, the BIA was )ander a mandate to proved stable
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base funding under the Demonstration Project phase of SelfGovernance. The institution of stable funding bases has made annual
funding agreement negotiations much easier, and the IHS should be
forced to implement the same stable base funding. For the Tribes,
having a stable funding base permits the development of longer
range planning, rather than being forced to scramble each year to
funding.
-devise-program adjustments based.on each-year saavailable-funds
-at ------Without .such a mandate, IHS lacks commitment to- provide
any particular. level. We urge that you direct the IHS to implement
stable base funding.
Conclusiont Make Self-Governance Permanent within the IMS.
All of the directives which I have requested would be helpful
in moving self-governance along within the Indian Health Service.
However, nothing would push the bureaucrats faster than legislation
making self-governance permanent in the IHS. Until it is permanent,
IHS will continue to use the old excuse that as a "demonstration",
the agency cannot take permanent actions to reorganize and
restructure. Eventhough during the 103rd Congress you extended the
-

project for another 18 years --

which makes the project essentially

permanent -- I strongly believe that we need legislation which will
leave no doubt that Self-Governance is here to stay.
Thank you for this opportunity to testify. You and your staff
have been our tribe's best friends in dealing with all of the
aspects of self-governance. Dealing with bureaucrats can be
extremely frustrating, and for the last several years, you have
always been there for us. In seeking passage of permanent
legislation, we couldn't have asked for stronger, more direct
support than that which we received from you and your staff. You
have truly championed this project, Chairman McCain, and for your
devotion and dedication, the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe sincerely
thanks you.
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Chairman John McCain
Committee on Indian Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510-8450
Dear Senator McCain:
It was an honor totestify before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on Indian
Health Service Self-Governance. As you are aware, the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
was afirst tier tribe in both self-governance arenas: Indian Health Services (IHS) and
Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). ItIswith eternal frustration that we must come back to
this Committee year after year to report on how IHS continues to ignore the laws you
write. We sincerely appreciate the interest and dedication of the Committee to selfgovernance, and appreciate this opportunity to answer your question for the official
hearing record.
AnswL1. You asked what our indirect cost rate is and the amount of shortfall that we
anticipate to absorb a result of the recent IHS decision not to fund contract support
costs associated with our Area and Headquarters tribal shares. Our indirect cost rate
for FY 1996 is anticipated to be approximately 17%. We do not currently have that rate
approved and we can only assume that itwill be similar to our FY 1995 indirect cost
rate of 17.1%. Since we are not sure what our tribal shares will be for FY 1996, 1will
base our estimated shortfall on last year's Annual Funding Agreement. Our
anticipated shortfall can be computed by adding $231,005 (FY 1995 Area Share) and
$168,060 (HDQTR Share) and multiplying their sum of $399,110 by 17% to arrive at
an-estimated-shortfall of $67,848. This figure, however, does not consider the tribal
-shares of the unresolved Issues that have been promised our tribe by the IHS.

AnswK2. You asked me to provide you with more detail on the concept of allocating
tribal share funding based on actual service costs to tribes. The IHS data system has
historically been filled with inaccurate data that isantiquated by the time it becomes
offii to the IHS; usually two to three years after compilation by the tribe. Our
proposal suggests that each tribe be guaranteed a stable base which only fluctuates
HCR 67, Box194.Onamia. Mowsow 56359 (612) 512.4181 FAXI (612) 532-4209

with congressional action, le., an increase or reduction in the federal budget would
proportionately effect each compact based on the same percentage. The alternative
proposal is that the funds allocated for Indian health care in Indian country should
follow the users of the Indian health care systems. Many tribal health care facilities
that get minimal utilization are funded at the same level as tribal health care facilities
generating maximum utilization. Once we have reached our threshhold of expending
our limited health care resources on our IHS-defined population, we lack funding to
provide services to those needing health care services. Those facilities that never
reach the!r threshhold ultimately end up_ with surplus funding. In essence, some type
of work load factor needs to be calculated into the funding distribution formulas.
I hope that I provided adequate answers to your questions regarding IHS selfgovernance. I sincerely hope the opportunity to provide additional comments for the
hearing record.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to invite your staff to attend our negotiations
on May 23-25 at IHS Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland. This will provide you with a
front row view of the IHS circus.
If you have any questions, I may be reached at (612)532-4181. Or you may contact
Mr. Dan Milbridge, Commissioner of Health and Human Services, at (612)532-4750.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

MARGE ANDERSON, CHIEF EXECUTIVE
MILLE LACS BAND OF OJIBWE INDIANS
MA/tkb
cc: Vice-Chairman Daniel K. Inouye
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I am the Chief Executive Officer
My name is Rotert J. Clark.
BBAHC is a
of the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation (*BBAHC*).
nonprofit tribal organization as defined in the Indian SelfDetermination Act.
As such, we have contracted for many years to
provide health services to 32 Alaska Native villages in the
Bristol Bay and Callista regions, comprising, in general, the
Kanakanak Service Unit of the Indian Health Service. We have
operated Kanakanak as a tribally-operated service unit in
accordance with sanctioning resolutions from the tribal governing
bodies ot the villages we serve. We have a service population of
approximately 7,000. We operate the 16-bed Kanakanak Hospital in
Dillingham, a federal hospital formerly operated by the Indian
Health Service. It is the only hospital in the 45,000 square mile
Bristol Bay region.
In 1994 BBAHC, as a consortium of the Alaska Native villages
in our service area, entered into a self-governance compact as a
Co-Signer, along with other tribal organizations and Alaska Native
The' Alaska Tribal Health Compact is by
tribes,
under Title
III.
far the largest compact yet negotiated under Title III by the
We
are pleased with some of the new
Indian Health Service.
provisions of our agreement with IHS and fully support the concept
However, we encountered
of Indian tribal self-governance.
considerable-difficulty in negotiating with IHS and, more
provisions
of
the Alaska Tribal Health
importantly, critical
Compact and the Annual Funding Agreements' thereunder havd been
violated by the indian Health Service, resulting in the filing of
claims for payment under the Contract Disputes Act by BBAHC and
several other tribal organizations with whom IHS had ugreed to pay
specific amounts by specific dates.
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While the IHS Director has informed us in writirg on February
24, 1995, that IHS will honor the obligations which it undertook
in the Alaska Tribal Health Compact and in the AFAs, we have still
not received payment of $541,291 specified for Area Office "tribal
shares" in the AFA or for $850,151 specified in the AFA as IHS
Headquarters "tribal shares". We are also owed $787,396 for
contzdct support costs associated with the increase in the BBAHC
program resulting from the allocation of tribal shares. None of
these amounts has been paid although they are expressly undertaken
as obligations of the United States in the AFA. We do not think
it is appropriate to force tribes to file claims under the
Contract Disputes Act or to sue in federal court in order tc
receive the dollar amounts negotiated by IHS under Title III
In the exercise of its oversight responsibilities we urge
thet this Committee monitor compliance by IHS with the commitments
which it makes in Title III compacts. These compacts were entered
into, in part, to.assure that our tribes could access funds at the
Area and Headquarters levels and, in addition, to assure that
payments could be made in a lump sum amount. The Alaska Tribal
Health Compact specifies that these payments will be made within
ten calendar days after the Office of Management and Budget
apportions the funds.
IHS is in flagrant violation of this
requirement. We have repeatedly called IHS' attention to this
violation and the IHS Director has at least twice (once at a
meeting with Alaska Compact representatives and once in writing)
confirmed that IHS would comply. Yet it is now more than six
months after we began performance of the Compact (October 1, 1994)
and IHS has still not met these obligations on which we relied in
planning our budget for FY 1995.
We understand that your Committee is considering making the
Tribal Self-Governance Project permanent. We support such action
but urge the Congres-", in doing so, to impose specific limitations
on the IHS which will assure full conformity with the goals and
philosophy of self-governance and strengthen the ability of tribes
to require IHS compliance with the provisions of the Act and with
the terms of negotiated compacts and annual funding agreements.
In particular, Congress should make clear that a tribe does
not need to sacrifice rights under an existing Title I contract in
order to participate in the Title III demonstration. While we
have requested the modification of the Alaska Health Compact to
include new provisions added to Title I in 1994, IHS lawyers have
questioned whether, important new tribal rights assured to Title I
contractors can be negotiated into our Title III Compact. These
include:
application of the Prompt Payment Act to late payments
by IHS; the cost principles set forth in § 106(k) oL the Act; and
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the provisions for the use and acquisition of federal property in
S 105(f) and S 108(8) of the Act.
We recommend that the new legislation include provisions
governing the matters noted below:
1. Anneal Rights. One important difference today between
the rights of tribes contracting under Title I of the Act and the
rights of tribes negotiating compacts under Title III (or Title
IV) is that the federal government in declining a Title I proposal
must provide the tribe with an appeal and a "due process" hearing
and must carry the burden of proof that it has solid grounds for
refusing to contract. In fact its grounds for declining must fall
within one of five declination criteria specified in the law.
There are specific deadlines within which the federal agency must
either negotiate and award the contract or decline it subject to
the tribe's right to a hearing. In compact negotiations, on the
other hand, the federal representatives may simply walk away from
the table if they disagree with the tribe's proposal.
As a demonstration project limited to a specific number of
tribes, Title III is dependent on the exercise of IHS discretion
to select a tribe to enter into a compact. We urge that the
Congress modify Title III to adapt the Title I declination appeal
process to the situation under Title III. pnce a tribe (or tribal
consortium) meets the eligibility requireme ts for Title III and
is formally selected by IHS to participate, then its compact
proposal should be subject to the declination criteria and appeal
provisions specified in section 102 of the Act. If tribes are
encouraged to take advantage of the more flexible funding provisions and other advantages of Title III, it should be made clear
that by doing so they do not give up the leverage in negotiating
program standards and other terms which the declination procedures
afford until Title I. In the 1988 and 1994 Amendments Congress
made clear its intention that tribal rights to self-determination
contracts are unique and should receive -du.-process' protection.
As self-governance compacts become more and more common (and
eventually universal) the important tribal protections afforded by
the declination procedures will be lost unless these procedures
are also made available under Title III.
2. Eligibility Criteria. We urge that language be included
in Title III similar to that in section 402(b) (2) providing that
two or more tribes may be treated as a single tribe in order to
participate in a compact as a consortium. This provision was
included in Title IV to reflect the existing policy of the Department of the Interior. The same policy has been followed by the
IHS. The Alaska Tribal Health Compact i! an example of its
application. In order to avoid confusion, the Act should make
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express provision for this approach by IHS, as it
Interior.

already does for

The eligibility provisions for IHS compacts should also
conform to the provisions of section 402(c) of th Act. This
would eliminate language in Title III which aqparntly requires a
tribe to participate in two or more Title I contr cts to qualify
(as well as having three years of clean audits).
he requirement
for more than one Title I contract to qualify to c mpact with IHS
is especially burdensome since tribes routinely ha
only one
contract with IHS.
Under Title I a contractor is now only
3. Report
required to file a financial report under the Single Audit Act
annually. All other program and financial reporting is subject to
negotiation and to the declination appeal procedures in the event
that the IHS and the contractor cannot agree. It is not appropriate for IHS to be able to insist upon more detailed and
burdensome reporting in the case of a Title III compact than it
can make mandatory in the case of a Title I contract. The
permanent IHS self-governance legislation.should provide that
programmatic and financial reporting (in addition to the requirements of the Single Audit Act) are negotiable and, in the event of
disagreement, subject to the declination procedures specified in
section 102 of the Act.
4. Program Standards. Title III presently contains no
guidance as to the negotiation of program standards. While this
gives great flexibility to the parties in determining the program
provisions of the compact, it leaves IHS with the ability to
,insist on mandatory program requirements and to refuse to enter
*into a compact if these are not accepted. Thus far, We have found
IRS reasonable in negotiating program requirements. However, the
Act should protect tribes against the bureaucratic paternalism
which caused Congress to enact P.L. 93-638 in the first place. We
recommend that a provision modeled on the '1994 Amendments to section 102 be included in Title III which would provide that a tribe
proposing to compact should include program and other standards
which it elects to follow in its compact proposal, that these
should be accepted by the IHS unless it chooses to decline the
proposal,'and to provide the 'due process' hearing based on the
five declination criteria stated in section 102.
5. Federal Pronerty. Title III should be amended to state
expressly that tribes entering into compacts may access federal
property in accordance with the provisions of sections 105 and
108(8) of' the Act. We believe that tribal rights under section
105 may be applied to coMpacts through negotiations under Title
III. However, as noted above, IHS legal counsel questions whether
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these provisions can be negotiated into Compacts. Curiously, this
would mean that no statutory provisions on the use and acquisition
of federal property apply to Title III Compacts although IHS has
continued to provide the Kanakanak Hospital (whicliis federallyowned) for our use.
6. Rejsian. The permanent legislation should retain the
present language of section 303 providing for tribal re-design of
programs and reallocation of funds. Such rights should not be
restricted, as they are in Title IV, since the provisions in Title
IV are adapted to certain types of programs funded through the
Department of the Interior.
7. Construction. IHS legal counsel] has, without rational
foundation, questioned whether the function of construction maybe
included in a Title III compact. We understand that, more recently, IHS counsel has concluded that construction funds may be
included in Title III compacts but that a Title I contract must
then be negotiated with a compacting tribe to carry out the
construction project. This requirement for two instruments
between the IHS and the tribe makes no sense. Congress should
include a provision in Title III similar to section 403(e),
expressly providing for the negotiation of construction contracts
(including FAR clauses) but in the event of an impasse giving the
"tribe a right to a declination notice and a.hearing based on the
declination criteria and procedures (provided for in section 102
of Title I.
8. Allowable Costs. Title III should be amended to assure
that the provisions- relating to allowable costs contained in
section 106(k) apply to compacts. As noted above, IHS legal
counsel has questioned whether IHS' authority under Title III is
broad enough to negotiate the S 106(k) cost principles into an
AFA. We disagree but the matter should be clarified by law.
9. Reassumtion. At present provisions for the cancellation
of compacts are subject to negotiation between the tribe and IHS.
There are no mandatory reassumption requirements under Title III.
We think this aspect of Title III should remain as it is. In
Title IV provision has been made for the Secretary of the Interior
to reassume Interior programs under compact without any of the
procedural safeguards for an appeal and a hearing which safeguard
tribal rights under Title I. If any reassumption provisions are
included for Title III compacts, they should include the procedural protections for tribes which are contained in section 109 of
the Act.
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10. Use of Federal Emnlovees and SuDplV Servicer. Under our
present AA IHS retains dollars from our AFA budget which are
earmarked for federal IPA/MOA employees detailed to work for us
ahd also retains an amount against which we can charge supplies
from the IHS Central Warehouse. We have requested the right to
pay IHS for this *in-kind* assistance as it is negotiated and
becomes available. By requiring deductions "up-front" IHS reduces
our funding level inequitably. We have been informed by' IHS -that
federal law would now permit us to retain funds for IPA/MOA
salaries and reimburse IHS-for the salaries of such employees
_ _......
(although IHS policy has not allowed this arrangement).

IHS

negotiators have tentatively agreed to permit a clause allowing
.such reimbursement in our FY 1996 AFA. However, we are told that
federal law does not permit a similar arrangement for supplies,
specialty clinics or ofher goods or services which we may wish to
purchase from IHS. We urge that your Committee propose an amendment along the lines of 5. U.S.C. § 3373 (which sanctions reimbursement in the case of details or assignments of. federal
employees to Indian tribes and tribal organizations).
The amendment should apply to supplies, specialty'clinics, etc. , as well as
to IPA/MOA employees.
11. Waivers of Regulations. As amended in 1994, section
107(e) establishes procedures and timelines for action on requests
for waivers of regulations submitted by Title I contractors.
Title IV now provides that a waiver request will be granted unless
the waiver is prohibited by law. At present no such provisions .
are included in Title III. We think Title III should provide that
waivers of regulations will be granted unless the refusal to waive
can be justified under the procedures and criteria set forth in
section 102.
12.
Prompt Payment Act: Late Payments. Under section 108 of
Title I IHS is liable for interest on late payments under Title I
contracts. A provision should also be added, making Ch. 39, Title
I, U.S. Code (the so-called Prompt Payment Act), applicable to
Title III. A tribe should not be expected to give up this right
merely because it participates in the Title III demonstration.
The failure of IHS to comply with the provisions of payment of our
FY 1995 Annual Funding Agreement demonstrates the importance of
the right to interest on late payments.
We appreciate the opportunity to present the views of, the
Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation and its member tribes on the
Title Il-I Self-Governance Demonstration Project. The firm of
Hobbs, Straus, Dean & Walker has represented us in negotiating the
Alaska Tribal Health Compact and our Annual Funding agreement, and
they will be able to provide the Committee with additional information as to the problems we have experienced in compacting and
with recorinendations as to necessary remedies. In particular we
urge you to consult with our attorney, Bobo Dean, on the current
status of our efforts to enforce the FY 1995 Annual Funding
Agreement and the need for communication between your Committee
and the Indian Health Service to resolve the issues which are
unresolved in our FY 1996 AFA negotiations.
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HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE

Dale Rieling, Sr.
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TESTIMONY OF DALE RISLING, SR., CHAIRMAN
HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE OF CALIFORNIA
BEFORE THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE (IRS) SELF-GOVERNANCE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
MAY 2, 1995
Mr. Chairman I am Dale Rising, Sr., Chairman of the Hoopa Valley Tribe of California. First,
Would like to dank you for your role In making Seff-Governance a permanent authorization
within the Department of Interior. The Hoopa Tribe Is advancing at a steady pace under this
new Federal-Tribal relationship.
At this time I would like to share some areas of concern and experiences that the Hoopa Valley
Tribe has had under the IHS Self-Governance Demonstration Project.
As you are aware there am currently twenty-nine Tribeswith direct IHS Compacts and over 200
'Tribet

unde fte Abskan IIHS Consortium Compad. This represents nearly 1/2 of the Tribes
in the nation and a transfer of 270 million dollars to Tribal control and administration. That's
a substantial change in the last two years. I am happy to report that our Alternative Rural
Community Hospital at Hoopa will be opening this next year, in which Self-Governance played
a major role. Like self-governance within the Interior Department, the Self-Governance
demoiuation Project within IES, with the help of this committee, will become a permanent
relatioadhp between HIIS and Tribes in the future.

MIAINTAENING TH DE=MONTRTIN UUTRS
GOVERNANCE DIMS3RATION PROJECT

OrI

INSEF

Secretary Shalala and Dr. Thijo have expressed their support fow Self-Governance, however,
there is substantta opposition down throughout the bureaucry. This opposition is in the form
of rumor and misinformation about Self-Governance to other Tribes and Administration officials.
This situation has created a major obstacle to Self-Governance Tribes. We ask for this
committee's support by sending a strong message to the Administration through appropriate
language, directing the Administration to honor the demonstration characteristic and purpose of
SGDP. That they work together with compacting Tribes to help .design and demonstrate to
Congress, the Administration, and Tribes, a new and better way of doing business between
Tribes and the U.S. That is after all, th6 intent of Congress and participating Tribes. In this
relationship Tribes must be assured that they are not held to higher performance standards than
the IHS under Self-Governance and a mutually applied Tribal/Federal performance ev-luation
system must be instituted.
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It is important that it be understood and accepted by the administration that each Tribal compact
will differ depending on the tribe's capability, resources, and needs. Therefore, Tribal
independence, uniqueness and flexibility must be respected and honored instead of attempts that
are made to impose inflexible nationalized standards and policies on compacting Tribes.
TME

CE (F TRIBAL SELFGOVERNANCE (OTSG) wiTHN IHS

The Office of Tribal Self-Governance must be elevated to the level of the Secretary of HHS.
The OTSG is currently located under the Director of IHS. It is unreasonable to think that fair
and impartial l gotiation can be accomplished when one party is a negotiator and at the same
time is charged with implementing the process and policies between the negotiating parties. It
is also important that the office be elevated to the Secretary's office because it is likely the HHS
will become the next department to authorize all of its agencies to compact with Tribes.
In regards to staffing of the OTSG we ask for the support of this committee to end the lengthy
delay in hiring a director. This delay has greatly impeded important decision making by 1HS
on essential policies and methodologies, such as Central Office joint allocation methodology,
identification of residual resources, and user population definitions. As a result the SGDP
negotiations has been stymied ih some areas. In terms of other staffing in the OTSG, Tribal
consultation must be included in the hiring and organizational planning to assure that only
essential personnel are hired and that another bureaucracy is not created.
I am also concerned that the 1HS continues to utilize the Council of Area and Associate
Directors (CAAD) in the StIf-Governance negotiation process, and as offense to Tribes, we are
given the opportunity to appeal a c.ecision by the CAAD. Therefore, I recommend that the
Committee direct the IHS to review the CAAD charter, in consultation with Tribes, to determine
its most appropriate role, if any, in the present-day administration of health services to Indian
people. Additionally, I recommend that the proposed 1HS Self-Governance Policy Council not
be established until the IHS and Tribes can mutually agree on its purpose and role in SelfGovernance implementation.
FUNDING CONCERNS RELATE

PROJECT

TO IHS SELF-GOVERNANCE D2EMONSTRATION

Self-Governance was intended to be the process of restructuring for the IHS. As Tribes
negotiated their shares of 1HS resources the IHS was to reduce and restructure accordingly,
including FTE reductions. The Clinton National Performance Review objectives to streamline
the bureaucracy and reduce FTE's has interfered with, and complicated this once simple selfgovernance principle. The intent of restructuring under Self-Governance was to invert or
reverse the pyramid of only one dollar out of ten allocated for Indian purposes getting out to
Indian people; and to get the nine dollars out to Tribes where it belongs. The Hoopa Tribe
requests that this committee insert appropriate language that will assure that any cost savings
realized through current and future Federal streamlining, be made permanently available to
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Tribes for their respective budgets or to improve field operations that are mutually agreed upon
by Tribes. The IHS should be directed to develop a Self-Governance restructuring plan with
Tribal consultation, and report to Tribes on its progress
aon ongoing basis. I am also
concerned that as the Federal government reduces in size and FT1IMsthat the Self-Determination
and Self-Governance options for other Tribes will also diminish, this should not be the case.
I question whether or not Administration poLicy makers, department-wide budget personnel or
0MB really understand the treaty commitments, trust responsibility, and the fundamental
principles of self determination and self governance. If they do, then I would expect other
health care agencies such as the National Institute of Mental Health, The National Institute On
Drug Abuse, and health resources which have traditionally been provided to states and cities
would also be made available to Tribes, as well as access to social services block grants which
we've been denied for the past decade.
The Hoopa Tribe opposes the concept of receiving block grants through state governments;
instead we support block grant set asides specifically for Indian Tribes.
CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS
Finally, The Hoopa Valley Tribe strongly opposes the IHS FY 1995 contract support cost draft
policy and requests this committee intervene. If enacted this policy will have a devastating effect
on Tribal'government operations and decrease a tribe's ability to redesign its health care delivery
system based on Tribal priorities.
This draft -policy is clearly contrary to the spirit and intent of P.L. 103-413, Tribal SelfGovernance Act of 1994, Section 303(a)(g) which mandates that Title III Compacts include
106(a)(2) funds (Contract, Support Funds) within the Annual Funding Agreements.
I request that adequate funding for the Indian Self-Determination Fund (ISDF) be appropriated
for the assumption of new and/or expanded health care programs. The current ISDF is
inadequately funded at $7 million. The FY 1995 estimated shortfall is $39 Million.
In conclusion, I thank you for this opportunity to share with you some of the Hoopa Tribe's
concerns and ex 'riences as a first tier IHS and Interior Self-Governance Tribe.
Thank you.
TS1CLAOWl41
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the implementation of
the Self-Governance Demonstration Project (SGDP) by the Indian
Health Service (IHS).
IpS.

I am Michel E. Lincoln, Deputy Director,

I am accompanied by Ms. Luana Reyes, Acting Director of

Headquarters Operations, Mr. Reuben Howard, Acting Director,
Office of Tribal Self-Governance, and Mr. Douglas Black,
Associate Director, Office of Tribal Abtivities of the IHS.

The spirit and intent of the self-governande law and policy is
consistent with the IHS Director's vision that the agency provide
for the direct participation of tribes in the development and
management of Indian health programs.

The IHS Self-Governance Demonstration Project (SGDP) which
provides for the compacting of their health care was authorized
in October 1992 pursuant to Public Law 102-573, the Indian Health
Amendments of 1992.

Last year, P.L. 103-435 extended this

authority to 18 years and requires the addition of up to 30
tribes for each fiscal year.

In May 1993, the Agency began its first compact negotiations with
tribes under the demonstration authority.

Since that time, the

Agency has entered into 29 Self-Governance (SG) compacts and 41
annual funding agreements through Fiscal Year (FY) 1995.

These

compacts transfer approximately $272 milliQn to 197 tribes in
Alaska and'28 tribes in the lower 48 states participating in the
SGDP.

Aspart of these agreements, we have negotiated the

transfer of $248 million in program services and $24 million in
IES administrative funds associated with the transfer of nonresidual functions, activities, and services from Area and
Headquarters budgets to the tribes to carry out these
responsibilities.

We are presently beginning the negotiations

process for FY 1996.

On April 18, 1995, the Director, IHS, announced three key policy
decisions that are critical to the continued implementation of
the SGDP in FY 1996.

These decisions address important policy

questions about residual resources, user population as a factor
in resource allocation, and resources allocation methodologies.
The Director based his decisions upon the analyses and
recommendations made by three Joint Tribal/IHS workgroups, which
were established specifigly to provide guidance to the Agency
in these essential policy areas.

These decisions will be refined

in FY 1997 and future years.

In summary, the Tribal/IHS Residual Workgroup recommended
estimate of $15.56 million as the Headquarters residual, plus the

/
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negotiated Area Office Residuals will be used to calculate tribal
shares for the FY 1996-compact negotiatfons.

The $15.56 million

represents approximately 1 percent of the IHS services budget in
FY 1994 dollars.

The Agency plans to use the existing user population definition
for the FY 1996 negotiations.

While the Tribal/IHS User

Population Workgroup recommendation to change the definition to a
facilities-based count has merit, the Agency will have to conduct
a full analysis of its impact before it could be adopted.

The Tribal Size Adjustment (TSA) methodology recommended by the
Joint Allocation Methodology Workgroup has been adbpted as the
approach that best maintains fairness as a basis for allocating
Headquarters General Pool resources.

The TSA methodology bases

87 percent of the allocation on population and 13 'percent on the
total number of tribes.

The allocation methods for the remaining

categories of funds will be based on longstanding legislative
provisions, program experience, and feasibility.

These decisions are critical to the upcoming FY 1996 compact
negotiations.

They will, of course, also be applicable to the

Title I contract negotiations in accordance with Public Law 103413.

The decisions have been communicated to all tribal leaders

and the Committee staff was briefed by the Director, IHS, last
week.

We are prepared to provide additional briefings to the

Chairman, members of the Committee, and staff upon request.

At
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this time, we would like to make a copy of the complete packet,
including the Director's transmittal letter to tribal leaders
sent to the tribes, a part of the record.

The Project is administered by the Office of Tribal SelfGovernance (OTBG)

in the Office of the Director.

till the OTSG Director's position are ongoing.

Efforts to
The position was

readvertised in March and April of this year after a joint
IHS/tribal interview team was unable to reach a consensus on the
top three candidates. Upon the interview team's recommendation,
the position was re-classifipd and re-advertised at the SES
level.
28,

The closing date for the announcement
was Friday, April
4

1995, and, as soon as a panel of qualified applicants is

certified, the Agency intends to proceed with the interviews.

Since the inception of the self-governance demonstration project,
we have always utilized active tribal consultation and
participation-in the decision making process in the development
of policy. This consultation has occurred through a variety of
mechanisms including workgroups, workshops and meetings.

The Agency is coumitted to implementing the SGDP on a
collaborative and proactive basis with tribes. ,In less than 2
years, we are reaching the point where large transfers of program
services and administrative funds are occurring through the
compacting process.

The Title I amendments made by Public Law

103-413 will accelerate this process as tribes exercise their
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option to contract for program services and administrative funds
on a similar basis to compacting tribes.

We are at a critical juncture in the demonstration project.

We

sut assess the impact of large transfers of funds upon the
Agency's ability to carry out its residual functions and to
continue providing direct health services to tribes who choose
not to contract or compact.

The Agency is taking steps to

dovneize and reorganize in order to free up resources for
transfer to tribes but these efforts cold be outpaced by the
rate of compacting and contracting, given the significant amount
of tribal interest.

At this time, the Agency must carefully consider the impact of
adding 30 new tribes under the demonstration authority in!the
coming fiscal year.

To assure tribes that the Agency has the

ability to make tribal shares readily available to both
compacting and contracting tribes, and without, causing adverse

impact on other tribes, it may be prudent to delay entering new
compacts.

The Agency and tribes must also evaluate how the Indian health
systems supported by the resources that are being compacted or
contracted will be affected.

Unintended consequences like the

fragmentation of the Indian health program services or reduced
access to certain services resulting from the division of limited
resources needs to be avoided. We have begun these evaluation
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etfortq.by establishing a joint tribal and IHS workgroup that
will develop evaluation design requirements for a major
independent evaluation study in FY 1997.

The challenge before the Tribes,, Indian health programs, the IHS

and the Congress is to retain the Indian health programs" applied
expertise in core public health functions that are britical to
elevating the health status of American Indians/Alaska Natives
(AI/ANs) and reducing the disparity in the health status of
Al/ANs compared with the general population. We, who are
involved in Indian health care, must deal with a changing
external environment with new demands, new needs, and new
priorities.

The pursuit of increased efficiency, effectiveness,
accountability and integrity must be intensified while
maintaining our customer focus.

As stated in the Director's

vision statement for IHS, "Change must be accomplished so that
our customer, the American Indian and Alaska Native patient, only
notices improved quality of 6are.

The needs of our patients and

our communities are always paramount because they honor us when
they come to us for car&.ht

We must continue to work together in

partnership to achieve this goal.

This concludes my prepared statement. We will be pleased to
answer any questions that you may have.
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QUESTION #1(a)
In presenting the testimony of the Indian Health Service, Mr. Michel Lincoln indicated that the
IHS does not intend to negotiate any additional Self-Governance Compacts in fiscal year 1996
despite the change in law authorizing up to 30 additional compacts each year, beginning with
1996. The Committee is advised that letters of intent to enter into Compact negotiations were
sent to certain tribal governments and that planning grants were made available to prepare
those Tribes for the compact negotiation process.
Given the expectations that such actions on the part of the Indian Health Service have
engendered, and the reliance the affected Tribes have placed on IHS actions, what is the basis
for imposing a moratorium on any new compacts in fiscal year 1996?
ANSWER:
The IHS has demonstrated its commitment in implementing the Self-Governance
Demonstration Project (SGDP) by negotiating compacts that represent 225 tribes, which is
significantly higher than the 30 tribes that was originally authorized as late as October 1994.
This effort has resulted in the transfer of $24 million in Tribal Share (TS) funds associated
with Area office and Headquarters administrative\management functions, activities, and
services which the SG tribe is now responsible to provide. In order to provide the resources,
associated with the transfer of these responsibilities to tribes wanting to participate in the
SGDP, the IHS will continue to restructure and downsize. However, it will take some time to
accomplish this additional restructuring and downsizing at the Area office and Headquarters
levels. In addition, during FY 1996, IHS will assess Self-Governance compacting so that this
demonstration project continues to be successful and the rights of those tribes not compacting
are protected. The IHS is committed to the success of'tribes who choose contract compact or
directly receive their care from the IHS. The IHS will decide whether or not to increase the
number of compacts in FY- 1996 based on the findings of the assessment of all selfdetermination activities.
QUESTION #1(b)
If more compacts were added in 1997, will a priority be extended to those Tribes that have
expended considerable time, energy and resources in preparing themselves to enter into
compact negotiations in fiscal year 1996 based upon their reliance on representations made by
the Indian Health Service?
ANSWER:
Yes, the IHS will give priority to those that have received IHS planning grant funds and
completed plans.

QUESTION n(a)K
We have just begun the eighth month of the fiscal year and Tribes inform the Committee that
IHS has yet to distribute any of the negotiated tribal shares of Headquarters and Area Offices.
Why have you delayed the transfer of these funds?
ANSWER:
The delay in transferring the Fiscal Year 1995 tribal shares is attributed to the necessity to
reconcile negotiated amounts with actual congressional appropriations. The process is complex
and time consuming.
QUESTION )2(b)
When will these dollars be made available to tribal governments?
ANSWER:
The IHS has initiated the payment process for the transfer of Tribal Shares to the Tribes and
IHS expects payment to be completed by the first week In August.

QUESTION #2(c)
What steps have been taken to ensure that delays in the transfer of funds associated with the
allocation of negotiated shares are not repeated in future years?
ANSWER:
Before the end of this fiscal year, the IHS will finalize a process that will provide for a more
timely payment of the Fiscal Year 1996 tribal shares in a more responsive and expeditious
manner.

QUESTtON #3(a)
The Committee has heard from Tribes who strongly oppose the recent IHS decision to refuse
payment of coftlract support funds to cover tribal indirect costs associated with administering
tribal sbaresof Area and Headquarters accounts.
Once a Tribe has negotiated an izqdirect cost rate with the Office of Inspector General, what
legal authority does IHS hae to fund some shares and not others?
ANSWER:
Indirect contract support costs (CSC), once negotiated between the tribe and the cognizant IG.
(over 80% of Federally recognized tribes have DOI 1O as their cognizant Agency), are funded
according to IHS policy, as developed with the participation of all tribes.
Current IHS policy provides funding for CSC from funds specifically appropriated (as
requested in the Presidents budget or added by die Congressional budget appropriation
actions). By definition in Section 106(a)(2) of P.L. 93-638, as amended, CSC are authorized
to be paid in addition to funds which the agency was spending on any tribe. CSC are also
based on each tribe's need, as negotiated with the 10.
For new and expanded programs, CSC is provided from additional annual CSC fupds on a
first come first serve basis. For ongoing contracted programs, mandatory increases in the
CSC budget line item are distributed proportionately according to each contractor's increased
need over the previous year (relative to all other contracted or compacted programs).
IHS CSC policies for 1) consistent identification of need; and 2) allocation of resources to
meet the identified need is reviewed periodically with tribal representatives, to ensure that
policies are well understood and well supported by tribal consensus. In a meeting scheduled
for July 6-7, 1995, tribes will work with the IHS to revise current policy in accordance with
the applicable provisions of the Self-Determination Amendments of 1994.
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QUIhSTION #3(b)
Has IHS considered downsizing its administrative staff in order to fully fund its contract
support obligations to Tribes operating programs under Titles I and III?
ANSWER:
The IHS is in the process of downsizing its administrative staff consistent with Title III,
National Performance Review, administrative cost, budget, and FTE reductions. The Indian
Health Design Team (IHDT) is also developing options for restructuring activities. These
savings have not been directed to pay CSC. Currently, the Congress appropriates a specifi,
amount of funds in a separate budget activity for CSC and IHS has not proposed to reprogram
funds appropriated for other purposes to increase funds available in CSC. In order to provide
equitable opportunities for Title I contractors and Title III compactors, and to comply with
appropriation Committee directives to control the escalating amount of contract supports costs
required, tribes will participate in determining a revised policy as well as alternative methods
of meeting the CSC funding requirement at a meeting to be held in Denver on July 6-7, 1995.
QUESTION #4(a)
In our February budget hearing, you testified that IHS was going to "redeploy" 176 FTE
positions from existing operatiows-t6 sL-ffnew heAlth- facility
How do you respond to tribal assertions such a redeployment will reduce IHS-supported staff
at the service units of other Tribes.
ANSWER:
The IHS will redeploy FTE from multiple sources to support the 176 FTE to staff these new
facilities. It is estimated that approximately 134 FTE positions will be saved in FY 1995 from
tribal compacts and contracts at service units. There also will be 208 administrative and
management staff leaving the IHS due to buyouts in FY 1995 and FY 1996. And there will be
approximately 250 to 350 staff currently on temporary and term appointments that will be
filled through the use of personal services contracts.
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-QUESTION 04(b)
Will shift staffing funds out of the reach of the Self-Governance negotiations of those other
tribes?
ANSWER:
There will be no transfer of funds because Congress has appropriated specific funds to staff
new facilities.

QUESTION
The Committee has received complaints from Tribes that their negotiations with IHS have been
frustrated and lengthened by the fact that key IHS decision-makers are not at the table. What
will you do in the pending negotiations for fiscal year 1996 to ensure that the IHS negotiators
at the negotiation table have full authority to evaluate the tribal negotiation positions first-hand
and respond with appropriate adjustments to the IHS negotiation positions?

The individuals tiat have been selected as the Agency lead negotiators for the Fiscal Year
1996 Self-Governance negotiations have been provided with the appropriate authority to make
decisions in accordance with established IHS policy. In addition, a tribal appeal process is in
place.

QUESTION #6,
For nearly two years, Tribes trying to access the IllS "active users' data base'used to develop
tribal shares have said the IHS system loses data Trib,-es put in, or .cscrambles the data in a
manner that makes the data highly unreliable. What is IHS going to do to make this system
useful to Tribes and when do you intend to do this?
ANSWER:
The IHS has reviewed the Patient Registration System to identify potential points where
registration data may not actually be reaching the data base. In order to make this system
more useful to tribes, the IHS has established a joint Trib and IHS user population
workgroup. One of the workgroup responsibilities is to review and provide recommendations
on how ihe validity and the accuracy of the user population data can be improve. The
workgroup was unable to complete this task in time for the Fiscal Year 1996 negotiations.
However, the workgroup has made preliminary recommendations to IHS and the tribes. The
workgroup will continue to address this issue and complete its task within the next six months.
QUESTION #7(a)

.

o

The Committee is advised that the Department has kept away from the negotiation table a 35million dollar "administrative assessments" account, although the law clearly requires the IHS
to make available for tribal share negotiations all funds related to the provision of services to a
Tribe, including Federal administrative costs. The Congress expects IHS administrative costs
for payroll, rent, supplies, and telephones to be reduced as Tribes assume more of these
responsibilities, and expects funds which were previously expended at the federal level to be
transferred to the Tribes.
Will the Department negotiate tribal shares of this 35-million dollar account as required by
federal law for fiscal year 19967
ANSWER:
As addressed in the Tribal Leader Letter of April 18, 1995, the IHS would be placed at
financial risk of being anti-deficient if it could not pay its bills for these administrative costs.
These costs could not be reduced in time for the FY 1996 negotiations and therefore, the funds
will be unavailable for the 1996 negotiations. It should be noted that most of the costs
associated with these administrative assessments are already provided to tribes through contract
support cost funds as indirect costs.
4,

QUESTION 17(b)If not, under what legal authority does IHS withhold these funds?
ANSWER:
IHS to either
To pay tribal shares for these charges imposed by outside agencies would cause

III,
be anti-deficient or to reduce services to other tribes which is prohibited under Title
Section 306 of P. L. 93-638.
QUESTION #7(c)

the Department to
What steps have you already taken with the Public Health Service and
assessments account?
administrative
this
initiate the workgroup you mentioned will.be studying

ANSWER:
response. The workgroup
The Agency has transmitted this request, to PHS and is awaiting a
will study user fees, cost analysis and equity formulae.

QUESTION #7(d)

When will its review and recommendations be completed?
ANSWER:
the end of Fiscal Year 1995.
The Agency will request that this review be completed by

QUESTION #7(e)

negotiated agreements?
Will its recommendations be applied to fiscal year 1996
ANSWER:
prior to the recommendations from this review.
The 1996 negotiated agreements will be signed
in
result in immediate cost savings to the Agency
However, if some of the recommendations
reflect
to
to the 1996 negotiated agreements
fiscal year 1996, we'will negotiate amendments

these savings.

/
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QUESTION #8(a)
We all recognize that the need for Indian sanitation and health facility construction is fast
outpacing the availability of appropriated, funds.
Has IHS developed any other financing options which could leverage private financing or
provide for lease purchase arrangements and thereby begin construction that could be paid for
over time? If so, please provide the Committee with a detailed description of the various
alternative methods.
ANSWER:
There may be approaches that could help tribes leverage private capital and construct
replacement health facilities. However, a full analytical assessment of the cost and policy
implications of any alternative under development must be conducted to evaluate feasibility. It
would be pre-mature to discuss any alternative without a better sense of budgetary and
programmatic effects.
We do know that facility construction costs are only a small part of the life cycle costs of a
facility. Construction of new health care facilities-results in direct effects on the health
services portion of the Is appropriation. Expanded facilities generally require additional
staffing and operational funding. Efforts to facilitate the ability of tribes that-are most
financially able to upgrade their facilities can therefore result in disproportionate allocations of
staff and operating funds to those tribes; e.g., it will drive an inequitable distribution of funds
and health care service resources to those tribes that are most affluent. In addition, cost to
maintain and improve new facilities would not be insignificant, especially since current
Maintenance & Improvement (M&I) funding allows IHS to conduct only the most essential
maintenance projects.
There are alternatives available that tribes may consider to leverage funds and construct
sanitation facilities. Some of the issues to consider follow:
-

Private capital investment has been used on trust land in the past to build and operate
commercial and industrial facilities. Businesses have built infrastru ctures, including
water and sewer, to serve their operations. Their incentive is always the potential for
profit. Tribes also have the ability to pursue private capital to construct residential
sanitation facilities. However, the sources of private capital view this as a high risk.
venture with little profit potential. Commercial bank loans and bonds cannot be
secured without collateral or a guaranteed local revenue stream.

--

Currently, Indian tribes can participate in EPA's revolving loan program for
wastewater facilities construction. This prograrn will be expanded to include drinking
water facilities if the Safe Drinking Water Act is re-authorized this year. Each State
administers the program for EPA

,..
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QUESTION #8(b)
What steps has IHS taken to involve Tribes in the development of alternative financing
methods?
ANSWER:
IHS has met with a number of Tribes interested in using existing authorizations for alternative
funding methods for which funds have not been appropriated. Also, some Tribes have
expressed an interest, on their own, in other alternative methods of financing construction of
health facilities. IHS continues to provide technical assistance to tribes including those seeking
alternative methods of financing of sanitation facilities construction.

QUESTION #9

-.-..

-

Reinvention and other down-sizing efforts are affecting IHS. The Congress has always
expected IHS to reduce its operations to reflect the transfer of functions, services, activities
. -andservices to-Tribes-under Self Governance-. -Please provide-theCommittee-w.th-specifio
examples of how the IHS has been correspondingly reduced in size and shape after a Tribe has
X.M'n over responsibilities the IHS had previously undertaken for the Tribe?
ANSWER:
The IHS Headquarters has transferred specific functions, services, activities and the resources
to support those transfers to the Self Governance tribes. This early in the demonstration
project, the agency has not been able to discern a decrease in requests for services by SelfGovernance tribes. Jn fact, the negotiations process represent an increased workload.
The IHS Headquarters and Area Offices have downsized as a result of attrition and buyouts.
The Headquarters and Area Offices have reduced staffing by 16% and 22%, respectively since
1993.

QUESTION #10
We are infdrd that the Nashville-Area Office has led Tribes to believe that it will refuse to
negotiate and fully fund tribal shares in fiscal year 1996. What specific action are you taking
to require Area Offices to both. negotiate and fully fund tribal shares for fiscal year 1996?
/p

ANSWER:Ino4cponse to the concerns raised by the Nashville Area tribes, the IHS Office of the Director
has convened a management team to address the, tribes' concerns. This team is working to
assure this matter is resolved to the satisfaction of the tribes and the IHS. In addition, the
)NHS-has directed all Area Offices involved in SG negotiations to negotiate in good faith and to
continue to work with all tribes in their area to restructure and downsize to a level that will
reduce the amount of shortfall needed to offset the funding of Tribal Shares.
QUESTION #11
The Committee is advised that the Office of General Counsel has issued another opinion that
c6n-'ti nes tov interpret-the statute to intend the-anomalous-result that a Tribe may contract under
Title I for the management of construction activities but may not Compact under Title M to
manage such construction activities. Please provide the Committee, either from your office or
the Office of General Counsel with specific statutory language which would authorize a Tribe
to manage such construction activities and to administer all other IHS programs and functions
under a Title M Compact.
ANSWER:
Tie opinions of the Office of the General Cou'nsel on the issue of construction addressed the
actual construction of a Federal project. We are not aware of any opinion which addresses the
question of whether the law would authorize a tribe to compact under Title III to manage
construction activities.
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QUESTION #12
During the past 24 months, on what dates did IHS request and receive reduction-in-force
authority and how many FTE's per year does IHS plan to reduce in fiscal years 1995, 1996
and 1997 to free up funds to help pay Title III and Title I tribal shares?
ANSWER:
The agency has not found it necessary to conduct RIF/RIS in Area Office's or Headquarters to
provide tribal shares. The agency has bvA able to downsize through buyouts and attrition.
The Headquarters and Area Offices have reduces stiffing by 16% and 22%, respectively since
1993. Efforts will continue consistent with recomr..ndations from the Indian Health Design
Team and all other available managem,.n' tools.
QUESTION #13
Does IHS plan to fully fund all Area and Headquarters tribal shares in fiscal year 1996? If
not, what level of tribal share funding is IHS plan.aing to make available and what is the legal

-

-authority-for-thisproposed-position?-

-_

_

ANSWER:
The IHS plans to fund 100% of negotiated, FY96 Headquarters tribal shares. The full demand
for Area tribal shares needs to be assessed. The intent of the IHS is to fully fund Area
negotiated tribal shares. The IHS must ensure that obligations to tribes receiving services
directly from IHS and Title I contractors are met and support provided by IHS to other tribes
is not jeopardized before a commitment can be made for 100% funding at the Area level.
Section 306 of the Act is the legal authority for this position.
For Title III compacts, the IHS has been able to fund 100% of Tribal shares by relying on a
self-governance shortfall authority. Unfortunately, no similar shortfall authority exists for
Title I contracts.
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Dear Tribal Leader:
During the past year, Tribal/Indian Health Servi ce (IHS)
workgroups examined policy issues that initially were-identified
as being important to the continued implementation of the SelfGovernance Demonstration Project. In the meantime, the Indian
Self-Determination (ISD) Amendments of 1994 required the IHS to
examine the applicability of these policy issues to selfdetermination contracts as well. The policy issues addressed
were in the areas of residual resources, user population as a
factor for resource allocation, resource allocation
methodologies, and contract support costs. Reports from the
Residual, User Population, and Joint Allocation Methodology
workgroups were delivered to the Director, IHS, and included
optionsand/orrqgndations for action.
,I am writing to inform you of my decisions on recommendations
made by three of the workgroups. These decisions apply to both
Title*I contract and Title III compact negotiations. My decision
regarding a policy on contract support costs will be covered in a
separate letter. This letter summarizes each decision and
references the next steps in the continued implementation of the
self-governance and self-determination authorities. The enclosed
policy decision papers provide additional information on the
recommendations and decisions, their implementation, and needed
followup actions.
RESIDUAL
As the basis for fiscal year (FY) 1996 negotiations, I have
accepted the Tribal/IHS Residual Workgroup recommended estimate
of $15.56 million as the Headquarters residual. I also accept
the workgroup's recommendation that an amount for Area Office
residuals be developed with local tribal participation, based on
the assumptions developed by the workgroup.,
The three options for calculating the resources that the IHS
would require to carry out residual activities, functions, and
services as defined in the report, assumed that (1) 100 per cent
of tribes would negotiate and sign self-governance compacts and
annual funding agreements, and (2) all Federal construction is
compactible. Because of the difficulty of making accurate
estimates under those assumptions, the options were submitted as
goals. While I consider the goal to be reasonable in theory,
other factors need to be considered in practice. For example,
the estimate is based on an average full-time equivalent (FTE)
cost in FY 1994 dollars, and does not account for inflation or

*
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administrative support for the FTEs. Nevertheless, for FY 1996
negotiations, the $15.56 million represents an established goal
for the residual for IHS Headquarters.
It will take time to reach that goal from where we are today. To
move in a deliberate way toward the goal, additional analysis and
evaluation will be undertaken by the'-IHS and tribes on an annualbasis. Please refer to Tab 1 for a complete description.
USER POPULATION
For FY 1996 negotiations, I have decided that the IHS should
continue to use the current residence-based active user
population definition and estimates.
While the Tribal/IHS User Population Workgroup's recommendation
is an excellent idea and has merit, a thorough analysis of Its
impact must be done prior to implementation. The new definition
proposed-by the workgroup would have changed to a facilitiesbased count. As a result, individuals' seeking services in more
than one facility would have been counted more than once, i.e.,
the total active user population would represent a duplicated
count...-- The-resulting-counts-would represent significant-changes
in the data for some IHS Areas. These changes, in turn, would
directly affect the level of resources allocated to all tribes.
Because any decision on this issue will have long-term effects,
I decided that it would be prudent to fully analyze the
implications of any change. As a part of this analysis, the IHS
and tribes must address an additional unresolved issue of
establishing the user population for new tribes as they are
recognized.
The workgroup recognized that more analysis was needed,
indicating in their report that time limitations prevented them
from examining all potential options for allocating resources.
The workgroup recommended further identification and evaluation
of factors other than user population for resource allocation.
Please refer to Tab 2 for a complete description.
JOINT ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY
I have accepted the recommendation of the Joint Allocation
Methodology Workgroup that the Tribal Size Adjustment (TSA)
methodology be used for the Headquarters General Pool. I believe
this methodology best meets the public health and preventive
services program goals for American Indian and Alaska Native
health and attempts to maintain fairness as a basis for
allocating resources.

-
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The TSA method represents a process that continues to consider
the total active user population as a significant allocation
factor for all tribes. I believe that the method strikes a
reasonable balance-that is consistent with long-standing-IHS
principles of resource allocation.
The decisions on recommendations for the remaining 17-categories
include those on which I concurred, concurred with modifications,
or did not concur based on congressional intent, experience, and
feasibility. Some will use existing methodologies until
additional study and analyses are completed, and some
methodologies will continue unchanged. Please refer to Tab 3 for
a complete description.
SUMMARY
I have carefully reviewed the workgroup reports and the available
comments received thus far. I have also convened meetings of IHS
senior staff to review and revise staff summaries drawn from the
reports and comments. The enclosed policy papers are the result
of the above review and provide a more detailed discussion
............
leading to.the decisions for each of the policy areas.

am
nIsatisfied that these complex policy issues have been
addressed in a deliberative and inclusive manner. Each workgroup
report acknowledges that more work needs to be done to achieve
fairness in setting policy for the IHS. I am committed to
followup actions to enable this work to be done expeditiously.
I believe that these decisions reflect a philosophy of full
support and endorsement for greater self-determination and selfgovernance for all tribes. I have listened to and tried to
balance the concerns and thoughts of all tribes, tribal
organizations, IHS employees, the Administration, and the
Congress. I believe these decisions are good for the future of
American Indian anq.Alaska Native health, enabling tribes to make
decisions about services to their communities, while continuing a
Federally operated health program for those tribes that choose
that system.

I appreciate the hard work and commitment shown by all who have
contributed to the examination and development of these policies.
I have asked the Area Directors to provide you with any
additional information you may need for the upcoming FY 1996
negotiations. Because so many of you have helped in this
process, let me close with a message from my Confirmation Hearing
remarks: "With the cultural and spiritual strength embedded in

a
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the diversity of the tribal nations, lot us come together and
realize that we are all one in this universe and in the circle of
life." I an committed to working with you and the IHS staff for
a better Indian health program.
Sincerely yours(
,lM.D.,
Michael H,-VT
Assistant Surgeon General
Director
Enclosures

M.P.H.
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IHS/TRIBAL RESIDUAL WORKGROUP
Introduction

Residual, the funding amount that the Indian Health Service would
require to fulfill its moral and legal responsibilities, has been
an issue of discussion since-the Self Governance Demonstration
Project (SGDP) began. A diversity of opinion arose among, tribes
and the IHS over the residual functions and funds that would be
necessary under 100 per ceat compacting. It was apparent that we
needed to reach some consensus on this important issue, because
identification of residual was necessary to determine what
resources from Headquarters could be made available as tribal
shares. Accordingly, the Residual Workgroup was established by
the Acting Director, Headquarters Operations in September 1994.
The Workgroup was charged to:
1.

Develop the principles which will govern the identification
of resources the Agency will retain to meet its inherently
Federal functions should 100% of tribes exercise their right
to compact under Self Governance.

2.

Develop the principles which will g',vern the idetification
of resources the Agency will retain, on a transitional
basis, up to the point when 100% of the tribes have entered
into compacts under*Title III.

3.

Develop the specific methods for use in identifying the
resources that will be retained upon application of the
above principles.

4.

Calculate the total amount of resources that will be
retained by the Agency applying the principles and methods
in 1-3 above.

Workgroup Options/Recommendations
In order to carry-out its task, the Workgroup developed three
definitions which would guide its work.
1.

Residual: Those activities, functions, and services
necessary for the United States government to fulfill and
maintain its moral and legal responsibilities based upon
treaties, statutes, and Executive Orders that must be
carried out by Federal officials.

2.

Tribal Shares: Tribal shares of Headquarters and Area
resources not determined to be residual and allocated to
individual tribes utilizing an agreed upon methodology. This
does not include Service Unit or program base.

653.

Retained tribal shares: Those resources which support the
activities, functions, and services which are not residual,
but which Zribes elect to leave with the Federal Government
to administer.

In response to its primary task, the Workgroup provided three
options on residual for the Director, IHS, to consider. However,
no options or recommendations were provided related to resources
the Agency will retail, on a transitional basis- until 100% of
tribes have compacted. Even though the Workgroup-did. not address
transitional funding, the concept of transitional funding is
discussed in the "Explanation of Decision" below. The three
options the Workgroup provided are:
1.

The IHS residual estimate of 720 FTE and millionn for an
Agency-wide residual including Headquarters and Area tasks
be used as FY 96 negotiations.

2.

A Workgroup derived estimate of 240 FTE and $15.56 million
for Headquarters plus an amount for Area FTE and funding
based on the assumptions developed 4y the Workgroup with
local tribal participation in the estimate development, by
March 31 be used for FY 96 negotiations.

3.

A Workgroup derived estimate of 240 FTE and $15.56 million
for the Agency-wide residual to be used for the FY 96
negotiations.

Director's Decision
1.

I concur with the definitions developed for residual, tribal
shares, and retained tribal shares.

2.

I accept, in principle, the $15.56 million identified in
option number 2 as a goal for Headquarters residual. In the
context of an environment where 100% of tribes have
compacted for their share of programs, this is goal
theoretically possible. I do not concur with the estimate of
240 FTE's (see explanation below).

Explanation of Decision
The acceptance of the definitions requires no additional
explanation. However, as implementation progresses, tribes and
the IHS may want, periodically, to revisit and review these
definitions.
The residual of $15.56 million is a goal that is based on the

assumption that 100% of tribes will exercise their right to

compact.
In establishing a residual resource goal, a dollar
target is more relevant than FTE. The Agency would utilize the
funds to carry out its residual functions. Its staffing needs
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would be determined based on these residual functions. For this
reason, I do not concur with the number of FTEs proposed by the
workgroup in option number 2.
I accepted this goal because many of the assumptions in the
report are consistent with other efforts that will result in a
reduced FederAl presence. I also believe that it provides a
starting point for the Agency to evaluate the entire process
using the Workgroup's assuziptions and our 18 months experience
with the SGDP. It is essential that work continue to-better
define'what the Agency must continue to do on behalf of tr.Lbes,
and what the tribes can assume themselves, either individually or
collectively.
I expect this number to change, and by that I mean
it could move in either direction.
The residual amount also willchange as a result of mandatory increases included in the
appropriation.
By accepting this option as a goal, I recognize that the issues
of transition and retained tribal shares, has not been addressed.
I also am'aware that the Agency has spent considerable tame
analyzing its functions, considering ways to do things better,
and looking at different structures to respond not only to the
SGDP, but also to Self Determination contracting (Title I
amendments) and to the Reinventing Government initiative. In
this process,*the Agency is identifying resources to meet the
increased demands on-staff related to the self governance
process; resources to carry-out functions which benefit all
tribes; staff in support of Federal construction; and support for
information management systems.
Implementation and Impact
Even though the residual amount of $15.56 million is a 'goal, this
is the amount that will be used in calculating the tribal-shares
of Headquarters for the negotiations with tribes for Title I-and
III agreements. At this time, I do not believe that this should
present significant funding problems for the Agency 'uring the FY
1996 compact negotiations, based on the President's FY 1996
budget request, because we are dealing with 30 tribes (counting
Alaska as 1) and 42 annual funding agreements. As more tribes
elect to exercise their right to compact, and as tribes enter
into contracts under the new Title I amendments, it may be
necessary to look at the transitional amount required by thb
Agency to provide services to compacting, contracting, and direct
services tribes.
Follow Up Actions
Although a goal has been established for residual, additional
work on residual and transition is necessary. The existing
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Workgroup will be asked to continue its efforts. In addition, a
suggestion will be taken to the Indian Health Design Team that
they include this in its deliberations. Some of the issues that
will.require attention include:
1.

2.

Residual
o

Annual analysis of functions and resources required for
those functions.

o

Annual evaluation of impact using the goal established
for residual.

0

Guidance to Areas in establishing an Area residual that
provides for some consistency among Areas.

Transition
o

Develop a definition for transition'and estimate a
time-frame for the transition; this should include the
establishment of targets to achieve as the Agency moves
towards the theoretical residual.

References
1.

IHS/Tribal Residual Workgroup Final Report, February 1995.

IHS/Tribal User Population WorkgrouP
Introduction
Since the start of the Self-Governance Demonstration Project
(SGDP), the Indian Health Service (IHS) has utilized the IHS
official user population estimates to determine the Tribal Shares
(TS) of IHS Headquarters and Area Office administrative
resources. Tribes have questioned the accuracy and completeness
of the IHS data upon which the estimates are based, and whether
the current user population is the appropriate indicator to use.
As a result, the Director, IHS, established the User Population
Workgroup consisting of compacting and non-compacting tribal
representatives and IHS staff to address: 1) the validity of the
IHS user population estimates, 2) the definition of user
population for resource allocation, and 3) alternative indicators
for resource allocation. Although the Workgroup did not have
time to complete their tasks prior to the FY 1996 negotiations,
they submitted to the Director an interim report with a
recommendation for the FY 1996 SGDP negotiations.
Workgroup Recommendation
The current definition of user population should not be used to
determine counts for allocation of TS for the FY 1996
negotiations. The following definition should be used:
Every American Indian/Alaska Native, regardless of
residence, who is eligible, as defined by 42 CFR 36.12
and P.L. 100-713, and accesses a service within a
thirty-six month period.
Director' s Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation at this time. The IHS
will continue to use the original user population definition for
the FY 1996 negotiations, which is:
-The count of American Indians and Alaska Nat es by
residence that are eligible for IHS services who have
registered and used those services (direCt
d
contract, inpatient and ambulatory medical, and direct
dental) during the last three year period a recorded
in the IHS Central Data Base.
Explanation of Decision

C

The Workgroup's recommendation is an excellen idea and has
merit, when considering resource requirements for the facilities
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providing services. A thorough analysis of the proposed
population indicator for the allocation of TS needs to be
performed and the technical details for proper implementation
need to be worked out. The proposed definition would change the
residence-based user population to facility-based. This would
result in duplicated counts in those locations where individuals
are registered and receive services at more than one facility.
Due to the complexity of the issue and the long-term effect of
the decision, it is best that the current user population
definition be used until the IHS and tribes are confident that
the replacement indicator(s) have the desired effect and can be
correctly calculated.
Implementation and Impact
The IHS has issued official user population estimates for-FY 1994
by Area. The Area-level user population estimates are fixed, are
not subject to change, and, therefore, are used to determine the
dollar limit for TS by Area. Each Area is to take their Area
user population total and divide it among the Tribes in their
Area. However, an Area has the option, with tribal involvement
and concurroee.,o.# using a variant of the current user
population definition for allocating TS within their Area. These
Area-adjusted figures will not be used to alter the IHS official
user population estimates, and therefore will only affect the
distribution of TS within the Area. The Areas should notify the
Director, IHS, of any deviations from the standard allocation
technique and provide documentation of their methodology.
Other Implementation Issues
New tribes have been federally recognized since FY 1994 and are
not reflected in the FY 1994 user population estimates. Decisions

are required for the FY 1996 negotiations concerning: 1) whether
these new tribes should be considered in determinii,7 TS and 2) if
so, what methodology should be used in accounting for the new
tribes.
Follow Up Actions
1 will ask the Workgroup to provide advice on a new tribes policy
in order to make an informed decision for the FY 1996
negotiations. I plan to continue the User Population Workgroup
so that its findings will be available prior to the FY 1997
negotiations. The Workgroup will be asked to complete its
original charge and to consider workload, eligibility, and
related issues. The Workgroup is responsible for ensuring that
the indicator(s) that are finally proposed are thoroughly
evaluated to determine their adequacy and validity for the
defined purposes and that they can be properly calculated.

91-329 0 - 95 - 4
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JOINT ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY WORKGROUP
The Joint Allocation Methodology Workgroup (JAYW), whose
membership includes representatives of compacting and Noncompacting tribes and of the Indian Health Service (IHS), was
charged with developing recommendations for distribution of IHS
Headquarters funding for fiscal year (FY) 1996 self governance
negotiations. The January 26, 1995, final JAMW report with
recommendations was submitted simultaneously to the Indian Health
Service (IHS) and to tribal leaders for consideration. During
several national meetings the JAMW recommendations were
discussed, and, subsequently, many comments and letters were
received. All have been reviewed and considered, and have
contributed to the decisions.
This document is arranged according to the outline of the JAMW
Report's recommendations. The Director's Decisions follow each
recommendation.

N

HEADQUARTERS POOL

Workgroup Recommendation
The General Headquarters Pool is to be distributed using the
Tribal Size Adjustment (TSA) methodology.
Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation. Tne General Headquarters Pool
will be distributed based upon the TSA methodology.
Please note
that the size of this pool is adjusted annually following an
examination of program requirements and available resources. For
example, Headquarters reserves are set aside each year to
distribute to the Area Offices and/or Service Units based upon
special needs. At the end of each year, a portion of those funds
are made recurring to the Area base and, therefore, will be
distributed in future years from Area tribal shares.
Explanation of Decision
Based on information available, the TSA best approximates the
historical Headquarters administrative workload distribution. It
recognizes both the threshold of administrative overhead needed
for the administration of small health programs or systems, and

the economies of scale achieved in the administration of larger

health systems. There is an expressed diversity of opinion among
tribes about the TSA method.
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is not new to the IHS.
The subject of allocating health resources
with tribes to
For more than a decade the IHS has been working
toward equity
develop resource allocation methods that would move so,
the IHS
doing
In
resources.
health
and
of health services
on a
only
resources
allocating
that
and tribes have recognized
to care among
per capita basis would result in inequitable access
tribes nationwide. Past IHS and tribal efforts to attain
equitable distribution of resources have emphasized the
with
development of funding strategies most closely associated
health
the
raise
to
goal
its
and
mission
health
public
IHS'
the
status of American Indians and Alaska Natives to the highestbeen
therefore,
level possible. The IHS funding policies have,'elevation-of
"directed to those means that best promote the
those
health status for all Indian people collectively; i.e., at with
no
communities with excessive deaths and morbidity and those
access to any system of health care, rather than simply
calculating the per capita dollar expenditures". (See Rhoades
letter to Governor Bellmon, May 12, 1990).
A concern expressed by the larger tribes is that the TSA
methodology inappropriately provides funding to support
administrative infrastructure for small tribes and, therefore,
in the
reduces health services to the user population. The funds program
General Headquarters Pool are primarily centrally managedestimated
funds. Of an
support funds, rather than direct services
5
or 87.1%, is
million,
$56.3
million,
$64.67
of
FY 1994 amount
The
estimated for distribution based on user population. for
balance of only $8.32 million, or 12.9%, is estimated
distribution based on the number of tribes. The dollar estimates
used by the JAMW for their report were drawn from spreadsheets
developed for the fiscal year (FY) 19-95 self-governance compact
negotiations. The basis for these spreadsheets was actual
appropriations for FY 1994 and was adjusted to $59.7 million,
when the actual FY 1995 appropriations level became available.
References
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GENCY FUNDS

S2

Workgroup Recommendation
The Emergency Funds are to be narrowly defined and restricted to
public health emergencies. Prior to the end of the fiscal year,
a summary report on the use of these funds is to be issued to the
tribes. Tribal shares should then be identified for any
remaining balance and distributed accordingly.
Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation with the following modification
to the definition. Expand the definition' to not only handle
public health emergencies, but also to resolve possible financial
difficulties, i.e., Anti-Deficiency Act, and other unforeseen
problems that are appropriately resolved using executive
discretion. Throughout the year, any tribe may be the recipient
of these non-recurring emergency funds. Any funds remaining at
the end of the year will be available for distribution in
accordance with the TSA methodology.

3.

CATASTROPHIC HEALTH EXPENDITURE FUNDS (CHEF)

31

Workgroup Recommendation

The CHEF funds continue to be distributed retroactively
(reimbursed) for catastrophic costs based on the current IHS
method.

Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation. This is consistent with my
position last year, as stated in my June 2, 1994, letter.

4* EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT: (MEDICAL)
Workgroup Retiommendation
The amount ot medical equipment replacement

funds made available

to each tribe is to be calculated on the basis of a formula that
allocates 50% of the amount available based on the number of
active users; 25% to those with hospitals; 15% to those with
health centers; and 10% to those with health stations.

1/
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Director's Decision

I do not concur with the recommendation. Although equipment
fundO.Qere distributed as recommended by the JAMW
1994 and
1995, the Congress expanded the use of these funds,inprompting
review of the methodology. The IHS will use the
developed formulae for distributing these funds. recently
The formula for distributing funds to existing tribal and
IHS
facilities ($10 million) is based-on clinical workload (50%)
and
relative facility size (50%). The formula for distributing
funds
to equip new, tribally-constructed replacement
($3
million) ranks all such facilities on the basis facilities
of relative space
need, location, and extent that existing space will
be
Available funds will be allocated to the highest ranked used.
(neediest) facilities, in priority order.
These formulae are a result of the congressional direction
to
develop a needs-based methodology for distributing funds
made
available to equip tribal replacement facilities constructed
non-IHS funds. That methodology and a companion methodology with
distributing equipment replacement funds to existing tribal for
IHS health care facilities were completed by a tribal/Federaland
workgroup.

-•I EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT (DENTAL)
Workgroup Recommendation
Thd dental equipment replacement funds made available to
tribe are to be calculated on the basis of a formula that each
allocates 50% of the amount available based on the number
of
active users; 25% to those with hospitals; 15% to those
wi-'
1
health centers; and 10% tc those with health stations.
Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The IHS will
discontinue the practice of establishing a discretionary
dental
equipment replacement pool. Beginning in FY 1996, any
discretionary funds that would have been retained in Headquarters
for this purpose will be distributed to the Areas in the
annual
Dental allocation.
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16.

?SSES8KENTB

Workgroup Recommendation
The IHS is to allocate the following resources and costs to the
appropriate (organizational) level: Payroll, FTS, Rental of
Office Space, Mailing Costs, and Employee Accident Compensation.
Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The Agency would be
placed at financial risk if the funds needed to pay the
assessments were allocated below the Agency level, These costs
are billed by various other Government agencies to the IHS
Headquarters and the Agency is required to pay them centrally.
If funds were not set aside in the resource allocation process,
baEed on estimated requirements, the Agency would risk being
anti-deficient, if it could not pay its bills. The IHS will
continue to identify these costs on an Area and/or service unit
basis so that management systems can be developed to better
control and manage them. As thase costs are reduced, the savings
will be distributed to the Areas in the annual H&C allocation.
Workgroup Recommendation.
A workgroup at the HHS/PHS level is to be formalized to: (a)
examine the specific Assessment categories; (b) determine what
resources should be allocated; (c) review the method and process
to accomplish this allocation; and (d) develop an approach to
protect the cost savings relative to downsizing. This workgroup
should be composed of PHS, IHS, and tribal representatives.
Proposed recommendations for transferring identified tribal
shares should he completed prior to the start of 1996 Self
Governance negotiations.
Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation. I will request that the
Assistant Secretary for Health establish a workgroup to review
the other costs identified within the Assessment pool to
determine if the charges are fair to the IHS and whether costs
can be reduced. If costs can be reduced, these savings will be
distributed to the Areas in the annual H&C allocation. This
workgroup has yet to be established, therefore, the results will
be unavailable for the 1996 negotiations.
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7.

CPECIAL PAY

Workqroup Recommendation
The current IHS reimbursement method and ISDM 65-4 are to be

modified to include all categories of special pay, specifically
incentive special pays. Additionally, these funds are to be ,
allocated on a recurring basis directly to the service delivery
site where the costs for compensation are incurred. This can b
accomplished based on historical allocations after a 3-year
period which would provide for an adjusted base to correct
historical shortfalls caused by deficiencies in ISDM 85-4.
Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation that ISDM 85-4 be revised to
reflect the current special pay structure. The revision will
also address identification of the funding source. The revised
ISDM 85-4 will govern this process through FY 1996 to the extent
that equivalent funds were not included in the base funding.
Funds will be paid to contractors/compactors, on a reimbursable
basis, fpr providers legally eligible for special pay to the
extent that finds are determined available for this purpose.

S.

PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION_(PCS)

Workgroup Recommendation

The PCS funds are to be made available as tribal shares based on
50% Active Users/25% Hospitals/15% Health Center/10% Health
Station (with a differential to the Alaska Area).
Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The IHS will
discontinue the practice of reimbursing Areas and tribes for PCS
from Headquarters maintained funds at the end of FY 1995.
Beginning in FY 1996, funds for this purpose will be distributed
to th6 Areas in the various program accounts. Costs for PCS will
then be paid from locally available resources.
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9.CNIUN

MEDICAL EDUCATION

(CKE)

Workgroup Recommendation

The distribution of the Continuing Medical Education fund is to
be based on the number of eligible medical staff and that it be
equal to reimbursement rates used by IHS for individual
allocation as follows: $1,000/physician in the lower 48 states,
$1,300/physician in Alaska; $500/dentist in the LDwer 48 states,
$700/dentist in Alaska; and $200/nurse. Also that mid-level
practitioners are to be eligible for continuing education
reimbursements.
Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. Although the IHS will
continue to advocate for an identification of CME funds for staff
at the local level, the Headquarters fund will be discontinued at
the end of FY 1995. Beginning in FY 1996, the funds will be
distributed to the Areas as part of the overall allocation of
H&C/program fuhds. The responsibility for assuming and for
paying the cost of obtaining CME credits needed for staff
accreditation will be paid by the Area/tribe with locally
available resources.

i'10.

RPMS/DATA PROCESSING

Workgroup Recommendation
The RPMS/Data Processing funds are to be distributed in
accordance with the TSA methodology.
Director's Decision
I concur with the recommendation to distribute the RPMS/Data
Processing funds using the TSA methodology. In concurring,
however, it is critically important to both the IHS and all
tribal programs to maintain an organization-wide system that
supports the collective public health database from all AI/AN
health programs.
Explanation of Decision

An information infrastructure is needed to support delivery of
health care services, to provide collective data to advocate for
resources, to improve management and efficiency, to support
tribal management of programs, and to decrease the size of the
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Agency, while maintaining the capability to fulfill all residual
activities.

We can work together to reduce administrative costs,

while improving'capabilities by implementing electronic commerce
at all levels. We can open new channels of communications by
implementing Government Information Locator Services and other
customer services, and by taking advantage of advances in
telemedicine. Perhaps most importantly, together we must reach
out to our counterparts in education, economic development, land
management, etc., to ensure that an Indian Information
Infrastructure is implemented that supports the communities we
serve."

Follow Up Actions
Opportunities for tribal participation in design, development,
implementation, and support of Indian health information systems
must be identified. -The RPMS/Data Processing funds presently are
used to maintain the centralized health statistical and patient
care database; to support the development of RPMS software used
at all tribal and IHS sites; and to support the design, testing,
and maintenance of computer system platforms and the
telecommunications network. Funds to purchase hardware for
tribal and IHS facility operations are progressively more limited
and new combined IHS/tribal initiatives must be developed to
replace and upgrade existing systems.

.MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT
Workgroup Recommendation

The use of the Oklahoma Formula is to be continued. Additionally,
JAMW recommends revisions to M&I project guidelines by one or a
combination of the following: (a) develop a priority funding
formula for M&I p-:ojects which provides for a priority score
adjustment based on continuous years of participation in the M&I
competitive project pool; (b) limit selection to participate in
the competitive pool versus selection of a tribe's share to
either the initiation of the Self Governance compact or an open
"enrollment" period once every 5-7 years; and (c) provide for
"buy in" capabilities for Self Governance Tribes which have
selected tribal shares and determine that they wish to re-enter
the competitive pool.

________8

Directors Decision
I concur with-the recommendatiQn to continue use of the Oklahoma
FormulaI also-concur with the need to establish controls over

leaving and re-entering the pool of competitive M&I projects;,
therefore, I will establish a tribal/Federal workgroup to,review
the options presented along with the current methodology for the
operation of the M&I pool.
(I.

I12.

HEALTH FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION

Workgroup Recommendation
The IHS is '.a work with tribes to seek a special line item
appropriation for Self-Governance capital acquisition and
construction which would permit participating tribes to draw down
a negotiated tribal share. This approach could be on a pilot
basis and could be phased-in.
Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The IHS will continue
with the June 2i 1994, position for Health Facilities
Construction funds. The.IHS distribution for health facilities
construction is determined by congressional appropriations
language and is project-specific based on the IHS facilities
priority systems. The Congress directed development of and
approved the IHS health facilities priority systems. Any
revisions to these processes will need congressional approval.
Regarding the proposed alternative for funding health facilities,
IHS is continuing to discuss this matter with OMB and the
Congress.

13. SANITATION FACILITIES CONSTRUCTION
Workgroup Recommendation

The IHS work with tribes to seek a special line item
appropriation for Self-Governance capital acquisition and
construction which would permit participating tribes to draw down
a negotiated tribal share. This approach could be on a pilot
basis and could be phased-in..

9
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Director's Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The IHS will continue
with the June 2, 1994, position for Sanitation Facilities
Constrpction funds. The IHS distributes Sanitation Facilities
Construction funds as required by the Indian Health Care
Improvement Act. That distribution is project-spezific, based on
the extent of sanitation facilities deficiencies as defined in
the Act. The IHS has explored alternative funding approaches and
is responding, through OMB, to congressional questions about a
variety of options.

12

SHE
UPPORT

Workgroup Recommendation
The OEHE Support
-nds distribution is to be based on the TSA
Method.
Director's Decision
I do--not concur with the recommendation. The IHS position
remains, as described in the June 2, 1994, response, that-thtse
funds should reflect workload distribution because they support
activities funded by construction appropriations. A workload
methodology ensures needs-based distribution of available funds.

Is. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

SUPPORT

Workgroup Recommendation
The Environmental Health Support funds distribution is to be
Ta-or-SA-Method--Directorts Decision
I do not concur with the recommendation. The IHS position
remains, as described in the June 2, 1994, response, that these
funds should reflect workload distribution because they support
activities funded by the construction appropriations. A workload
methodology ensures needs-based distribution of available funds.

10
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16. FACILITIES SUPPORT
WorkTgoUp Recommendation

The Facilities Support funds continue to be distributed based on
current IHS workload methodology.

---

Director's Decision
I--concrwth the recomienct ion.

1127.

..............
-

SCHOLARSHIPS/WPAN REPAYMENT

Workgroup Recommendation

The Scholarship/Loan Repayment funds continue to be administered
by IHS and distributed based on the existing IRS methodology
Which is consistent with.congressional intent.
Director's Decision
I

I

oncur with the recommendation.

TRIBAL MANAGEMENT GRANTS

*.

Workgroup Recommendation
The Tribal Management Graft funds be distributed on a competitive
basis.
Director's Decision

I concur with the recommendation.
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IHDT Update
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-Directortrges-Expediency,
Michael H. Trujillo, M.D., M.P.H., Director,
Indian Health Service (IHS), addressed the Indian
Health Design Team (IHDT) during its March 28
meeting. The following are excerpts from Dr.
Trujillo's remarks.

g

a

Country, the Administration and the Congress ultimately
andnfuencedbyJ
vitshelal ,opo wllbe-s
the knowledge that the principal stakeholders in the
Agency played a significant role Inthe development of
the new Agency design plan.
I want to update you on activities which are.eing
undertaken by the Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) as the Federal government moves into
the second phase of the Clinton Administration's Reinvent Government Initiative (RE-GO II)and which will,
I believe, affect Indian health programs. The Department isbeing challenged todevelop-more effluent ways_
of carrying out its responsibilities. Fdr example, the
consolidation of programs and decentralization of program activities to the field through the blockgrant mechanism isone of the options under consideration by the
Department. The program consolidation and relocation
to the field would require the redelegation of departmental authority to the agency level.

appreciate the commitment which each of you made to
participate inthe IHDT and fo help determine the future
direction of Indian health programs. You have agreed to
undertake a task which, under ideal circumstances,
deserves mdre time than the Team has to complete it
However, every effort must be made to avoid being
overtaken by external national forces responding to
different priorities,. To avoidthis and to make sure that
the recommendations which I must carry forward reflects Indian Countryspriorities, lurgetheTeamto strive
It is important to understand tbat the emphasis is on
tooomplete the redesign plan in June as scheduled.

downsizing the Department witi the goal of providing
iam strongly committed to ensuring stakeholder involve- better service to oyr customers at lower costs to taxpayeri. The Department has proposed Performance
-_
21ag
---(conrrnae-d6
strength to its
paitnershipwith

Tribes, Indian health organizations and Indian people.
The redesign of the Agency
must involve the Tribes, In4ian'organizations and Indian
people, asthaprincipal stakeholders, from the beginning
of the proces~s.- I want the
changes proposed under the
redesign to reflect Indian
needs and priorities.' I also
would point out how Indian

0
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1,Direct or urges expediency
2 PartnEarshipfor change
3 Iritial concepts offered
4 Conta cts in your Area
,5 Supplicement is attached
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Update

Director's remarks continued from page I
Partnership Grants (PPGs) which would combine t
existing Centers for Disease Control and Preventior
(COC) and the Sustance Abuse and Mental Heaht

The members are following a two-tier approach to
accomplish their charge. They have established a
second level of workers called Tier 1 workgroups. Each
of thesixworkgroups is eXong possibdils forchange
inoperational aspects of Indian health care.

a single block grant program. States would administe
_.thegrant fundsforstate health initiativeswhichwould
evaluated on specific health outcomes linked to IN
health objectives by the Federal government

The Ter IIworkgroups are made up of 42 meters
representing a variety of experience. They are health
care professionals and executives that serve Indian
people from mudlevels of Indian health care program -

Seve Administration (SAMHSA) grant pnrams ntc

The HHSis also redefinng its mission since the depar
ture of the Social SeurityAdministration (SSA)from h
Departmenton March 31, 1995 makesthe PublicHealt
Service (PHS) its largest agency and reduced the HH!
budget by 50 percent Invi of this major change,tf
Office of Assistant Secretary for Health may be elin
naiad. Proposals to convert this Assistant Secretar
position into a staff sition for the Secretarylniiar to a
undersecretary position are being contemplated. Whl
changes may 8%
I Isundear how these Departmentil
the IHS Director to a
proposal to elevate
legislative
the
sbll cond
should
IHDT
Assistant Secretary level, the
design options uat iffnecessay prepares theAgencyl
report to the Secretary.

Ihave had a number of opportunities to testify before key
Senate and House committees Inthe past two months.
The message which Iam hearing from the Congress is
that the Federal budget wl not be increasing and that
even under the best scenario, cuts as high as 10 percent
are possible. As we all know, the Agency is already
underfunded and Ihave made tribal consultation critical
to any future decisions which affect our budget.

- umd1l, Icucial U11W.Aj0

"Irv

The two-tiered process provides amechanism for twoway communication between the IHDT and the
workgroups. Each workgroup has a liaison assigned to
it who is a member of Me IHDT. The workgroups
develop possibilities for the IHDT to consider. After the
IHDT reviews the possibilities, guidance isprovided to
theworkgroup
theworkgroups. The guidance aybe for
to study an idea further, to focus its emphasis in a
particular direction, or to abandon the Idea completely.
A description of some concepts formed by the Tier II
workgroups are attached as a supplement.
Two-way communications have been established to link
stakeholders to the IHDT for participating Inthe design
efforts. The IHDT and its Tier IIworkgroup activities will
be communicated to stakeholders through the IHDT
Update newsletter; Congressional briefings; Tribal
Leader letters; IHS Area Offices; the NIHB; and other
major tribal organizations. The national Indian news
media will receive the IHDT Update newsletter and may
contact the IHS Office of Communications for additional
media information packages.

Thisis atire of change. Yourwork as a member of the People who have astake inhowthe new IHS sdesigned
feedback to IHDT activities
involved by providing
Team isinvaluable to enabling theAgency to continue its can be
f y mn]tdaration. Stakeit
;A,.,,new
.. .... ,,,
vital work on addressing the health care needs of Indian

I

Country.

The Process is a
Partnership
The process of designing anew Indian health system for
the future is proceeding inpartnershipwithal siakeholders-Tibal leaders, Indian people, and IHS employees.
the Indian Health Design Team (IHDT) is composed of
28 members-and 22 of them are tribal and/or urban
representative. Their role is to oversee and guide the
desi~n process to restructure the Indian Health Service
(HS) anddesign new capabities needed for the future.
I

I

holders may contact Tier IIworkgroups (see supplemental pages for contacts); IHS Area Office IHDT Liaisons (see page 4); and Cliff Wiggins or Gayle Riddles in
the Office of the Director, IHS. Mr. Wiggins and Ms.
Riddles may be contacted on (301) 443-1083.

The members of the IlHDT

are opening two way
communications between
themselves and their

partners in Indian Health.
(see chart on page 3)
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Initial Design
Concepts Offered
The Indian Health Design Team (IHDr) Ismoving to the
next step Inguiding the process for designing a new
DT tocreate,
Indian health system. That step isfor tl,, IH
I-

YAM die swnwers
1rE ndinTMr1U1F
and concepts
for designing a'Ou~wg-n
an Improved-

possibilities
Indian health system.

The Initial concepts were generated by Tier IIworkgroup
members during their mid-March meeting. The IHDT
discussed the initial possibilities and suggested some of
them be expored further. These same concepts are
being submitted to Tribal leaders to obtain their feedback andanyadditional ideas or the design efforts. The
IHDT Co-Chairs, Ms. Julia A.Davis, Chair, National
Indian Health Board (NIHB); Mr. Buford Rolin, Vice
Chair, NIHB; and Mr. James Floyd,' Director, Portland
Area IHS, are notifying Tribal leaders about these initial
design concepts through aTribal Leader letter. See the
attached supplemental pages fordetails aboutthe initial

concepts.

Fax: (301) 4434794
Ema: IIDTGOOIHSHOE
internet Emt:
=HT@IsS8W.DH5.GOV

The Tier IIworkgroups are charged to assess possibili-

ties for meeting the requirements for a new IHS. The
concepts presented by the Tier IIworkgroups are not
final and much more stakeholder feedback and staff
work is needed before they will be ready for the IHDT's
formal review. The IHDTplans to prepare adraft plan for
designing anew IS In June., The IHDT intends to have
a refined draft ready for all stakeholders to review by
I
August. Also, the draft will be submitted to Others wo
have a significant stake in the IHDT's work including
other federal agencies and the Congress.
The design concepts reflectsix broad functional areas of
providing health care to Indian people. These operational areas are self-determination and federal operations; clinical and public health operations; business/
administrative/budget operations; workforce redeployment; information resources infrastructure; and Agency
design, leadership, and advocacy.
The design concepts must respond to the varety of
external factors affecting the delivery of care to Indian
people. The entire health care industry is changing
because of customer expectations and limited resources

MDT Update
to mee those expectations. The need for change Isthe
result of adwaning environment wih new needs, new

pdWiies, and reforms Instate health and welfae that

IHS Area

facing the IHS and why Itneeds to be redesigned are:

Contacts

affed eligibility for benefits. Some haeg

-the federal worforce; targets ford federal agents to
work bettr and cost less; transferof pMgrams to tribes

through contrads and cornpacs; seyrokengheal
cam costs and advances technology, and an Incra-

4i

OINGatv
popin.'

JMira WINdiAU

ADDRESS

PHONE.

OT Assoc Director
A~uuerus~wafIS
Executie Oflitoe
Aberdeen Area IHS

505 Marque/re, N.W. Suite 1502
Albsqerquo. MN 87102.2163
Federal Buildinj
115 Fourth Avemue, $.
Abadee SD 57401

505/766-1546
505f766.2157 fix
605/226-7581
605f226-770 fax
,

Director
Alaska Area i1S

250 Gambell Street
hird-a Gambell Sreet

907/257-1153
907/257.1168 fax

NMErTTL
Anthony Y"p.
_________

Tony V. Petecon

Contact persons listed below to
request more Information about
Indian Health DesWTeam Events,

_ _,

Gerd Ivey

Anchorge,

AK

99501

Barbara Lahr

Progn Anaya. PP2
s__ _id, ,,.aIS

127 Federal Buiding
_A,MN 56601

Dr. Kermit Smith

Asaocat Director

2900 4th Avenue Nouth

406/247-7110

Bmllx' MT 59101

406/247.7230 (ax
916/565-7001
916/6'7053 fax

Billings Area HS

Allan Beckwith

St. Wiuand Auditor
California Area INS

1825 Bell SreeSuite 200
Sacauen o. CA 95825-1097

Michael D.Tiger

Deputy Area Director

711 Stewarts Ferry Pa
Nashville., T 37214-2634

213/759-3432

218/759-3511 fax

916/566-7020 EXL 104 vm

Nashville Am&a
IS

_

Petr Hode

OTA Asa(

_Dkwt

Navajo Aream&S
______________

Luke Mclntosh
._

_

Mary Lou Stuton
,,_
_

Dr. Clrk Marquat

OAI.I AaaocIae Director
Oklahoma City Area I
_

_

_Oklahom

Deputy Director
Phoenix Area I.S
Chief Medical Officer
Portlnd Area IlS

I.O

4"x90 0

615/736-2400
615M6-2391 fax
-0602-o0S

1

*602 or 520/371-5896 fax

___________________

*possibe area code change

Five Coporwe Plza
3625 NW 56%th
Str~et
City. OK 73112

405/945-3717
405/945-6870 fax
....

37SS Noth 16th Street Suite A
Phoenix. AZ 83016-5981

602/640-2557 fax

602/640-2052

1220 S.W. Third Avenue Ram
476

503/326-3900
503/326-7210 fax

Portland, OR 97204-2892
John B. Narcho

Executive Officer

Charles Erickson

Tucson Are IMS
Asaociate Director

4-

Window Rock. AZ 6515-9020

7900 South PP Stock Road

6021295-2406

Tucaon. AZ 85746-9352
sam as above

602/295-2602 fax
same as above

-
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Clinical and Public Health
1

Workgroup Members
FiugkUl

C*M t
-4)11W
r"60

(WTUdsol i

TohWoW
Oow mNku
= , t*

,,*A

Ardwl Monrlv
Exaut D rec
,Aliuqueu Arm
Mnan H-aM~ Board
Brands Git.V

-

Necla. D010don
ofNinin Services
NmvujArua HS

Aaon Pelte

VWe Iderit Nalonal Assoc. CHR
lvecbJrARWK CH Program
Pr Nuse, Pullc Health Nurse
BllngsAee ills

--

Concepts

-I

Owl

Local decision making model for pubie health systems design
1.Assessmnt of healt "a, needs, onuvlrdl desires.- -...
4eveppokls o at do & id
Mces
w ocp~e
3.Assure wvlices ame

Reduce Headquarters ProfessionalslConsutnts
Fewr progmcon taits, md laysm dmlze.
Pros:
Makraks sApor at reduced lWe ,maxilze $for patient care.
of sk bich wath feld.
Cons Ia edasnceol

Decentralize Headquarters ProfesslonalslConsultants

-

Redqy p ram oonsiai fofel
tofi ma iz $for patient cam.
Pro&-M*InS s*p closer
Cons: Possbe conflict Inresponse ities (local versus regional).

Institute of Indian Health
t reguatory or enforcement role.
Independent national orgardzan v
Pros: Objecte, separate from Federal goverrent with Al/AN eVerse.
Cons: Fundig requirescooperation. eight not be viewed as domrsing.

Exli ieco

Naional Indan Counci anAng
Rose" Develo nt Propm
John hraml
OEH. Phoenix Area, S

Smaller but same number of Area Offices
Domtsized Reid support role rather han oversighL Organized functonally.
Pros: Redum layers. Refocuses on field s o t Maintains eisting access.
Cons: Less dovr.sifn Reduced capacity. Functions lack critical mass.

CwanelaSkeeter

Drecbrdan Health Cam Resouroe
Center, Tulsa
,b'ewSugam

PudgetSoundSent Unit
Senior Cinicn oIPedlrm
1ANMC

Staff & Contact

No Regional or Area Offices, a act des relate to national office (headquarters).
Pros: Maxim local contol and flexibilty, maxinzes $ for services.
Cons: Small programs lack economies of scale.

P": (301)443-1106
Fix -('301) 5944213

Other concepts are possible and welcome.

Or, contact fe IHDT Liaison I your
respect*v Area.

A p.l. 5.... ..

Unitd #for each geogap regon
capadty; maximizes $ for services.
Pros: Consolidates; concenlates
Cons: Progam consutants are further from field.

No Regional Offices (more autonomous local programs)

600 F e Lane
Rodrv MD 20857

April 7,, '1995

Regional Offices by program type
federal, Irbal, urban operations.
United 8 for
each type:
Pm Consolidates; concenltrates support on specialty maximzes $ for seamces.
Cons Program consultants am Uter from fel.

...

up p em et.P ge
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Business, Administration, Budget
I

-

-Workgroup
Members

C

Concepts

Customer Service Centers (CSC) InArea Offices

Mda~rdU&W.LW o *VHT
TkrAm , inob3IDT

Area oes (Aos) specalize. Serve sev
Pros:

its (SUs) Lski to Area.

Offioes SUs choice of serve center. Bulds on strengths.

Cons: Tedvology nistibe wal~e. Some AO work~ force shilling/dsplacement

Centers of Excellence (COE) InNeutral Locations
Tornylse
Exew*A Oft A enAr

Specialized Service Centers at neutral sites. Serves SUs from many regions.
Pros: SUs choose COEs. Cost effec~ve. Coneates eertise.
Cons: Techndogy nust be avallle. AO wok force shMrigisplacermen

Hybids -Choose best source for each serMce
Drcbn.aCwnHe H.
EGekt
Direcop
Jon
Fofey

Each SU "Buys' from best source (SU, AO, COE, trbes, univerty, business).
Pros: Compettion on cost Downsize FTE Feble. PrIvate sector expertise.
Cons: AOworkforce dsplac enL Substantia change from existng systems.

y

National Instituteof Excellence (collective buying service)

"udgOfice' 6emk4 Area

.. .......

AroStf&
Robert
Cler

ont

sUs, uban, bWes buy logetr from single best ource.
Pr Buying sren , lerage. Standardized proves. FE reactions.
Cons: Requires cooperation. Must create NIE. AO workforce dsplacement.

a

alor.
Crw on
rOlelExeciAvae
Ofer
WSstay
Heaicoralon
Mdw
00
Home
k otaN
Rdrdi Fonruer

"ota

Contacted Support Centers (CSC)

Execjve Director

Buy4ndian Sevlce Centers are possible.
Pros: Similar to COE. Promotes AVAN business opportunies. FIE rekncfons.
Cons: Avaialblity of CSCs? AO workorce displacemn

Seatte Urban kxcia Program

Total Decentralization
Staff & contact
MW0
HomesteadRad

NJ support lnctons and reources are delegated to SUs, urbans, contracts.

Pros: Maximum local $,dependence flexibilty.

E
Not major remodeling. AOs, SUs atlenp to adapt independenIy.
Pros: No national drEsionsconsensus required.
Cons: No managed downsizing. Haphazard adjustrent Possbe breakdowns.

Phone: (5058374277
Fax rA6)37-4115
Or. conlat@ft IHOT Liaisorinyour

Budget Simprflication

respcM Area.

Reduce and senplify niJtple budA ines"(eg., to cinical, pufc health, tribal
sport). Tribal contractors now have budget flexbltity. Flexibility is essential fr
loca programs to be corripebtive and match ioere omruty needs.

Other concepts are possible and welcome.-

1995
April 7,
April
7, 11995

4
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Self-Determination &Federal Operations

Concepts

'Workgroup

Members

Congressional Appropriation Directly to Tribes

OdsRof Liebwbor

popuiafts am made

edy l Trbes. May blud a ae dqsper,'

O uMV4Hove VOWTrim
bwsp~ih WacW4U*.i~woWOT

Headquarters Issues SelflDetermination Contracts & Compacts

Meft. ZNHosW

Ro
Omay
Dft. dvNiW Swm
Rmmh Nauo Scho Soad. kc.
Rafdo
SWWoo
Child& FvlCo=uwn r

Regional Offices Issue SD Contracts and Compacts

Area Offices Issue SD Contracts and Compacts

T"Adti~bbabr
Powcd Band of Crem*Irdns
Irde Haft Cmw ifc
8dl lake City

Staff & Contact
own
Edohaw or SeoW aqw
6300 Ho101 Road. NE

AbquN

87

Fec (5W)8374115

Service Unit Issue SD Contracts and Compacts

Federal SUs given authorities similar to SD Contractors/
Compactors'
urioraes lo k on with maxm koa flexiWity and rpmlity am
deleated 10 t owst posse kew*l.

AI-"

OMfI

Me" ee tegU
d01,A

1 e.

v,,,,,

=1 ___

Or.oonhctoo IHT Iiebon tyo

respecity Ns.

All operational authorities are delegated to Regional Offices

Other concepts are possible and welcome.

1995
7, 1995
April 7,
April

iHOT Supplement Page 3
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information Resources Infrastructure

Concepts

Workgroup

I

IH~S.
uran and Indianbedatonsw.

cWaMu Homes
Vwley Tribe

to aces

Uslm tW T

maxomiz~aexinirdy
ewvMn the sysem,

Nosysternatic recon~grtion of exisin IHS, trbl, urban Wormson
capel~~des. System adapts or Isreplaced acordng to te independent choice
of Servc Units, ties, or urban programs&

Direc, Dept odPubli Helt
Okdi~orne
creek Natin od
.AtAn Yea
ChlelMe"cafficer

Define Necessary Capablties
TNe wodrpp Ai kWe,*f the new lunctonl capatiiles iat win be need
gfiurationsod Indiani haftthprranis."twl
murder various proposed re
Wnd
e SUs *1lbe assured acces to now c*"O~~tes.
consider how sa ibes

CWal*fe
Acing Deputy
ISca
Diecb
08k. of knimonim oRewoes, WS

investment Cost13 &Strategies
Thawoftcropp wl mstima relativ costs, necessay Invesb~ens for variou
scenarios, and straleges for financing needed irresiTrets.

Exifive,Direftr
lI'MPorilmd Aea kdan Heulth Board
Fwi&Ilufon
Dief. HospW Saw
SEMI-IC MKEdgecrre Ho*tM

Joint IHS#TriballUrban Master Plan

Staff & Contact

Value

The wortkgoup A~ evaluate exisdn capalitkn considering vaWouw
reonfgtionscenaios. Itv~ll lro e afternaLtve ways of tryN cepaxitie
Vr/) deeloment, purchase ofi-Dheshelf, contratin mevices.

-o

85 Podaff (sf

I

orntalion and series. torn arhrf

Incremental Change and Status Quo

Euo*A~ Direclor.
Anericeri Indan HaftCareAssor.

5300 HomeWse Road. NE
Albuquer". NU 87110

CHl

Create Capabilites for "rta Indian Communlty
thatieronnects d tibes
ApowerU teeon~aosnetwr1W

Members

--

Pho": (301)443-1064

I

The wodqgou wil consde tie value of new technoogie. These incle
lowci costs, inceasrig eliencles, generat"n revenue, wtancln buyin
power, and offering advanced capabIilies to Indian country.

Other concepts are possible and welcome.

Fax: (301) 443-7279
Or. conbd in HOT Liason inyou
veseclve Air".

7, 1995
Apr11 7,1996
April
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Work Force Redeployment
1

Workgroup
Members
President WWft Trbe, Oldahm
Wiison boWT
RobeMhSwah
Assoca te rcto,
Office of Hwani somres, HS
Liaison to *OT
hckAvkft
ing Do"utAssoc. Dhb

Office of Mirdn. and 4anagemnen, Wit
F.040 Keel
Assoc. D[*.,.Healt Pro~M Servcs

can"e Dieft
AbLmrqL* Hoft&
Director. Eckc. &Trainin
BWckHlsTra*rig Center
Eugene 7'rottir
MicanHeaMt Board of Wlings

-

-

Concepts

Phasing

n3

nrvwor~derce depl~mens mst be phased to bow restructuring
proposals tikarue accepted

Workforce Assumptions
INS fedarai worklorce wN be redecdtby 1,000 FTE over 5years (15,000 to
14,000.) Adtional 1,000 HTE 1sneded to Myk~
"anewkreplacement
hospitals and drics. Redeployrmn plans Ai be necessay.

Simplification
The wohrcgroup Mipropose opbons to sinpity wnd exqpedta personnel actions
Wha
are necessary lo adapt and manage the w1corce Ina reconlgured health
care room

Workforce Composition
The wocgroup Ai propose opions to adapt the oonfsid of the woddorce
(e.g., nix of primary care professionas, nrid-evels, redxdctis insuerisors,
nix of admiristin sport effjoyees, etc.) to meet new configuationts.

Redeployment Tools

The workgrop wil Identfy tools (authoies, netds, waivers, et.) tla wil be
necessary toaccorrplsh redepomt of the woriorce.

Russi Alge

Wum %xng wncan Heaft cene
WWYoouor Bb" or*
Perom" Ma"nent 40ct&K Mi

Staff & Contact
LOI&OMNg(Si.D)
GA.44PsldWnkMg.
660 F SI Lame
Roclde MD 20067
Phone: (301) 443-184N
Fooc (301) 5044203
O. contto Mi
HT Liamon inyour
mespec*wkAm.

Apr11?,
April
7. 1995
1996

Regional Offices by program type
United flor each We: federal, H)4a, uban operation.

Pros: Consolidates oonceates pvor1 on specd*t, mawdnvze $for senaces.

Con Closing some Area Offices, progrm consUitans are ft

torn Wild

Employee Transition Issues
fth oWgro wt IdentfY ways 10acooqrlsh Vansibon with mnimal isrmtio
and assur fai hbeatin dAl enrrloyees. Wdentif Mrkqi, ounsang,
orrpe"eno, reassignent prospets, eLb.

Focus on Customer and Cultural Competence
Thewor1kgrop wt idetify ways to orint teo* force to becusiorm
cenere with partcar enrasis on corrpetercy for toe cutuwres of te rb
and coniyrnites 1Waare served

Other concepts are possible andweicome.
IHDT Supplement Page 5
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O IIO&
D36a

co

ce IIIII
f

ICI th

Advocacy
Agency Leadership,
I
I
II
•

Work Group
Members

L

, m

Concepts

L

m

Conbibuted Ideas
Ts wkgroup has no( O met to da ben dce~b on& The
VIo onepb were ofted by ohs and hav no been onsdered
by te wkgru.

Cha. NHB

Liaison b IOT
Uaym* Bow Do Wa&
ExaM Drecto. dan HeaVh Boad

Streamlned Headquarters, No operational responsibilities

of Bngs, Uiason ib HDT
aim"&isnot ,l

Ewcsdbpowals
the wbesw

ISdZtd.

The

Institute for Indian Health

Wfibekftw de

wbfkok

y or opabond ncon.
Qua"ndeendw Orgwzaon iAi not rgdatau
Pemay pwp eewo, be aocacy and &efteInIndan heah

Contact Point
Consolidation of Indian programs within HHS
&A-21, Pwm Bg.
500 F m Lane
Rocvlk MD 20857

Phone: (301)443-0750
Foc (301) 443-7270

Increased Affiliation with BIA for Administrative Functions

staff
CmJLowen (sfam
SAM4, Psidan Bldg.

Other concepts are possible and welcome.

5800 Fhher Lane

Rodw MO 20657
Phone: (0) 8374239

o.conbdto UT Liason inyour

7,11~~95
AprIl 7,
April
J)95

.1

1-
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IHDT Sub-Group
Mission Reveiw
•I
_
II I
-_

II

I

Concepts
Mission Review
Subgroup
Workgroup Members

i:l

Current IHS Mission Statement
To provide a comprehensive health services delivery
system for American Indidns and Alaska Natives (AllAN)
with opportunity for maximum tibal involvement in
developing and managing programs to meet health needs.

May Belf Skpen (HOT Liaion)
Oake oHeath Prograr. HS
Deanna Bauan (HDT Llabon)
NIHB &Oneida Naton o V oonsi
Jeannie Lunslord
Cheroee Naion of Oldahoma

Proposed IHS Mission Statement

CCrk Marquar

The mission of the IHS is to raise the heath status of the
AI/AN people to the highest possible level.

PorIandAea HS
RihardChurch
Office of Inbmnation Resouces

Management HS

Current IHS Goal Statement

Carol Marquez

To raise the health status of the AllAN people to the
highest possible level.

Inian HeaUh Board of Mineaso

Lkdb Colanel
Nav*Area HS

Proposed IHS Goal Statement
Norhe Srnlh

Lfnneqols
Inia Hea3I Bowardof
6"A,44"

K.E.M.C.

Staff & Contact

I

To assure that comprehensive health systems are
availableto provide accessie,acceptable services, in
p inersho with AI'AN. This goal Isfounded on the
-v-jhd
piotecf;
Federal government's obligationto
and advocate for the inherent sovereign rights of AVAN
Nations.

Mary BeUSki (cenb
Office o Hau Progrwn
6A.M. Parklawi Blg.
5600 Fnhers Lane
"
.one.
M 20857
-

Ph~one:
(301) 443-024

1995
7, 1995
AprIl 7,
April

IHOT Supplement Page 7
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Designing a new Indian Health Service

IHDT Update
April '95, Number 2
DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH &HUMAN SERVICES

Room 6-22
PLOC Healti Se~w
hca W-kalt Servio
P
.dc,
MD 20657

0
Penafy etvaBUshm
7

Pwress1WoiiUised

tW

12018 KWINA

0) h 3441
1tGTON 02W aw (
WASM
M
NGMA
bl!LL
ltOq

JunS
Dr. IV
nHealth Servie
Pubsl MoHelth Service, Department of Hmeli and Humaen Servkeas
6805, Pariden Buildinig
isers Lane
Rook nolMO 10857
Rai

a

1898 Gset Governance Negoitions - Ra~usat for Meeting June 22 or 23.
1905...

Door Dr. TrAl We
Gov* rI of the Oeti-Govornanoo Tribes held a one day meatng lost week In:
GSpok ans, Washington to discuss the problems and unresolved Issues dialthve
Win axperlenood by ech of us during the current 195 negotamon prooess. As
ut of this fmetng, I am writing on behalf of thmee mod al other Selfeno TibGs, to respectfully request a meeting with you to be hul oh 01iftr
Thw: Wday, Juno 22, or Friday. June 23, 1815 In Rockvile. or. at a location
Cony At~om to you....
-

.4

As Tribs! boodere, we request this mneet4n wMt you to disouss and of17w
nmn'datlons Inorder to reach resolution on the major outstanding Ise
idto te 1908 OW-tGovemance negotiatione. The tiin of this meeting Is.
ato Tribe) 1'mscl voew negotieans. which are to be ooncuded by the June
-30, 11888 deadline. These Issues and concerns are as follows:
0

The 1888 APA Negotiations Process Including ili taok of Swttlo"fl
Lead Negotiators nd fte ael ptocss:

0

DesIgnation of swgnlflowt Headquortvr program. and lbne item.s which weap

V)$11

IdenOW~e *Anot avebble for TrN~aI Shres. without any
explanatn/nogotetion;

Confet Support Polisy for both 1995 and 1800 has yet to be finelixdt
*1

'*

Piroeos for *Atublent of Tribcal

e ut

Propoeed I148/60 Ouldallnes Clrouleui end,
Development of a Tribel aanaultatlon process ea n aernative Jo the outent
lHa/Trlbel Workgroup system

95

~ -All of thse

oowna wwo raised by Tribal Leaders with

el~

'..

~,

u!"A~lP~.&.

*1 pWaOflgotladwf maedeg fI Feno InMarcho th is , oweW, 1u-1168VSOS
oignfle to psrala *11-f1oyrnsnoe Tribal Leders 1110 hoped Mart ON'
napladons for th 9918 Arnnual Funding Aaremant would be a atep lotoUrs
1A iabii In the IS wainhip, bt this tis not been ftbe oise. IUnTfotunh1telvi
5
tef
poWconfusion and the sotlv6 resls wno of MNstaf tha has
lrnpiemantatlon process, thus far, will conU Into 1I9 ~N0
l
"OeI.
si-Goymannce
undoubtedly will continue beyond 1090 unlose the support you have psracnally
-xpreuaed anid demonstrated for Thrbal Self.Governafloe truly becomes INS poliy
ei s evident in IHS atitons.

~

:"'.

.

'

0.'Therefore. w~th the agitated mgroernt of the Tribal leadership asembled In'

>

we have -dviaed el IH Galf -Goveirnance Tribei not tp
.6pone on June 7, 1995,
sld their 1006 Annual Funding Agree, %nts unti 0"s an ae enrsle
.to their satisfaction. We believe that ti -isa Issues have rnot and cannot be
s itisfeotorily resolved through the inegotiidon pmoocas. W/e be that Qrk ,OW:
%Oe.*
'htaonal Intervenion will be adequate.

'*

,

that under your ieadersh'iand commitment to the Selfpl
roo~ident

'Covernarae process, we can
,

~.~
~

,with

3uccessully ,i

Coed Inadvancing the goals 1%d

.~.

of this historic InIt~ative. m;~t moo ng:%ani essential #tep Ineecsn u
"''
ura
tagvovnment-to-govsrnnent. relationship In the igotladon process and Is flfln
both the goals of Seif-Goveonmos a-id whii the Presidentie Exemutive Orfdbr
yor aaresult of tihe cornmn~morablfC meeting between Tribal IR~dqT5

.

,.iaupdiost

da
)n order to allow time to arrange for travel and me ting, logistto., your Immolate
4lreotly at 360/ 304421'or'
fesponse Isgreatly appreciated. Plesse oontaot mn~
C.Juflet Pltutan, 202/ 628-1151, regarding your availability for either of these
.- r-dates. Thank Vuu for your serious consideration of ourF request.
0 incef 61y,
.

r;/a

erviyce~s
Dr. Philip Lee, Assistant mtrfoHethPulceah
Soitayfo eatPulc elt
Ms. Jo Ivey Boufford, Principal Deputy Assistant Serotary, Public $sft

ServioS
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COMMITTEE ON INMOAN
AFFAJAS
WAS*4iNCITON, DC20i0-645

May 5, 1995

-~

The Honorable Michael Trujillo, MD
Director
Indian Health Service
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
-5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857
Dear Dr. Trujillo:
We are writing to provide you with a series of questions in follow-up to the Committee's
May 2nd oversight hearing on the implementation by the Indian Health Service (IHS)of the
Tribal Self-Governance Project.
1.

In presenting the testimony of the Indian Health Service, Mr. Michel Lincoln indicated
that the IHS does not intend to negotiate any additional Self-Governance Compacts in
fiscal year 1996 despite the change in law authorizing up to 30 additional compacts each
year, beginning with 1996. The Committee is advised that letters of intent to-enter into
Compact negotiations were sent to certain tribal governments and that planning grants
were made available to prepare those Tribes for-the compact negotiation process.
(a) Given the expectations that such actions on the part of the Indian-Health Service have
engendered, and the reliance the affected Tribes have placed on IHS actions, what is the
basis for imposing a moratorium on any new compacts in fiscal year 1996?
(b) If more compacts were added in 1997, will a priority be extended to those Tribes that
have expended considerable time, energy and resources in preparing themselves to enter
into compact negotiations in fiscal year 1996 based upon their reliance on representations
made by the Indian Health Service?

2.

We have just begun the eighth month of the fiscal year and Tribes inform the Committee
that IHS has yet to distribute any of the negotiated tribal shares of Headquarters and Area
Offices.
(a) Why have you delayed the transfer of these funds?

~97l
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(b) When will these dollars be made available to tribal governments?
(c) What steps have been taken to ensure that delays in the transfer of funds associated
with the allocation of negotiated shares are not repeated in future years?
3.

The Committee has heard from Tribes who strongly oppose the recent IHS decision to
refuse payment of contract support funds to cover tribal indirect costs associated with
administering tribal shares of Area and Headquarters accounts.
(a) Once a Tribe has negotiated an indirect cost rate with the Office of Inspector General,
what legal authority does IHS have to fund some shares and not others?
(b) Has IHS considered downsizing its administrative staff in order to fully fund its
contract support obligations to Tribes operating programs under Titles I and III?

4.

In our February budget hearing, you testified that IHS was going to "redeploy" 176 FTE
positions from existing operations to staff new health facilities.
(a) How do you respond to tribal assertions that such a redeployment will reduce IHS.
supported staff at the service units of other Tribes.
(b) Will shift staffing funds out of the reach of the Self-Governance negotiations of those
other Tribes?

5.

The Committee has received complaints from Tribes that their negotiations with IHS have
been frustrated and lengthened by the fact that key IHS decision-makers are not at the
table. What will you do in the pending negotiations for fiscal year 1996 to ensure that
the IHS negotiators at the negotiation table have full authority to evaluate the tribal
negotiation positions first-hand and respond with appropriate adjustments to the IHS
negotiation positions?

6.

For nearly two years, Tribes trying to access the IHS "active users" data base used to
develop tribal shares have said the IHS system loses data Tribes put in, or it scrambles
the data in a manner that makes the data highly unreliable. What is IHS going to do to
make this system useful to Tribes and when do you intend to do this?

7.

The Committee is advised that the Department has kept away from the negotiation table
a 35-million-dollar "administrative assessments" account, although the law clearly requires
IHS to make available for tribal share negotiations all funds related to the provision of
services to a Tribe, including Federal administrative costs. The Congress expects IHS
administrative costs for payroll, rent, supplies, and telephones to be reduced as Tribes
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assume more of these responsibilities, and expects funds which were previously expended
at the federal level to be transferred to the Tribes.
(a) Will the Department negotiate tribal shares uf this 35-million-dollar account as
required by law for fiscal year 1996?
(b) If not, under what legal authority does IHS withhold these funds?
(c) What steps have you already taken with the Public Health Service and the Department
to initiate the workgroup you mentioned will be studying this administrative assessments
account?
(d) When will its review and recommendations be completed?
(e) Will its recommendations be applied to fiscal year 1996 negotiated agree ments?
8.

We all recognize that the need for Indian sanitation and health facility construction is fast
outpacing the availability of appropriated funds.
(a) Has IHS developed any other financing options which could leverage private
financing or provide for lease purchase arrangements and thereby begin construction that
could be paid for over time? If so, please provide the Committee with a detailed
description of these various alternative methods.
(b) What steps has IHS taken to involve Tribes in the development of alternative
financing methods?

9.

Reinvention and other down-sizing efforts are affecting IHS. The Congress has always
expected IHS to reduce its operations to reflect the transfer of functions, services,
activities and services to Tribes under Self-Governance. Please provide the Committee
with specific examples of how the IHS has been correspondingly reduced in size and
shape after a Tribe has taken over responsibilities that the IHS had previously undertaken
for the Tribe?

10.

We are informed that the Nashville Area Office has led Tribes to believe that it will
refuse to negotiate and fully fund tribal shares in fiscal year 1996. What specific action
are you taking to require Area Offices to both negotiate and fully fund tribal shares for
fiscal year 1996?

11.

The Committee is ad, ised that the Office of General Counsel has issued another opinion
that continues to interpret the statute to intend the anomalous result that a Tribe may
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contract under Title Ifor the management of construction activities but may not Compact

under Title III to manage such construction activities. Please provide the Committee,
either from your office or the Office of General Counsel, with specific statutory language
which would authorize a Tribe to manage such construction activities and to administer
all other IHS programs and functions under a Title III
Compact.
12.

During the past 24 months, on what dates did IHS request and receive reduction-in-force
authority and how many FTE's per year does iHS plan to reduce in fiscal years 1995,
1996, and 1997 to free up funds to help pay Title III and Title I'tribal shares?

13.

Does IHS plan to fully fund all Area and Headquarters tribal shares in fiscal year 1996?
If not, what level of tribal share funding is IHS planning to make available and what is
the legal authority for this proposed position?

The Committee would appreciate a response to the questions -et forth above in a timely
fashion. The Committee has yet to receive responses to the written questions that the Committee
forwarded to the Indian Health Service on February 14th, immediately following the Committee's
hearing on that date. The Committee's obligations require that we receive timely responses to
questions, and we are thus seeking your personal oversight to assure that responses are provided
in a timely manner.
Sincerely,
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May 2, 1995
Mr. Chairman and Members of Committee: Greetings from Chief Wilma Mankiller,
Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation. It is an honor for me to speak on behalf of Chief.
Mankiller and to represent Cherokee Nation before this Committee. We appreciate the
opportunity to discuss the positive benefits that the Indian Health Service ("IHS") Self
Governance Demonstration Project has had on Cherokee health care and other important issues
related to Indian health care delivery.
I.

Permanent Self Governance Legislationfor INS

Almost no issue is of greater importance to Cherokee Nation than Indian health care
delivery and proper implementation of our Self Governance Compacts. With over 160,000
members we are the second largest tribe in the United States and the largest tribe to negotiate
Self Governance Compacts, first with the Department of Interior in 1990 and then with the
Department of Health and Human Services in 1993. Under both compacts, Cherokee Nation has
accepted major responsibilities for the operation of Indian programs and for the proper
expenditure and accounting of federal resources provided through our self governance compacts.
We can say proudly that self governance has been a major success for us. We invite you to visit
Cherokee Nation to observe our operations and witness our successes in the Cherokee homeland
in northeastern Oklahoma
As an example of how self governance is being implemented by Cherokee Nation, I
would point to our Cherokee Rural Health Network. Our health network is the first tribal health
network established in the United States utilizing managed care concepts in redesigning health
care systems under self governLmce. The Cherokee Nation Rural Health Network integrates
health care and specialty services provided by our tribally-operated clinics with the health
programsconducted by the federally operated IHS hospitals in eastern Oklahoma. The Wilma P.
Mankiller Health Center, a new 35,000 outpatient facility dedicated on April 29, 1995, is an
important component of the network. We want to thank this Committee and especially Senator
Nickles for his assistance in obtaining the funding and nming of this facility.
The decision of Congress to amend the Indian Self Determination and Education
Assistance Act (P.L. 93-638) by adding the Self Governance Demonstration Project Act was a
crucial step in strengthening the government-to-government relationship between the United
States and Cherokee Nation. We believe the most significant feature of self governance is the
tribes' ability to decide for themselves how to structure their programs, set their own priorities in
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deliver services to tribal members. While our Department of Interior self governance programs
are ofa wide variety, our Indian health programs have one primary goal: furnishing quality
health care services to Indian people, our Indian user population.
Despite the successes and accomplishments of the IHS self governance programs within
Cherokee Nation, we feel there are still some people at all levels of IHS who do not take the
program seriously because it is not a permanent part of the agency. This attitude, at times, results
in lack of cooperation in the implementation of the health programs assumed by Cherokee Nation
under its compact and annual funding agreements with the Department of Health and Human
.Services. We believe that self governance within IHS has been a "demonstration project" long
enough. It is now time for Congress to make it a permanent program just as Congress did for
programs administered by the Department of Interior.
Permanent implementation of the IHS Self Governance Program should be a high priority
of the federal government. Chief Mankiller and Cherokee Nation are grateful to you, Mr.
Chairman, to Senator Inouye, and the Committee for your dedication to-this program and we will
do everything we can to persuade the Clinton Administration to support prompt enactment of
permanent legislation.
11.

IHS Adminlstrative Funding Allocation Formulas

Critical to successful continuation of Indian health care delivery through the IHS self
governance program is retention of proper funding allocation formulas. However, on April 18,
1995, the IHS Director announced a decision that is adverse to most of IHS users in Oklahoma
and in the United States. Public Law 93-638, as amended, allows tribes the option of receiving
all of the funding the "Secretary" would have had to operate the programs, including a share of
"Central Office" funds. The IHS Director announced adoption of a new allocation formula called
the "Tribal Size Adjustment" formula, rather than the historical formula based on active-user
population. Shifting to this new formula will divert Central Office funding from tribes with IHS
user populations of more than 1,500 to those with fewer than 1,500 users. Oklahoma has se.'erai "
tribes with more than 1,500 users. The proposed new formula would benefit only 4% of the IHS
users in Oklahoma and cause adverse impact on 96% of the users. Nationally, the new formula
would result in 90% of the IHS users receiving less funding for their tribes.
A comparison of the Tribal Size Adjustment formula and the 100% Active Users formula
clearly shows the advantage of using the 100% Active User Formula. Analysis shows that
89,73% of users would receive more resources using the 100% Active User Formula.
Defenders of the Tribal Size Adjustment (which now includes a "modified 30/70 formula") have
never adequatelyjustified its use or explained why it is superior to, say a 5/95 or a 10/90 ratio.
They simply say that this variation of the 30/70 type formula would fund the infrastructure and
fixed costs necessarily incurred in any service program regardless of the size of the user
population it serves.
At Cherokee Naion and many other self governance tribes, resources made available to
tribes as "tribal shares" of IHS headquarters and Area Offices have been used for additional
direct health care services or for the direct health care delivery system for the Indian people.
Historically, these funds have been justified and set aside by IHS for specific programs or
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purposes designed to serve "user populations." To be consistent with IHS policy, in selecting
any funding allocation formula, the first and most important consideration should be the impact
on the entire IHS user population. Resource allocation methodologies must be both equitable
and rational, with primary attention given to delivering quality health services to eligible users of
IHS services.
The principles of Self Governance as dictated by Title III of P.L. 93-638 require that
tribes entering the program be qualified and have a demonstrated capacity to participate in the
Self Governance Program. Nevertheless, some small tribes contend that they need additional
resources to establish an infrastructure and administrative base. Yet, all potential self governance
tribes h= an operational base consisting of 638 contract funding (or its theoretical equivalent)
and its associated indirect cost funding. Therefore, by design all Self Governance tribes
necessarily have a funding base and a demonstrated capacity to conduct IHS programs and
activities. Any extra funding to make up for small size would not be nec esa funding -- it
would be Cxtra funding!
Adoption of the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula represents a departure from the
emphasis on user population as a basis for allocating resources in favor of the aforementioned
"Tribal Size Adjustment Formula". Under this new formula, a portion of the funding is allocated
by tribe, generally regardless of the size of its user population, and the balance of the funds is
allocated based upon user population. The use of this method or any similar method for
determining tribal shares will result in a radical reallocation of IHS funds away from eligible
users who are members of large tribes, like Navajo Nation and Cherokee Nation, and toward the
support of bureaucracies of certain tribes with very small user populations. The larger the tribe,
the greaterthe impact will be on its user-members, given that per capita funding will decrease
greatly as user population increases. Thus, the Tribal Size Adjustment formula will benefit a
relatively small percentage of the total IHS user population at the very considerable expense of
Indian people who are members of large tribes.
Adoption of fliN"Tribal Size Adjustment Formula" also would be an unfortunate policy
and philosophical shift in the way IHS allocates resources. The new formula would set aside a
portion of funds once dedicated to direct Indian Health care services, in order to finance instead
the building and maintenance of government "infrastructure" for the smaller tribes.
We ask that this Committee review this critical funding issue and include in permanent
legislative language directing that any funding methodology for the distribution of IHS Central
Office Tribal Shares be allocated based upon the user population to be served. IHS funding
should be applied so as to make all eligible Indian people more healthy, not their tribal
bureaucracies.
Furthermore, Cherokee Nation is emphatic that anyfunding allocationformulafor any
programfor Native Americans -- block grant or otherwise -- must bejustified and based on

active user population served by the program.
III.

IlS Appropriations

Another advantage of self governance and the allocation of "tribal shares" of IHS
administrative funding to meet specific health requirements is that the tribe can increase funding
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for health care delivery, without an increase in appropriations. This does not mean, however.
that IHS funding can or should be rescinded or reduced! What we need Is more efficient use of
IHS funding, not a reduction of funding.
Here we wish to express our sincere appreciation to Chairman McCain for his successful
effort to restore IHS finding in the face of significant cuts proposed for IHS in the initial FY
1995 budget. While we understand that the current fiscal environment will again impose
considerable constraints on FY 1996 discretionary spending,,the federal government must
demonstrate its continued commitment to tribes by providing sufficient funding for IHS
operations.
Now it is all the more important to remind the Appropriations Committees that the unmet
need for Indian health services remains at approximately 3016 of funds required. With this
enormous unmet need, there should be no reductions in overall Indian health care funding. The
IHS has too long existed with funding levels far below demonstrated need. To impose any
additional reductions would result in a disproportionate share of budget reductions taken by IHS
-. whose mission is to discharge the federal trust responsibility to Indian people by providing
direct health care services to eligible Indian users -- compared to other federal agencies, most of
which have merely'a regulatory mission.
Full funding of contract health care is particularly essential. I mentioned earlier our
Cherokee Rural Health Network. This Cherokee Nation self-governance initiative has expanded
the primary care rural health network to include specialty care provided on a contract basis by 90
private physicians and local hospitals. The network has over 95,000 users, making ours the
'largest of all tribal health care delivery systems with over 150,000 outpatient visits in 1994.
Sadly contract health care denials in Oklahoma continue to rise, and worse still, new funds
appropriated have not been distributed to the Cherokee region. In fact. the additional 1995
contract health care funds have not been distributed to any IHS Area (,to self governance
compacts.
Cherokee Nation has requested that the Interior Appropriations Subcommittees focus on
the urgent funding needs of IHS. Among Cherokee Nation's particular requests is the addition of
$1 million to the Hastings Service Unit budget for in-patient contract health care services to
improve in-patient care and specialty services.
We would greatly appreciate strong support for IHS funding from members of this
Committee, especially Senators Gorton, Domenici and Reid, who also serve on the Senate
Interior Appropriations Subcommittee.
IV.

FTE Reductions

While on the IHS budget, we offer some comments regarding FTE reductions. A
ten-year old General Accounting Office study, updated for inflation, reported that it would cost
about $36,300 to terminate the employment of a typical federal worker today, compared to a
maximum of $25,000 (before taxes) buy-out payment. Therefore, we recommend that FTE
ceilings not be reduced any further than present levels and that, for IHS to meet its target, it be
given buy-out authority for a two-year period. Large reductions in the federal workplace of
hands-on providers will have a detrimental impact on delivery of health services to Indian
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people. We also propose that FTE's working directly for tribes through IPA's and MOA's be
allocated to a tribal FTE pool and be free from all FTE reductions or ceilings, especially since
costs for salaries of these positions are covered by the operational funds provided to tribes.
V.

Compacting Operation ofMulti-User Facilities

Currently under Title Il1,compacting for the operation of certain IHS facilities may be
complicated if IHS takes the position thai the facility is a "multi-user" operation that benefits
members of more than one tribe. Our own experience in this regard has been exceedlngly
frustrating. Cherokee Nation has proposed to construct an expansion building for W.W. Hastings
Indian Hospital in Tahlequah, Oklahoma. However, the Oklahoma Area Office has taken the
position that the Indian hospital benefits more than one tribe simply because the Service Unit
boundary includes a clinic operated by another tribe -- even though that clinic is not served by
the Hastings Indian Hospital. We feel that this type of unanticipated problem can be solved by
creating an effective and practical test to define "multi-user" so that no undue obstacles are
presented when tribes seek to compact facility operations in the future. We would be happy to
work with your staff to address this issue through either legislative or regulatory change.
VI.

ConstructionContracts

The Il'S reluctance to embrace the self governance project is evidenced by its
interpretation of federal laws in ways that sometime block a tribe's efforts at full implementation
of its compact. Just one example is a years old opinion of the Office of General Counsel that
self-governance tribes were not protected by the Federal Tort Claims Act provisions of P.L.
93-638 because "compacts" were not "contracts" under that law. This opinion caused
considerable alarm among IHS self governance tribes and their professional health care
personnel, forcing the tribes to go to Congress for a corrective amendment.
A similar situation has arisen in the area of construction contract management. Again,
the Office of the General Counsel issued an opinion stating that, while tribes can contract under
Title I of P.L. 93-683 to perform construction contract management, they cannot compact under
Title III to do the same service. The OGC opinion contended that the level of federal oversight
necessary for construction of federal facilities is inconsistent with the Self Governance
Demonstration Project Act's goals of tribal independence inl decision making. This opinion leads
to the absurd result that tribes can perform these services under Title I but not Title III.
Therefore, we ask the Committee to include a provision in permanent IHS self
governance legislation that authorizes self governance tribes to compact construction project
management.
VIi.

Conclusion

Thank you again, Chairman McCain, Senator Inouye and other Committee members, for
this opportunity to present the views and concerns of Cherokee Nation. We have enjoyed a
close -working relationship with the Committee in past years and look forward to working with
you and your staff in the future to implement the Self Governance Program with IHS on a
permanent basis.
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Funding Allocation Methodologies
On April 18, 1995, the Director of the Indian Health Service announced a decision that Is
adverse to most of Indian Health Service users in Oklahoma and in the United States.
Public Law 93438 g amended allows tribes the option to assume the max.Ar responsibilities
and control for the operation of the Indian programs of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Indian Health Service. Along with this responsibility the tribes have the option of
receiving all of the fuding the "Secretar" would have had to operate the program and
this would include a dnre of"Central Offic" The Director of the IRS announced a
decision to us a forada caled wirbal Se Adjipstet which Is urdr desa d
below. The use of this formua will shift Central Office funding from tribes with IRS user
populations of more than 1,0 to those with less than 1,500. Oklahoma has a number of
tribes with more than 1,00 wen. The current proposed formula wi benefit only 4% of
the IHS users in Oldahoma and cause adverse impact to 96% ofthe users. Nationally the
formula wiD result In 90% of the IHS users receiving lee funding for their tribes.
Resourcetiade available to tribes as "tribal shares" of [IS headquarters and Area Offices
hive bees 'ui-for additional direct health care services or for the direct health care
delivery system for the Indian people. Historically, these funds have been Justified and set
aside by IRS for specific programs or purposes designed o serve "user populations." To

be consistent with IRS policy, Inselecting any funding location formula, the it
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most important consideration should be the Impact on the user population. Resource
allocation methodologies must be both equitable and rational, with primary attention given
to de6livering quality health services to the user population.
The principles of Self Governance as dictated by law require that tribes entering the
program be qualified and have a demonstrated capacity to participate in the Self
Governance Program. It was not designed to develop tribal government Infrastructures or
bureaucratic capacity. Still, some small tribes contend that they need a base. All tribes
hare an operational base consisting of 638 contract funding (or Its theoretical equivalent)
and its associated Indirect Cost funding. Therefore, all Self Governance tribes must
necessarily have a funding base and a demonstrated capacity to conduct IHS programs and
activities. Any extra funding to make up for small size would not be ncesart funding - it
would be exzra funding.
Many small tribes or groups of small tribes are now advocating a departure from the
emphasis on user population as a basis for allocating resources in favor of a modified
"30/70" type formula known as Method C, Tribal Size Adjustment, whereby a portion of
the funding Is allocated by tribe, generally regardless of the size of its user population, and
the balance of the funds are allocated based upon user population. The use of this method
or any similar method for determining tribal shares would result In a radical reallocation of
IHS funds away from eligible users toward the support of bureaucracies of certain small
tribes: the larger the tribe, the greater the impact on its user-members with per capita
funding decreasing as user population increases. Thus, the Tribal Size Adjustment and the
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30170 formulas would benefit a relatively small percentage of the total MS user population
at the very considerable expense of Indian people, who happen to be members of lage
tribes. Adopting the Trbal Size Adjustment or 30170 formula would aso represent a
philosophical shift In the way IS allocates resources, by setting aside a portion of funds
once dedicated to direct Indian Health care services to finance instead the building and
maintenance of government "Infrastructure" for the smaller tribes.
A comparison of the Tribal Sin Adjustment formula and the 100% Active Users formula
clead shows the advantage of using the 100% Active User Formula. Analysis shows that
8.73% of uers would receive more resources using the 100% Active User Frmula.
Defenders of the Tribal Size Adjustment or 30170 formula have never adequtedy Justified
its
use or explained why It Is superior to, say a S96 or a 10190 ratfo, They simply say that a
3070 type formula would fund the infrastructure and fixed costs necessarily incurred in
any service program regardless of the size of the user population it serves.

TRIBAL SIZE ADJUSTMENT
vs. 100% USER FORMULA
EFFECT ON OKLA,,UMERS.
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Facts about the IHS "Adjusted User Formula,

4.2% of the Oklahona IHS Area users benefit from the use of this formula.
95.8 % of the Oklahoma IHS Area users do not boneft from the use of
this formula. 95.8% of the Oklahoma IHS Area users would receive morm
funding If the 100% User formula was used.
0

10.27% of the 1,102,760 users benefit from the use of this formula.

*

89.73% of the 1,192,780 IHS users do not boneft from the use of this
formula. 89.73% of the 1,192,780 INS Users would receive more funding if
the 100% User formula was used.
$7.3 Millon will be shifted from tribes with more thanI
users to
tribes with less than 1,500 users.

*
*

$1.4 Million will be shifted away from Oklahoma.

0

53.95% of the funding shifted from large tribes to small tribes will go to
Alan. Of the $7.3 Million shifted to smaller tribes, $$3.9 Million
will go to Alaska.
Alaska does not, In a,:tual practice, opemte as 240 small tribes. Health Care
is delivered by 11 Organizations. In DOI Self Governance Alaskan
Consortiums get OiE tribal share. Why would they ask for a small tribe
benefit? "MORE FUNDINGI"
FY 1994 Final Resource Allocations Indicate major discrepancies In
funding different areas of the country. Alaska Area's FY 94 funding for the
93,722 users was $2,141 per user or S.811 per user (reduced by the 25%
cola), while the Oklahoma Area FY 94 funding for its 257,421 users was
only 76Z per user. Alaska, before the cola adjustment, received an
amount per user which was 2.36 times greater than Oklahoma Users.
And now the Alaskan Tribes are proposing additional allocations' be made
for Alaska. Isthis fair?
JAMW (Final Report 1126195), page 10, lists the main reason given for the
30170 formula and the Tribal size Adjustment (BaselActive Users) formula.
aThis distribution formula provides a base to smaller Tribes for
fundamental governmental responsibilities" Isthe only reason stated.

,/
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The la rquires that tibes enern th Self Goveranc program k.............
M ld and have a d9moltdp
. Self Goenance was not
designed to develop a tribal government Infrastructure or bureaucratic
capacity. Tribes do have a base. Tribes have an operational base
consisting of 638 contract funding and Its associated Indirect Cost
Funding.
Use of the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula would allocate gitr funding to
small Tribes md akL wl funding from large tribs. large Trbas
mne
extra funding, too.
The small tribes state that their recommendation for the Tribal Size
Adjustment formula Is a COMPROMISE. The Webstes Dlctionry 10th
Addition lists the definition of compromise as:
1.

A settlement of differences by consent reached by mutual
concessions, or

2.

A concession to something derogatory or pujJudlclal.

In'this case there Is no mutual consent and the result of the formua would
not be derogatory, since additional funding would go to them, therefore

thereis no compromlse.P*
The JAMW workgroup membership was small tribe prejudiced from the
beginning.
The 6 IHS members, formerly participated In the 1148 Internal workgroup
which developed the u3Q/7" formula. It appears to us that these
Individuals came to this workgroup to promote the 3070" formula, not to
develop a fair and equitable distribution formula. Also, except for one
member, the IHS representatives all came from IHS Areas which mainly
represented small tribes (one of the IHS representatives was from Alaska).
Tribal representatives, Including the workgroup Tribal Co-Chair were from
small tribes. The Tribal Co-Chair represented a small tribe that has actively
lobbied for the use of the 30170 formula. Alaska had two tribal
representatives who actively lobbied for more funding for Alaska. The
majority of the tribal membership represented small tribes.
The result of this workgroup membership- a formula that would benefit
small tribes and Alaska, at the expense of large tribes.
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Question - Would the Workgroup recommendations have been the same If
the membershp had been fairly and evenly distributed between large and
small tribes? I think not.
The IHS Co-Chair of the Workgroup forced a recommendation Into the final

JAMW Report.
had previously decided to present all of the
The tribal pentvs
opfons for fundfn formUlas, with no recommdm formula The repo
was to remain neutral. Thid was presented to the Trbl leadership at the
NIHB meeting In November 1994. The Tribal leadership agreed to this
format.
The IHS Co-Chair was able to force the workgroup to vote on a
recommendation, at the last meeting. With the IHS eprmentatives, several
small tribes and the Alaska vote, the vote for a recommended formula was
forced.
The report Is now prejudiced. The recomin

Is a reflection of the

make up of who the workgroup members represent and not technical.
The Tribal Caucus, held In February, was unfair.
The Caucus was called, arranged and coordinated by the tribes advocating
the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula.
Each tribe was afforded I vote, regardless of the number of users served.
NCAI long ago recognized the fact that this was unfair and adopted voting
practices to account for tribal size.
Of the 236 tribes voting in favor of the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula, 190
were from Alaska.
The 236 tribes voting In favor of the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula
represented less than 130,000 users or 10.9% of the total 1,192,180
thousand IHS Health users.
The 15 tribes voting against the Tribal Size Adjustment Formula
represented almost 600,000 users or 60%of the total 1,192,180 users.
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COMMITTEE ON WrAN WAFIFRS
WASHINGTON, DC 20610-

May 5, 1995

Ms. Pamela Iron
Executive Director

Health Services Division
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma
P.O. Box 948
Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74465
Dear Ms. Iron:
We are writing to provide you with a series of questioi-s which arose during our oversight
hearing on May 2nd on the implementation by the Indian Health Service of the Tribal SelfGovernance Project.
I.

Your written testimony indicates a strong preference for allocating tribal shares based on
number of Indian users without any adjustment for the size of a Tribe's operation. As a
relatively lage Tribe, would you please cite some examples of why administrative or
programmatic costs are not lower than those of smaller Tribes on the basis of economies
of scale.

2.

Have you made any effort to secure a reconsideration by the IHS of what you have
termed the "absurd result" of its lawyer's advice that a Tribe can manage the construction
of a facility under a Title I contract but cannot do so under a Title III Compact? And if
so, what was the response of the-agency to your efforts?

Thank you again for appearing before the Committee. Your testimony was most helpful
to the Committee and we look forward to your additional responses to these questions.
Sincerely,

JHNiMcCAIN
Chairman

i

DANIEL K. I' I,
Vice-Chairman.
i
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Wilma P. Markill
Principal Chie(
John A Ketcher
Deputy Chief

July 10, 1995

Honorable John McCain, Chairman
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
Washington, DC 20510-6450

Honorable Daniel K lnouye. Vice-Chairman
Senate Committec on Indian Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510-6450
Re: IH S/Self-Governance- -allocation of tribal
shares; construction
activities under Title III vs. Title I of P L. 93-638
Dear Senators McCain and Inouye:
Let me begin by thanking you Ior providing me with the opportunity to testify before the
Committee during its May 2nd hearing on IHS self-governance programs. With over 160,000
tribal members, Cherokee Nation is by far the largest of all tribes participating in self-governance
under Title fit("IHS") and Title IV (Interior) or'the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act, as amended ("ISDEA")
Generally speakitig, out experience ith sdl-:over trance and our relations with-!HS and
BIA in connection with implementing our self-guvej nance programs have been positive and
rewarding Despite the often wrenching changes that have swept through these federal agencies
as a result of self-governance, the increase and expansion of Title I contracting, and the new drive
to reduce the size of federal government coming from within the Administration and from the
Congress, most officials within IHS and BIA have shown u a willingness to negotiate compacts
and annual funding agreements in good faith and to resolve, on a government-to-government
basis, a wide range of difficult issues which have arisen in the course of implementing our selfgovernance programs

That is not to say, however, that we have not encountered problems
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Following the Committee's May 2nd hearing, you wrote and asked for further information
or twvo specific issues raised in my written testimony (a copy of your letter is enclosed for your
cnve,,ence). First, you requested that I explain how administrative or "programmatic" costs are
noi lower frr larger tribes than for smaller tribes due to economies of scale. Second, you asked
whether we have mwde any effort to secure reconsideration by IHS of the legal opinion from the
Office of General Coinsel ("OGC') which stated, in effect, that a tribe may contract for
construction of federal facilities under Title I but not Title IIIof the ISDEA.
Please note that after receiving your letter, the Director of the Cherokee Nation's legal
division, David Mullon, traveled to Washington and met with Diane Humetewa in the
Committee's offices on June 7,1995, to present our position on various issues, including those
raised in your May Sth letter to me. With respect to the first issue, the tribal share allocation
formula, as Mr. Mullon pointed out to Ms. Humetewa, in adopting the *Tribal Size Adjustment
Formula," which reserves an extra portion of the IHS headquarters budget for distribution to
tribes with small user populations, Dr. Trujillo must have assumed that all or most large tribes
have highly centralized administrative and programmatic health service delivery systems which
would enable them, through the "economies oiscale," to reduce costs and operate more
efficiently than small tribes The problem with this assumption is that the actual geographic and
demographic circumstances of a large tribe's health service system may render this assumption
false.
Cherokee Nation's health care delivery system is a case in point, As you can see from the
enclosed maps of our territorial area. Cherokee Nation operates five clinics located in five
different counties in northeastern Oklahoma Although it is true that some of our administrative
health staff work in the tribal complex in Tahlequah, each of the five clinics has, as it must, its
own administrative and programmlatic staff, since all are located great distances from each other
and many miles from the tribal complex (The clinic nearest to the complex is the Wilma P.
Mankiller Health Center in Stilwcll, about 30 miles away, and the farthest, in Nowata, is about
105 miles from the complex ) These five health centers serve about 100,000 Indian people,
-Cherokee and non-Cherokee alke, who are dispersed over a territorial area of some 9238 square
miles. Many of these people reside in remote, sparsely populated areas, or in the numerous small
Indian communities wedged deep in the hill country of eastern Oklahoma
Perhaps the so-called "economies of scale" apply to large health care systems structured
and operating under ideal circumstances Unftbrtunately, our own health care system must operate
within the geographic and demographic realities ot'Cheiokee Nation Our clinics are outposts of
health care, strategically located so as to reach a ,,idely dispersed, rural population of eligible
users. Five clinics requirelive separate stal's of administrative, professional and clerical
personnel; each must be furnished, equipped and maintained separately None are located near
major metropolitan areas or airpoils The road and highway system here is mediocre at best, and
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often very poor. Access to our health care facilities is always an issue, especially for older tribal
members.
As a consequence of these and other inherent problems, it is conceivable that some small
tribes, those whose populations are concentrated in the vicinity of an Indian health center or
hospital, would enjoy far greater administrative and programmatic economies than does the
Cherokee Nation.
In fairness to Dr. Trujillo, many tribal representatives advocated another version of the
Tribal Size Adjustment Formula, one which would have diverted an unconsciably large set-aside
from the tribal shares of tribes with large user populations for redistribution to tribes with small
user populations. Dr. Trujillo rejected this version of the formula on grounds of equity, and we
commend him for a decision which he considered fair but which he must have known would invite
intense criticism. Still, the approved formula will have a substantial funding impact on tribes
.erving large user populations. We feel that the only rational aid equitable formula is the one
based strictly on the tribes' user populations, the formula used in fiscal years 1994 and 1995.
If unavoidable factors such as the number of eligible users, or the inherent geographic,
demographic or any other demonsirated inefficiency c'f a health care system, render a particular
tribe's operations (large or small) more costly, the tribe should receive additional funding from a
special congressional appropriation earmarked for the specific purpose overcoming such
inefficiencies; a tribe should not receive such additional funding by way of an "appropiati"fi" by
the IHS from the tribal shares of large tribes The United States government alone bears the
responsibility of adequately funding Indian health care for all tribes. Shifting part of this
responsibility to large tribes through an allocation formula which merely redistributes a finite and
insufficient resource does nothing but pit large tribes against small tribes and diverts attention
away from the fundamental problem--Indian health care is and always has been inadeqiJately
funded
INith respect to your second question regarding the OGC opinion (to the effect that tribes
may cont ict to construct federal facilities under Title Ibut not Title Ill of the ISDEA), we have
had on M'ng discussions with the IHS Office of Self-Governance regarding this opinion and its
effVn a particular project we would like to include in our current fiscal year annual funding
agreement. However, we do not expect that OGC will alter its opinion or that IHS will refuse to
follow OGC's advice.
For your information, there have been two OGC opinions on this issue, one in August of
1993 and another in April of 1995 (copies of which are.enclosed) The second opinion was issued
after complaints by self-governance tribes (including Cherokee Nation) that the earlier, 1993 OGC
opinicn was little more than a shield thrown ipto protect another IHS function from compacting
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under Title Ill. It came as no surprise to Cherokee Nation that the 1995 opinion reached
essentially the same conclusion as the 1993 opinion
Both of these OGC opinions completely ignore, nwver even mention, the express mandate
in section 303(e) and (f0 of Title Ill that "to the extent feasible" federal laws and regulations be
interpreted to facilitate compacts and to include of IHS "activities, programs, services and
functions" in the self-governance compacts, but instead do just the opposite interpret federal
laws and regulations so as to frustrate compacting of IHS activities, programs, services and
functions. The basic argument that OGC makes in the 1993 opinion is that construction of federal
facilities requires extensive federal oversight as a matter of law, more oversight than the
underlying policies of Title Ill self-governance will tolerate, so that this particular activity is offlimits to Title Ill compacting
The reasoning behind the opinion is both flawed and patronizing The opinions is flawed
for the reason that section 303(a)(6) requires the Secretary of Health and Human Services to
provide funding in the anntial tiinding agreement for programs, services, functions or activities,
"in an amount equal to that which the tribe would have been eligible to receive under contracts
and grants under this Act " Nowhere in Title Ill is there any language which would suggest that
some Title I contract activities are inappropriate for Title Ill agreements
Assuming for the sake of argument that federal construction projects require, as a matter
of law, as much federal oversight as OGC contends (and we feel that this point is more than just a
little overstated in the opinions), the policies of self-governance would hold that the tribe, and not
OGC, should decide whether it wishes to take on an activity or project which requires federal
oversight. If the tribe decides that it can accept the federal supervision, then it should be allowed
to include the project among its other compacted programs and activities
In fact, compacting activii es w hich require some tlederal oversight, supervision and/or
presence are a commonplace ('hwokee Nation. 6ur example, engages in many acti,,Ities on trust
land which, under the National linvo ninental Policy Act ("N[-PA"), require an environmental
assessment to determine whether an environmental impact statement is necessary Cherokee
Nation engages in scoping, public connent. site analysis and assessment, and then drafts an
'The April 1995 opinion is extremely contlising It states that funding for a federal
construction project may be "idenlilid" in i itle Ill annual funding agreement, but that this
funding must be obligated, funded and expended pursuant to Title I of ISD[-A and in accordance
with a Title I contract [he 1995 OpIion fails to state why ftunding "identified" in a Title Ill
agreement must also be tied to a separate Title I contract, no autlhority is cited for this proposition
nor any explanation given as to why a Title Ill agreement could not be used to cover the entire
transaction. We are lefi to speculate that OGC believes that the rationale behind the 1993
opinion, discussed below, also justifies the conclusions ofthe 1995 opinion
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environmental analysis ("EA"). Under NEPA. however. as a matter of law, only a federal official
can make a "Finding of No Significant Impact," so this is done by an official within the BIA after
reviewing the tribe's EA and other documentation This entire process is conducted under, and
funded through, Cherokee Nation's Title IV self-governance compact with the Department of
Interior. (There are many other examples-such as our triba '3nd leasing program or our IIM
account management activities.) It would seem that OGC wuild exclude these other activities
from Title III compacting as well due to the element of federal oversight.
In my written testimony before this Committee, I stated that OGC's position on this issue
leads to an absurd result, that a construction project may be contracted under Title I but not Title
Ill. I feel my statement was accurate What OGC has done is to take the principles of selfgovernance and turn them into a sword-to fight self-governance We feel that it is important
that the Committee be made aware of this barrier to implementing self-governance within IHS
Again, I thank the Committee for this opportunity to express my views
Sincerely.

Pamela E Iron
Executive Director, Health Programs
PI:Iwh
Enclosures.
cc: Wilma P. Mankiller, Principal Chief
David A Mullon Jr., Director, Law & Justice
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In preparing for the implementation of Title III of the Indian
Self Determination Act, you have asked our opinion on the
following questions.
1.

Kay 18 waLve the Federal AcquisLtion Reglations (FAR)
III compacts?
construction projects in title

for

Toutr question assumes that Title III compacts and funding
agreements will be used to define the relationship between
INS and a tribe for discrete federal construction projects,
e.g., construction of an IH hospital or outpatient
However# we do not view the construction of a
facility.
Federal facility as appropriate for inclusion within a
compact or funding agreement. This would include sanitation
facilities constructed under Pub. L. 86-121 authority and
While
later transferred to a tribe under that, authority.
Indian tribes may contract under the Indian Self
Determination Act (ISDA) for discrete construction projects
including clinic and sanitation facilities, there is nothing
in Title III that changes what is essentially a procurement
relationship between the IHS and the tribe for construction
of discrete Federal projects.
To answer your specific question, we do not believe that lBS
has any additional waiver authority with respect to the FAR
under Title IIX compacts than it does under Title I
contracts. With respect to the construction of Federal
facilities, the contracting officer's responsibility is an
inherently governmental function which must be performed by
an official of the Executive Branch of the United States.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued a policy
letter that sets forth the functions which must be performed
by Government employees. According to the policy letter,
"(a)n inherently governmental function involves, among other
things, the interpretation and execution of the laws of the
(a) Bind the United States to take
United States so as to:
or not to take some action by contract .... - Further,
Appendix A of the policy letter lists the awarding,
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administering, and torminatinq of contracts as examples of
inherently governmental functions.
(57 Federnl Register
'0096 - 45103 (1992).
Moreover, the legislative history surrounding the enactment
the 1987 amendments to the ISDA recognized that certain
Secretarial functions could not, as a matter of law, be
contracted or performed by non-goverment employees. The
or
dragte
for the 1908
amendments
to ISDA proposed
:
Becrtary's
authority
to contract
"any and all
J
authorities and responsibilities of the
alth and Human Services under the Act of
SI.'.
. Rep. 274, 100th Cong. lot Sees. 71
(1 87).
However, prior to final enactment of the 1908
amendments, the above language was deleted based on legal
and constitutional questions raised by the Department of
Justice. The Department of Justice concluded that the
proposed language was in serious tension with the
constitutional doctrine of separation of powers and, in
particular, with the Appointments Clausl of Article It,
Section 2, Clause 2. Under the U.S. Constitution, a person
who exercises *significant authority pursuant to the lav of
the United States' is an "Officer of the United States', and
must, therefore, be appointed in the manner prescribed by
the Appointments Clause.
Bucklev v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 126
(1976). Representatives of tribal organization obviously
are not appointed as principal officers by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate, or as inferior
officers by the President alone, the Courts of Law, or the
Head of a Department, as provided for by that clause.
Thus,
the.Secretary of HHS, who is an Officer of the United
States, may not enter a compact which divests the Secretary
of inherently governmental functions.
In conclusion, we believe that Title III compacts may
appropriately be used to plan, conduct, consolidate,
redesign, and administer programs but not for a discrete
construction project. A Self Governance (SG) Tribe may
continue to use the Title I authority to apply for a
construction contract. Under section 105(a), the Secretary
continues to have authority to waive certain FAR proe.sions
which he or she determines are not appropriate for the
purposes of the contract. However, we find no legal basis
which would permit the Secretary to enter a compact for the
construction of a Federal facility thereby waiving the
contracting officer's inherently governmental function
related to construction.
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2.

Kay the requirmnts of the Davis-Bacon Wage rates be waived
by the Secretary or the Self-Governance Tribe for
construction, maintenance, and improvezont projects in Title

III compacts?
Clearly, section 7, which describes the Davis-Bacon wage
requirements, applies to construction contracts under Title
I.
As discussed above, we do not view the construction of a
Federal facility as appropriate for inclusion in a compact
.or ipx.ngAgreement.
Moreover, even if compacts were used
ot , we believe section 7 of ISDA would apply
in answer to your question, we find no authority for the
Secretary to waive section 7 or the Davis-Bacon Act.
However, it is important to note that there is an exception
to the application of the Davis-Bacon Act to tribal
governments.
Under the Davis-Bacon Act, the Solicitor of
Labor concluded that States or political subdivisions of
States are not, as prime contractors, bound by the
prevailing wage requirements of the Act.
This exception has
ben interpreted to include force account labor of Indian
tribal governments and tribal governmental
instrumentalities.
3.

Kay we assume that Self Governance tribes assume all legal
responsibilities for obtaining clearances and have
obligation for environmental compliance, handicapped access
compllances, energy conservation compliance, etc?
As prevLouAly indicated in opinions from this office (see
attached opinions by Lindsay Naas), the FAR governs all
Federal construction contracts. As described in the
attached opinions, responsibilities for obtaining clearances
and compliance with Federal and State laws continue to be an
IHS responsibility.

4.

May IHS require SG tribes to sign an assurance for
compliance?
See answer to question 3.

S.

May IHS require the SC tribes to sign the compact with this
requirement?
See answer to question 3.
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AL the compacts authorized by Title JUI considered
*contracts* or grantss, or neither?
Although not specifically applicable under section 9 of
ISD, the Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of
1977, 31 U.S.C. 6301, 1, &M., provides a good point of
reference for defining the three basic types of legal
instruments which the government uses to transact business.
TA
re a procurement contract, a grant, and a cooperative
',tract
is defined as an instrument used to
GqilQ&LW r
y'or services for the direct benefit or use
of the United States Government.
31 U.S.C. 6303.
A grant
is an instrument between the Federal Government and a nonfederal entity when the principal purpose of the
relationship is to transfer a thing of value to the
recipient to carry out a public purpose and no substantial
continuing involvement of the United States is expected in
carrying out the activity covered by the grant agreement.
31 U.B.C. 6304.
A cooperative agreement is a legal
instrument which is used between the Federal Government and
a non-federal entity when the principal purpose of the
relationship is to transfer a thing of value to the
recipient to carry out a public purpose. of support or
stimulation authorized by law, and substantial involvement
is expected between the United States and the recipient in
carrying out the agreement.
31 U.S.C. 6305.
Often agreements between governments are referred to as
compacts. These compacts contain characteristics of both a
contract and a grant. According to the Supreme Court,
compacts have many of the indicia of contracts, i.e., they
contain legally binding rights and obligations for the two
governments.
(Texas v. New Mexico, 482 U.S. 124', 128
(1987).)
Whilq a compact may be a type of contract, we note
that it is not a procurement contract because it is not a
contract for the procurement of goods and services for the
United States. Further, while a compact has many of the
indicLa of a contract, it also has characteristics similar
to an assistance relationship, e.g., grant, in that IHS has
little continuing involvement with the Tribe as it carries
out the programs under the compact.
In suxmary, while compacts heve characteristics similar to
both grants and contracts, a compact has its own unique
authority under Title III of the ISDA which essentially
establishes a demonstration program.
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I h(thLe LntormatLon Le helpful to you.
It you have any
quoe'. ons, plete reel tre to contact me at 301-443-1212.

Barbara Hudson
Attachaents
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Page 7 - Contractibility of SYCS Program at KLncheloe

contract for those initial project activities%, Or 37-59% of the

total program, the available >&s funding would have been $30,506
for fiscal year 1990. Under section 106(a)(2) of the Act,

contract support costs would be added to the base amunt
determined under section 106(a)(1).

COIICLUSZOI

The le~aIstidont cost estimate, and inspection activities of
ltWaatuai construction contracts) are effectively
reo#tT'S the't
to be conducted by federal employees. "~uu,

the P4p ogram (or essentially all of the activities related to

HI's

proposal that a tribally employed field Ztgineer would
serve as the technical representative for the government COR and
would monitor project activity cannot be approved.
The remaining
portion of the 81Cm program may be assumed under a SelfDetermination Act contract,.
Under section 104(a)(1) of the Act, the base funding
available for this program for fiscal year 1991 will be the
amount determined by the PM to be available for the incheloe
SVCI program, plus project support funds, multiplied by the
percentage of total SFCS activities to be contracted.
Under
section 106(a)(2), contract support costs would be added to the
base funding amount. The IRS may retain the portLon of base
funding available loc. the program comensurate with the portion
*of SFCa program activities retained.

Lindsay

aas
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Indian Sanitation Facilities Act (Pub. L. SI-ta3)
In addition to the .authority of ISDAO the apropriation
und&r the
act authories construction tunds to be us
authority of Pub. L. 44-131, the Indian GenLtatioa

INS to construct
Facilities Aat.W The ISFA authorise
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parties. Other Federal lavs related to aoqisition aft not
applicable unless expressly provided in such law.
04 2 U.8.e. 20046. The appropriation act spoliso that an
fuds transerred from the Department of Nousing an Urban
Osvelopelt (MUD) to zu8 are used under the authority of Im ad
MSA.
"Ftrthe, as discussed below,
iahsbruit Fedral tunutions.

InI may not contract for

"Sizilarly. ve note that furds appropriated and allocated
under the Indian Wealth Car Improvement Act for construction
must be obligated and expended under, that authority.
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TESTIMONY OF
PEARL CAPOEMAN-BALLER, PRESIDENT
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION
Submitted To The
SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS
On The
OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
SELF-GOVERNANCE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
MAY 2,1995
Members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, as President of one of the first
Tribes to participate in the IHS Self-Governance Demonstration Project, I would like to
provide this written statement on the implementation of the Project.
During our first year of compacting with the IHS, the Quinault Nation has been
frustrated by the same road blocks that were en-,ountered during the planning and
subsequent years of compacting with the Department of Interior. A few years ago SelfGovernance Tribes sighed with relief as we began the process of assuming control of
the Federal funding that has crippled our existence for too many years - the biggest
monster lurking In Indian Country - the BIA. The only other monster of comparable
destructive capability is the IHS. Much to our chagrin, we are facing the very same
difficulties with intransigence in the IHS as we did with the BIA seven years ago. The
problem is that Tribes thought attaining Self-Governance would be less complicated
and burdensome as we continued our quest towards regaining the operations of our
Tribal governments. Yet, as Quinault is about to enter into it's second round of
Compact negotiations with the IHS, believe me, easier, it isn't

SPECIFIC ISSUES:

(IJ THE OFFICE OF SELF-GOVERNANCE AS PART OFHE OFFICE OF THE H1I
SECRETARYS OFFICE
It is imperative that the Office of Self-Governance (OSG) is elevated to the level of the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), rather than unoer
the Director of the Indian Health Service. Tribes have been subjected to delays in the
distribution of funds due to be transferred under the terms of our annual funding

91-329 0 - 95 - 6
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agreements, mainly attributable to the under staffing 'of the OSG. This delay has
hindered timely decision making on the part of the IHS on crucial policies and
methodologies, such as Central Office joint allocation methodology, identification of
residual resources, and user population definitions.
Tribes need the assurance that the HHS proposed IHS Self-Governance Policy Council
will not be established until the IHS and Tribes can mutually agree on its purpose and
role in the implementation of Self-Governance.
(2) CONTRACT SUPPORT COSTS
According to the contract support funding provisions of the Indian Self-Determination
Act, Tribes should receive full funding of Tribal administrative costs. However, the IHS
policy for administering contract support funds, does nOM address contract support
needs associated with Tribal share resources that are made available to Tribes under
Self-Governance and the recent amendment to Title I of the Act of P.L. 103-413. Tribal
leaders and representatives have met with the IHS Director and staff on numerous
occasions over the past ten months to develop options and recommendations regarding
policies which govern contract support costs relative to Self-Governance, and to
address the FY 1995 projected shortfall in the Indian Self-Determination (ISD) fund.
The IHS proposed percentage does nQ reflect the recommendations of Tribal
participants and will result in inaccurate reporting of actual contract support needs. We
request full Tribal participation In the development of a process in which Tribes will
receive 100% contract support based on actual program and administrative costs, with
any deficiency in funding reported to Congress and not based on an impetuous
decision by the IHS.
Specifically, it is unclear whether the recommendations included in the proposed policy
apply to just the ISD funds, or to the larger "contract support cost" pool. Furthermore,
the proposed interim policy would reduce the indirect costs shortfall reported to
Congress, resulting in eventual reductions of appropriations of health care funding to
Indian people.
We respectfully request your assistance in directing the IHS to fully fund documented
Tribal contract support costs needs and to develop contract support costs policies and
recommendations consistent with current Indian Self-Determination legislation.
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S3HORTFALL AND FULL FUNDING OF TRIBAL SAE
Initially the Federal policy in dealing with the Indian Self-Determ ation Act envisioned
a clear cut transfer of resources from the Federal government t the Tribes as Tribes
chose to assume local Tribal programs. Under Self-Governance, hortfall funds have
been provided to support transitional costs associated with the t nsfer of resources to
those Tribes with a Compact and to avoid any negative financial impact to other Tribes.
The IHS needs to develop a means by which to monitor, by program or other activities,
the increase in the level of compacting and contracting by Tribes and related reductions
In staff and other resource requirements. Such monitoring will alleviate the need for
shortfall funding to meet transitional needs, Unless Federal reductions accurately
parallel with Increases in compacting, stable base funding, with recurring funds cannot
be achieved.
(4) CONSTRUCTION

CONTRACTS

The Office of the General Counsel issued an opinion on Tribes ability to contract under
P.L. 93-638 to perform construction contract management, however, they are not
allowed to do so under Title III. If Tribes are allowed to enter into such contracts with
the BIA, why is it not possible to perform the, same services with the IHS?
The Quinault Nation requests the Committee to include a provision ih the permanent
IHS Self-Governance legislation that authorizes Self-Governance Tribes to compact
construction project management.
(5) EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION PROJECT
The expansion of the Self-Governance Project, with up to thirty Tribes a year receiving
planning grants for the next ten years, increases the need for additional funding for
communication and education efforts. Increased funding was requested by Tribes in
testimony they presented before the House, and submitted to the Senate, for the FY
1996 Appropriations in the amount of $200,000 for an IHS-related Lummi SelfGovernance Education/Communication initiative. This will make it equal to the BIArelated project.
We ask this Committee to provide assistance to Tribes in securing this much needed
increase to maintain the current dissemination of information among Tribes, and also
to provide an information resource to new and future Tribes, whether they are seeking
Self-Governance or not.
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(6) IHS FALSELY ATTRIBUTING ADVERSE IMPACT tO SELF.rGOVERNANCE
Earlier this year, I attended a briefing of the National Indian Health Board In
Washington, DC, on the fiscal year 1097 budget as it Is being developed by the Indian
Health Service. I was dismayed to hear officials of the Federal government represent
to the Tribes in attendance that the fiscal constraints and shortfalls of the proposed
budgets are directly attributable to the Self-Governance initiative.
I am particularly concerned that these statements may reflect the official position of the
Indian Health Service and the Department of Health and Human Services. One
consequence already evident Is that Tribes that do not have Self-Governance compacts
are being led to believe that the Self-Governance initiative is having an adverse impact
on the resources available for their programs. In a letter to Dr. Michael Trujillo, Director
of the Indian Health Service, I inquired whether this was the official position of the
Indian Health Service and, therefore, the statements of the Department of Health and
Human Services. Further, I asked "when and in what form these positions were
approved by the Department's Office of the General Counsel, particularly as noncompacting Tribes may challenge what they have been told Is an adverse impact on
their programs".
The malicious intent of such untruths by an upper level Federal employee, can only
have one end result - that Tribqs who actually believe this rhetoric will become adverse
e. Although It is impossible to control slander and
to the intent of Self- Gove °
a Project as successful as Self-Governance, the
maintain damage control ,
successes of the Project mus. be shared with the public.
.

Thank you Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity this oversight hearing has afforded me to
let the public know that Self-Governance is working, not just for the Quinault Indian
Nation, but for many, many Native American and Alaskan Native Peoples.

001tSC~Ao f
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The Honorable John McCain, Chairman
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
838 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
RE: Indian Health Service - FY 1995 Draft Policy Concerning Contract Support Costs
Dear Mr. Chairman:
We are writing to convey to you our strong objections to the recently proposed
Indian Health Services' FY 1995 Contract Support Costs Draft Policy and to request
your intervention prior to any formal IHS adoption of this proposed policy. We have
reviewed the proposed policy and feel that, if enacted, this policy will have a
devastating effect on Tribal government operations. There are many issues and
concerns raised in the proposed policy which are not adequately addressed, and more
importantly, are clearly contrary to the spirit and intent of the recently enacted PL
103-413 "Tribal Self-Governance Act of 1994". Indeed, the proposed policy is
directly contrary to section 303(a)(6), which mandates that Title III Compacts include
106(a)(2) funds- contract support costs - within the Annual Funding Agreement, just
as is the case with Title I Contracts.
Tribal leaders and representatives have met with the IHS Director and staff on
numerous occasions over the past ten months to develop options and
recommendations regarding policies which govern contract support costs relative to
Self-Governance and to address the FY 1995 projected shortfall in the Indian SelfDetermination (ISD) fund. The summaries and proposed draft policies presented by
the IHS staff do not reflect the recommendations provided by the Tribal participants.
Specifically, it is unclear whether the recommendations included in the proposed
policy apply to just the ISD fund or to the larger "contract support cost" pool.
Furthermore, the proposed interim policy would reduce the indirect costs shortfall
reported to Congress, resulting in eventual reductions of appropriations of funding for.
health care to Indian people.
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As you are well aware, contract support funds or indirect costs are a universally
recognized cost of doing business. Tribal governments have their indirect cost rates
established through independent review and analysis by the Office of the Inspector
General. Every Adrlnistration since the Nixon Self-Determination Policy and every
Congress since that period have encouraged, by expressed policy, Tribal governments
to assume management of both BIA and IHS programs. The logical consequence of
this policy implementation is ever-increasing Tribal 638 Contracts and SelfGovernance Compacts and the relative evolution in sophistication of Tribal
governments in managing these resources.
The lack of financial resources to cover associated Tribal contract support fund
expenditures Is not the fault of the Tribes; but rather the direct result of the shortsighted budget projections and financial planning of the Indlari Affairs Agencies.
These unexpected, roller-coaster contract support costs policies developed by the IHS
not only create instability and chaos at the Tribal government level, but are In violation
of good faith negotiated agreements.
The progress and success we have
demonstrated and achieved through Self-Governance are being threatened by this lack
of funding. By actual or designed error, the IHS has placed the burden of covering
Tribal Indirect costs on the Congressional Appropriations Committees.
Attached is a copy of a recent letter sent to Dr. Trujillo on the proposed draft
contract support cost policy. We respectfully request your assistance in directing the
IHS to fully fund documented Tribal contract support costs needs and to develop
contract support costs policies and recommendations consistent with current Indian
Self-Determination legislation. We thank you and your staff for your continued
support as we move forward under Self -Governance.
Sincerely,
-

CapoemanBailer,
-arl
President
Quinault Indian Nation
On behalfof those Tribal delegates represented at the March 29, 1995, Tribal Caucus
In Reno, NV (see attached list).
Attachments:

7'-LJW V.41 :4M

Letter to Dr. Trujillo from Dale Risling, Chairman, Hoopa Valley
Tribe dated March 22, 1995
IHS Proposed Draft Concerning FY 1995 Policy on Contract
Costs dated March 1995

}Support
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Tribal Attendance List

National Pre-Negollation Meeting

March 29, 1995
1. Absentee Shawnee Tribe
2. Alaska Native Health Board
3. Aleutian Pribolof Asociation
4. Blacktbet Tribe
5. Bristol Bay Area Health
6. Cherokee Nation
7. Chickaloon Native Village
8. Chickasaw Nation
9. Chippewa Cree Tribe
10. Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma
It. Chugacuhnut
12. Coeur ' Alec"rbc
13. Colville Tribe
14. Confederated Tribes of Sileta
15. Confederated Salish & Kootecal
16. Confederated Tribes of Grand Copper
17. Copper. River Native Corporation
18. CS ElkTribe
19. Duckwater Shoshone Tribe
20. Eastern Band of Cher6kec
21. Fly Shoshone Tribe
22. F & I. Chippewa
23. Fallon Paiite Shoshone Tribes
24. Fond do, Lac Reaervation
25. Fort Belknap Community Council
26. Grand Ronde
27. Greit Lakes
28. Ho Chunk Nation
29. Houpa VaUey Tribe
30. Jamestown S'Klallam Tribe
31. Jicarilla Apache
32. KANA
33. Kaw Nation of Oklahoma
34. Kodiak Area Native Association
35. Kootenai Tribe of Idaho
36. Lower Elwha KIalam Tribe
37. Lummi Nation
38. Makah Tribe
39. Maniilaq Association
40. Mississippi Band of C'boctaw Indians
41. Meilakatla
42. Miccosukee
43. Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
44. Muscogve Creek Nation
45. Navajo Nation

-46. NC Tribal Health
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

56.

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63,
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
g0.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.

Niailehik Traditional Council
Nisqually Indian Tribe
Northern Cleyenne
Norton Sound Health Corlration
Oneida Nation - Wisconsin
Ottawa and Chippewa Tndians
Pa.tcua Yaqui Tribe
Penobscot
Poarch Creek Indians
Porca of Oklahoma
Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribe
Quileute Tribe
Quinault Indian Nation
Redlake
Reno-Sparks Indian Colony
Sac & Fox Nation
Saginaw Chippewa Tribe
Salt River Indian Community
San Carlos Apache Tribe
Santo Domingo
Seminole Tribe of Florida
Shoshone-Paiute Tribes
Skokomush Tribe
Southern Ute Tribe
South Fork Reservation
South Central Foundation
Squaxin Island Tribe
St. Croix Chippewa
Stockbridge Munsee
Tanana Chiefs Conference, loc.
TE Mouk Western Shoshone
Tulalip Tnbe
Utc Tribe
Walker River Paiute Tribe
Washoe Tribe of NVICA
White Mountain Apache Tribe
Wyandotte Tribe of Oklahoma
Yak-Tat Kwaan, Inc.
Yakama Nation
Yakutat Tlingit Tribe
Yavapai Apache Tribe
Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation
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March 22, 1995
Dr. Michael Trujillo, Director
Indian Health Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 208357
RE:

Fiscal Year 1995 Contract Support Concerns

Dear Dr. Trujillo:
Thank you for meeting with the Self-Governance Tribes in attendance at the
Regional Forum on Indian Health Care in Clackamas, Oregon. We met with you to follow-up on
concerns identified by the Tribal Leaders and delegates representing 253 Tribes at the February
16, 1995, Tribal Caucus in Washington D.C. This letter is intended to even more clearly convey
our concerns about the decision making process regarding Contract Support Costs (CSC) on
Tribal shares and the CSC shortfall. We believe that very specific preparation must be done by
your staff prior to the National Self-Governance Pre-Negotiation Meeting to be held in Reno, NV
next week
Tribal representatives have met with Indian Health Service (U-IS) staff on more
than one occasion to develop options and rribal recommendations regarding CSC. The
summaries produced by the U-IS representative present do not accurately reflect the proceedings
or Tribal recommendations. Truthfully, they are not even recognizable to the Tribal participants.
Accordingly, we are concerned about the quality of information and analysis you are receiving
regarding CSC issues
To assist in your review of this issue, we are enclosing a packet of the
correspondence regarding contract support. Enclosed are

March, 199S

IHS Proposed Draft Fiscal Year 1995 Policy Concerning
Contract Support Costs,
February 17, 1995 Letter to Dr Trujillo from Dale Riesling on behalf ofTribal
Leaders and Delegates Representing 253 Tribes;
January 27, 1995
Letter to Associate Director, Office of Tribal Activities,
from Lee Olson, Vice-President of Administrative Services
for the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation and Work
Group Tribal Participant, objecting to the December 13,
1994, Report of the Work Group Recommendations;
December 13, 1994 Contract Support Costs Work Group Recommendations
(prcpared by an IRS Representative);
November 1994
Draft Rccommendations to Indian Self-Determination
Memorandum No. 92-2, IHS Contract Support Cost
Policy, prepared by group of Northwest Tribes;
October 26, 1994
Letter fro-n Dr Trujillo to Chairman, Lummi Indian
Business Council, -regarding concerns about policy
recommended by OTA;
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LettGr to Dr. Michael Trujillo
Re- Fiscal Year 1995 Contract SUDDort Concerns
August 31, 1994

August 1994
July 24, 1994
June 12, 1994

March 22, 1995
Paie 2

Letter to Dr. Trujillo from Tribal Leaders of Quinault,
(,urnmi. Jamestown S'KIlam, Sac & Fox, and Hoopa
Tribes regarding Interim FY 1995 Funding Policy for
Contract Support Cost;
OTA Recommendations Presented to CAAD;
Presentation prepared by Deputy Associate Director, OTA,
for CAAD "to communicate some of the WG
recommendations" of June 9 & 10 Portland Meeting;
Memo to All M1LS
Self-Governance Tribes from William
Parkhurst identifying options regarding contract support.

You will note that deliberations on this matter have been ongoing'since June 1994
--ten months! The Tribal communications articulate many options, none of which are reflected in
any of the products of OTA; nor, do the materials from OTA reflect adequate information or
analysis on which to base decisions. Although we are six months into the fiscal year, there is no
definitive list of CSC needs.
The delays in resolving issues regarding CSC are detrimental to all Tribes and must
be resolved without further delay To this end, we respectfully request that you direct your staff
to prepare a written analysis of each Tribal option that has been proposed and the late OTA
draft proposal. The analyses should be supported with detailed financial analysis based on an upto-date information regarding CSC requests and projections. The analysis must reflect the full
Tribal demand for CSC assuming the principals ofJSDM 92-2 are applied to all Tribal
compact funds including Contract Support on Area and Headquarters Tribal shares, as
well as the amount calculated under each of the options and the TIHS draft proposal. This
material should be available at the beginning of the National Meeting in Reno so that it can be
reviewed by Tribal Leadership prior to any discussion cf this subject.
We further request that you make it a priority to reach a decision on this matter.
The govcmment-to-government relationships that underpin the Self.Qovcrnance Compacts are
undermined when we are unable to bring negotiations to a close from one year to the next. It is
alarming that an FY95 issue of this magnitude is still unresolved as we begin prenegotiations for
FY 96 Annual Funding Agreements. We look forward to your personal and immediate attention
to this matter.
Sincerely.

Dale Risling, Tribal Chairman
Hoopa Valley Tribe
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Onoing Keed for Contract SUDOrt Cosla
Recuxring contract support costs vii be distributed to tribes
(self-deteraination and self-governance) operating programs under
P.L. 93-436, as amended, according to ZSDN 92-3, IHS Contract
Support Cost Policy. This amount is $145 million in VY 1995.
Any shortfall in contract support costs is reported to the
Congress three tines yearly for consideration in the budget
appropriations process.
ContracetSupgort Cost rndina for Ngw Tribal As20o2tiOns
Contract support cost funding for tribes (either selfdetermination or self-governance) assuming IHS programs is
provided through the Indian Self-Determination Fund (ISDF).
The ISDf is a special fund requested by the 1)19 and approved by
the Congress to address the contract support costs needs
associated with new program assumptions by tribes. The ISDF has
grown from $2.5 million (rl 1986-1992), to $5.0 million (FY 1993)
tO $7.5 million (TY 1994-199S),
Zn most years, the amount of requests from tribes proposing, to
assume Is programs has exceeded the amount of funds available
from the ISDF.
Contract Sugooet Coast Funding_ for Self-Governance "Tribal Shares"

In TY 95, the policy of the IUS is not to add contract support
costs to tribal shares used to provide services to tribal
a.J.h
amount negotiated for tribal shares of
However
members.
quarers operating funds will be available
Area Office and H
for use by the tribe as program funds' and contract support co t
funds.
The IHS will ake an exception to this policy for those compacts
and/or annual funding agreements negotiated for TY 1995 that may
commit the IHS to adding contract support costs in situations
where tribal shares applied to increasing services generate an
additional need to: contract support costs. The IHS is
interested in renegotiating any commitment the Aqe.icy may have
In the absence of any renegotiations,
made in these situations.
itments made by the Agency in
the NS will honor any co
compacts/and or annual funding agreements.
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May 8, 1995

The Honorable John McCain
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs 838 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
ATTN: Barbara Robles
Dear Chairman McCain:
I am writing to express my concern about two issues involving the Indian Healthj. Service's actions as a Federal agency mandated by Congress to assist Tribes in our
efforts to accomplish Self-Governance. The first involves public statements made
by IHS officials and the second involves the draft *policy" on contract support
costs.
On March 14th, as an alternate to the National Indian Health Board, representing
the Portland Area Tribes, I attended a briefing of the National Indian Health Board
in Washington, DC, on the fiscal year 1997 budget as it is being developed by the
Indian Health Service. I was dismayed to hear officials of the Federal government
represent to the Tribes In attendance that the fiscal constraints and shortfalls of
the proposed budgets are directly attributable to the Self-Governance initiative.
As President of one of the first Tribes to participate in the Self-Governance
initiative, I am particularly concerned that these statements may reflect the official
position of the Indian Health Service and the Department of Health and Human
Services. One conseiluence already evident is that Tribes that do not have SelfGovernance compacts are being led to believe that the Self-Governance initiative is
having an adverse impact on the resources available for their programs.
In correspondence to Dr. Michael Trujillo, Director of the Indian Health Service, on
March 17, 1995, I inquired whether these are the official positions of the Indian
Health Service and, therefore, the statements of the Department of Health and
Human Services. Further, I askod "when and in what form these positions were
approved by the Department's Office of the General Counsel, particularly as noncompacting Tribes may challenge what they have been told is an adverse Impact
on their programs".
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A separate, but related Issue involves the revised draft "policy" statement being
considered by the IHS at this time on contract support for Self-Governance
compacts. It Is my firm belief that the IHS lacks the authority to issue such a
policyy" because of the clear direction of Congress found in the statutes and
legislative history leading to the Self-Governance initiative. In addition, should the
Service Interpret its mandate to be sufficiently broac'rthat it could Issue such a
directive, it is my position that the procedure contemplated may well violate the
Administrative Procedures Act.
More Importantly for present purposes, dissemination of draft "policy" statements
such as this only compounds the atmosphere of suspicion that the BIA and now
the IHS has generated about Self-Governance. The delay tactics of creating yet
another task force or workgroup only creates obstacles to Self-Governance
Implementation. Roadblocks and suspicion will not help our constituents receive
the health care they need.
4

Your assistance in minimizing this type of environment will go a long way towards
allowing all of us to perform our real task of helping Indian people lead healthy
lives. I'm requesting that this letter be placed on the record of the May 2, 1995,
Oversight Hearing on IHS Implementation of the Sejf-Governance Demonstration
Project.
Sincerely,

Pearl Capoeman-Baller
President
PCB/sbt
LAW4IS&

I
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SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE

Testimony of Squaxinisland Tribe
Sonata Committee on Indian Affairs
IHS Self Governance Implementation Oversight Hearing
May 2, 1995
The Squaxin Island Tribe appreciates your invitation to testify before the Senate
Committee on Indian Affairs regarding the Indian Health Service Self Governance
Demonstration Project. We are very sorry that we were unable to attend, but greatly
appreciate the invitation ad the efforts you personally have contributed to Self
Goernance. Without your efforts, it is highly likely that the enormousbureaucracies of
the Federal government would have gobbled up the efforts of Tribes to govern
themselves.
Though we were unable to attend the Hearing, we would appreciate your entering this
testimony into the Coingressional Record Indian Health Service Self Governance has
been very beneficial to the Squaxin Island Tribe and we would like to give you and your
Commiltee some concrete examples.
Besides the most obvious effect of additional dollars to the Tnbe, Self Governance has a
more pervasive effect by moving the control of Federal dollars to the local level. This
movement of control to the local level has two driving forces. They are I) the ability to
better leverage dollars, and 2) more incentives to manage efficiently and effectively.
I. The Ability to Better Leverage Dollars
Before Self Governance the Squaxin Island Tribe operate,! i health clinic out of an 800
square foot portion of the Natural Resources building which is an old school abandoned
by the local school district. We were so cramped for space, that patients who had to give
urine samples were required to exit the side door of the clinic go through the Natural
Resources department to the restrooms and then return with their sample for all to see
In addition, our exam rooms also served as storage rooms while everyone else shared
desks and space. Needless to say, this is a very unacceptable way to provide medical
services. However, the Tribe could never get high enough on the IHS priority list to build
a new clinic. The IHS was using their budget for hospitals and very large facilities
Meanwhile, most of the small Tribes were operating in third-world facilities

SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE I SE. 708quauln Lane / Shelton,WA98584 1 Phone(206)426-9781
Tribal Council (206) 426-9783
Natural Resources (206) 426-9783
Health Clinic (206) 427-9006-
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In the neantinme the Tribe was pursuing a long-term, low-interest loan with th" l4mK
We couldn't borrow from local banks becase the Tribe had no acceptable ot Itoa forms
of collateral. The FmHA loan looked good. but again, they didn't require codtateral but
did require a dedicated source of fids for the debt re-payment. We examine i our Self
Governance finds and discovered it was legal to dedicate those funds to the loan.

Consequently, after a year of design and loan preparation, the Tribe will begin
construction of a new 8,500 square foot facility next month The facility will hou& the

programs of Primary Care, Dental Care, Mental Health, Community Health. Contract
Health and Acohol/Substance Abuse The new Center will serve as the focal point for the
promotion of the mental and physical well-being of Community members
We could have nevr built this new facility ithout Self Govrnamce. Our yearly debt
payments of around $35,000 (of Self Governance finds) have been leveraged into almost
a million dollar facility It may have taken years, if ever, for IHS to move us up a priority
list so that they could have 100% of the funds prior to construction. Insteadwe leveraged
a smaller amount offunds to receive a much needed budding today.
2. More Incentives to Manage Effciently and EffectIvely
Because of Self Governance. there is more local Community involvement. The Tribal
budgets are completely open with a great deal of input before Council approval Before
Self Governance, we had a contract which told us exactly what we could and could not

4o. Consequently, there was little Tribal Community interest because there was no
Community control. Now, with Self Governance we have the control and consequently
there is much interest inthe Tribal Community.
Consequently, there isno, more incentive to mwpage programs more efficiently and
effecthvly. A perfect example is our Self Governance of the Contract Health Program,
During our first year of Self Governance operation we will save over $60,000 out of a
$425,000 Contract Health budget. We did not save this money by cutting services.
Instead we saved it by managing the program more efficiently than the Indian Health
Service. For example, we have cut the over-use of emergency room visits by patients.
Instead we now use less expensive Urgent Care Centers. We have saved money by
entering PrefernV Provider Networks and by negotiating discounts with local providers
and hospitals. In addition, we have entered into networks which will save us over 20% on
prescription drug costs.
We haven't stopped there Because of Self Governance, we can now operate the
computer system of our choice. Before, IHS told us what to use and gave us little, if any,
flexibility to operate better billing and managed care systems We purchased a new
networked computer system which we estimate we improve third-party insurance
collections by over 100/%
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Why are we improving our health delivery system? What is our incentive? The incentive
is to find additional funds which can be used to provide better services Our incentive is to
provide the best service possible IHS has no incentive to save on Contract Health. If
they run out of money, they just go back to I-S headquarters and ask for more. In
addition, they have no incentive save on provider costs or to save on prescription drugs or
to improve their computer system.-. If we save money, we can use it to hire additional
health providers or allow elders to purchase hearing aids and eyeglasses when they need
them in a timely fashion, instead of at the end of the year like IHS used to do
We see our patients everyday. We/ ow who will benefit if we operate more efficiently.
Our patients are only User Population numbers to the IHS worker.
We could go on and on but the bottom line is that local Communities and Tribes, will
always strive to provide better services to their Community than faceless bureaucrats. Our
incentive is to provide better service. The bureaucrats incentive is to regulate and heap
mounds of ridiculous red-tape and paperwork upon us Do you know that before Self
Governance we were required to submit a multi-page form to purchase a Hewlett-Packard
LaserJet printer. Even if it was in our budget. we still had to submit the paperwork prior
to purchase It could take 3-5 weeks for the approval All of this for a printer which is an
industry standard with millions sold. When asked, the IHS personnel told us. *yes they
feel this requirement is ridiculous, but they have to follow regulations" Well, with Self
Governance, we don't have to follow these ridiculous rules. If the Council approves the
budget, then you can purchase your printer as you need it to improve your department's
operations Again, local incentive, local benefit.
Senator McCain. the changes in just our first year of HIS Self Governance have been
phenomenal. We will have a new Health Center by the end of the year We are saving
money by more efficiently operating our programs and we are adding new services like
local dental programs, health promotion classes, Community wellness programs, a van for
home health visits and more
One additional comment on the transfer of Federal programs to the local level The
examples of BIA and IlS Self Governance show that local entities are better at
developing their priorities and managing programs as they see fit and as the local
Community sees fit through everyday involvement and input This does not mean the
Federal government does not have a trust responsibility for American Indian Tribes They
do. What it means is that we are fully capable of gowrning, manaing ard helping to
improve ourselves. This can also be true of the many Federal social programs which are
currently being analyzed by Congress to transfer to States and Tribes Everyone
understands why the Federal government became involved in these programs years ago.
At the time, Federal control was needed However, tofully improve the hvs of those in
need, we must transfer the funds, control atd power closer to those %ho will be served by
these service.'L Only then will we begin to see improvements.
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It should be noted, that while we appreciate the need to reduce the deficit, it 6 very
difficult for the Federal government to ask Tribes (or local governments) !o take on the
Federal responsibility with less funds than the Federal agencies themselves have used.
Without Self Governace we would no: hae the control, leverage or incentiw to make
our health programs better. Self Governance has allowed us, the Tribe (at the local level)
to do what might have taken the Federal IHS program years to accomplish. Our people
are the ones who will beneflL
Thank you Senator McCain for your efforts in Self Governance. You and others on the
Committee have done a great service o improve the livrs of American lNan.
TSCHIA 311

4
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SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE

July II.1995

The Honorable John McCain. Chairman
Committee on Indian Affaiis
United States Scnatc
Washington, DC 20510-6430

Dear Senator McCain,
In the "quaxin Island Tribe's , tten testimony on IHS&lfGowrance Implempiitaton Oversight
Hearing,we descnbed with excitement the many things %%ae able to do because of Self Governance
One of the most exciting, is the ability to leverage Self Governance funds to construct a new 5,000 plus
square foot health facility.
Hoever, the cncos I ter
to Dr. Trujillo describes the frustration we arm having ower the distribution of
new funds Congress has appropriated for medical equipment in new health facilities. Squaxin Island is
eligible for these funds but because of the secretive and closed manner in Wiich the distribution formula
was developed. we fear we won't receim any of this funding. The IHS failed to listen to our comments and
did not sek comniet or feedback on the proposed formula, Instead a formula ,as approved which favors
larger Tnbes id larger facilities in remote or rural areas We don't feel this formula was developed this
way intentionally. Rather, it sho%%s
fhy Tribes want to go into SelfGovernance, namely because we can't
trust the IHS to perform their duties fairly, competently or in a partnership iith the Tnbes.
We are very frustrated with the process of distribution of these funds; particulady after the wry frustrating
manner in which the Self Governance negotiations were conducted this year. The IHS mandated changes at
the last moment with little or no discussion or agreement from the Tnbes.
Senator McCain if there is anlhing you can do to assure that IHS test the fairness of the distnbution of the
funds associated with the om ndical equipment, wc would greatly appreciate this.
Please feel free to
contact mysdf or our Health Director, Brent Simcosky for anN, questions or concerns. Thank )ou for )our
support of the American Indian Tribes

Da~id 1opcnii~y

Chaimian

/

SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE I 8.E. 708quaxln Lane I Shelton,WA98584 I Phone (206) 426.9781
Tribal Council (206) 426-9783
Natural Resources (206) 426-9783
Health Clinic (206) 427-9006
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SQUAXIN ISLAND TRIBE

July 1. 1995

Dr Michael Trujillo. Director
Indian Health Service
U S Department of Health and Human Services
5600 Fishers Lane
Parklawn Building
Rockville, ND 20857

Dear Dr Trujillo,
Two months ago the Squaxin Island Tnbe began construction of the new Sally Selvidge
Health Center. named in honor of Tribal member Sally Selvidge. who managed the Clinic
and who recently died of cancer This new facility will house the programs of Primary
Care, Dental. Mental Health. CHS and Community Health. The Squaxin Island 'Sally
Selvidge" Health Center will be used to consolidate current health programs into one
facility and to greatly expand new services currently not available due to lack of facilities
Upon completion. the Center v-k
*.' re as the focal point for the promotion of the mental
and physical well.being of community members.
The construction is financed with a long-term, low interest loan from RECD/FmHA. The
financial preparation and design planning took over one year, but we're proud that we
were able to find financing for a much needed facility. We will receive no funds from IHS
for the construction.
This brings me to the point of this letter. We were very excited when Congress
appropriated over three million dollars for the procurement of medical equipment for
Tribal facilities constructed without the use of IlS construction funds. However, we are
very unhappy and disappointed with the manner in which IHS has taken to
distribute these funds. A formula was developed which clarly tavo, s iarge facilities in
remote or rural areas. The formula was not put out for Tribal comment nor was it tested
for fairness. Below is a review of the problems with the process of the formula
development and problems with the formula itself

SQUAX/iIPSLAND TRIBE I S.E. 70 Squaxln Lane I Shelton, WA98584.- Phone(206)'426-9781

Tribal Council (206) 426-9783

Natural Resources (206) 426-9783

Heailth Clinic (206) 427-9006
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Problems with Process
WIhy does it take IIHS so lool

1o

di.vtribttefui4Q Last summer our Health Director

became aware that Congress was interested in appropriating these funds. He learned that
IRS was also aware of this. Once the budget was approved, our Health Director, Brent
Sirncosky. contacted l-IS Director Jim Wasiewicz and was told that they needed to
develop some
nsort of formula. Mr. S;mcosky urged a quick decision as several Tribes
were contemplating construction after the first of the year This is importwaoi because
most of the equipment in afcilily iweds to be .elected prior to c'sinictew to ensure
proper installanon. Nothing happened. Mr Simcosky contacted Mr Waskiewicz at two
separate Self Govemance meetings again urging a quick decision. Mr Simcosky even
suggested that for the first year possibly IHS just send out notifications and see how much
demand for the three million even exists He suggested a pro rata of the funds if we were
within 80% of need. Mr. Waskiewicz liked this idea and said he would thiink about it.
Still nothing happened.
Finally, after the first of the year (sometime in Much). Alan Peterson was put in charge of
developing a formula. Mr. Simcosky contacted Mr Peterson and again expressed a need
for urgency. We were six months into the year and IHS had not put one ounce nf work
into distributing these vital funds!
Fipally, Mr. Simcosky contacted Mr, Peterson in April and was told they (fl-IS) were
working on a preliminary formula. Mr. Simcosky asked for acopy of the formula but was
never sent one. Mr. Peterson told Mr. Simcosky some of the attributes of the formula
over the phone. Mr. Simcosky told Mr. Peterson he had some real problems with their
preliminary formula. Again. Mr. Peterson said it was only preliminary and would send a
copy of something more concrete. Nothing was ever sent to the Tribe'
Later the Tribe receives notification from the Portland Area that funds will be distributed
based on a formula ant,.. by you. Why did we have to hear about this approved
formula from the Portland Area Office' Why wasn't the formula put out for comment?,
especially after our staff raised legitimate concerns over its fairness! We were told
there wasn't time for comments and that a group of IHS and Tribal representatives had
developed the formula. Well, there would have been time if your staff had started when
the funds were appropriated instead of six months later. Furthermore, this task force only
had two Tribal representatives, they only met for a couple of days. and they were basically
given the formula that Mr. Peterson developed and that Mr. Simcosky had expressed
concerns with a month earlier.
Needless to say, this is a very sloppy, unprofessional and unfair manner in which to
develop distribution formulas. As it stands, the funds still won't be distributed until
August; almost one year after being appropriated.
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Problems with the Formula
As I stated above, our Health Director. Mr. Simcosky expressed his concerns with the

preliminatry formula developed by Mr". Person Mr Simcosky felt it unfairly favored
larger facilities. Mr. Peterson never responded to Mr Simrcosky's concerns nor did he
contact any other Tribes for their comments He has said the work group provided the
needed Tribal inputs, Below are some very legitimate concerns with each part of the
form.1a.
1. Location Factbr
What does th hime to tA with need? The IHS position on this part of the formula is that
the closer your facility is to another facility of equal size the le.s needy you are because
you can share or contract for the use of the equipment The IHS Methodologies
Overview states.
'T e location Factor ueasres the pitenitalfor shoring equipemtwrContrkftW.for services wh
,earb'; health cre foctitte%,Stuntefoci tfit teare reiJ njrua other facIlities (or cannot establish
controcsfOr tqu ponent sharipig ,r erine with o ier nerw4Yvfaculsuesand therejort hdve a greater need
for on-ste uipment. Soinefocilme-t are near other health care faciltries.,uiv he able to Share
equipt'et or contract services, and tOhirepjr wav hint less needfor on-site equipment. Consequent/v.
remotetv located health carfe acilties receive aVlhtly htqher L catinn
Factor. The road distance used
to measure remoteness. is the ditAance to the neared. alternate health care facilir. (IHS or non .IfS).

A more thorough analysis shows Ah, this pon ion of the formula is unfair We, like every
other Tribal facility, must see any Native Ajnricri who comes in the door If we send
them to another Clinic (non-IHS, for e aiple) because we don't have a particular piece of
equipment, who pays for this" What money are we suppoeo
to i
ose'1
co arac for the use
of this equipment?
Fu,:hermore. we are not talking about fancy specialized equipment Our equipment needs
include the basics like exam tables, lights, scales, pediatric tables, etc Are we to contract
out with a nearby Clinic for the use ofan exam table" Ifwe were talking about $50,000 xray machines. I might agree with this part of the formula. But we are not. Our equipment
needs, for our new facility, are very basic and necessary for the every day operation of the
Clinic. Since ,wehav'e no funds to contract out for this equipment and because our
equipment needs are essentialfor basic day-to-day operations, we still have the same
level of need, regardless of our location.
2. Space Need Factor
Formula, Required Spoce (tser Pop s .8) - Fnsting Spce - Space Determfnare
This parricularfactor of the formula has a definiu'bias towards larger facilities.
Again, a more thorough analysis shows the problems with this factor. First it calculates
the real need" based on the User Population of the facility. Every Health Clinic has the
basic infrastructure needs: a reception area, two-three exam rooms, lab room, nurse
station, etc Again, the facility for a 1,000 patient Clinic will look almost identical to a
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facility that serves 2-3.000 patients There will be a lab with the same equipment.
probably only three exam rooms and only one of the specialty pieces like EYG. pediatric
tables, etc. So why does this formula favor a 2.500 patient facility over a 1.000 patient
facility when the equipment needs will be very similar"
Furthermore, one of the IHS task group member's told Mr. Simcosky that the group
basically felt that larger facilities and Tribes were needier than smaller facilities and
Tribes. This is outrageous!!! The Squaxin Island Tribe is a sovereign government
which has just as much right and needs as any other sovereign government, regardless of
size To still have IHS employees espousing these viewpoints is unbelievable!
The Space Need Factor of the formula scores in a range from 1 5 to 4.0 and thus is the
single most imporicwfactor ofth entreformula. A high scoring Tribe in this area will
almost be guaranteed to have a very high total score. A more workable solution may have
been to calculate the percentage increase (in square feet) in a Tribe's old Clinic to their
new one This would more accurately measure need due to actual increased size versus a
formula which measures a "perceived" need based on a Tribe's size. I
We have need for more equipment because we have gone from an 800 square foot facility
(Clinic) to a 3,000 plus square foot facility We need equipment for an additional 4,200
square feet of Clinic. We need the same exam tables, lights, lab equipment Vnd patient
diagnostic monitors that the larger Tribes need. However, this part of the formula says
we're not as needy because we're smaller.
3. Total Replacement Factor
This portion of the formula scores points based on whether the new facility is a complete
replacement or an expansion to an existing facility Scoring is 1 05 for total replacement
and 1.0 for an expansion This formula is probably fair but really insignificant considering
the difference between I 05 and 1 0
Other Factors
Finally, one other factor was included in the processing of formulas which affects fairness
1HS has decided to allow any Tribe which has constructed a new facility since 1991 to
apply for FY 1995 monies. Again. more analysis adds some insight to this decision.
Wouldnt't afaciliry constr,cted in 1991 be equipped by now? Because of the biases
towards remoteness and largeness. a remote, large facility constructed in 1991 could
receive 17, of their construction costs for new equipment. Since they are likely to
already have the basic equipment (which FY 1995 Tribal facilities need) they could use
'In addition. the [HS is calculaung nonmedcal related IHS programs under the exisung space. For
example, Squwn Island has an alcohol program %hich istice as large as nearby Tnbes (we serve many
non-Squa.in Island members). The" are located in a modular building which isseparate from the
demolished Clinic Ohuch isbeing frptied. Yet. they are counting the Alcohol Program office space as
bein the new
pan of the odsung space. cien though they require no medical equipment and they ill nort
facility but mill remain in their existing space.
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Inother wros, Tribs with new
their funds to purOhM elective Or speCalty equipment. tith the basics while a higher

their facility
facilities In 1995 may not be able to equip
their facility with elective and probably
equips
facility
cited)
constru
scoring (previously
not as kiqh17 needed equipment
go back to pervious fiscal years to fund
No place in the legislation does it specify to
the Caiifornii Tribal representative pushed
told
was
Simcosky
equipment purchases. Mr.
in California would be eligible. It is not clear
for this addition so that some of the Clinics
or a representative of oqe of the
representative
Tribal
whether this person was a true
an addition which was not in the
Clinic coosortiums. None the less, this is clearly
and current construction projec
needy
more
legislation and which could hurl the
Summary
upset
to say that we are very disappointed and
I'd like to conclude this letter Dr. Trujillo,
Tribal
Our
itself.
and with the approved formula
with the process to develop this formula
and
secretive
and
slow
been
has
the process
representatives were completely ignored,
fairness or accuracy.
there has been no testing of the formula for
members felt larger Tribes are needier than
Furthermore, we are told that the work group
Dick's
yor opinion. I am sure it is not Congressman
smaller Tribes. We hope this is not
funds is fair and that
of
disbursement
final
the
that
opinion. We ask that you guarantee
to
in a distribution curve of the funds equal
small, non-remote Tribes are represented
Factor and
Need
Space
the
fact,
In
forms).
larger Tribes (based on percentage of scored
should be re-examined and changed
the Location Factor portions of the formula
before a final disbursement is made.
on this
It is our opinion that concentrating so hard
It is always difficult to determine need.
be unfairly
will
needy
truly
the
that
wide
so
aspect, you have actually opened the doors
to
to the neediest. It doesn't say you need
denied All legislation talks about disbursement
staff
by
engineered
formula
a
develop
HIS has to
open it up for the last four years or that
basic
sense. You might be able to determine
who have no real experience in common
of
because
another
than
needier
type of Tribe is
needs oer eleciy weds, but to say one
be to develop a fair
should
idea
The
law.
the
of
location or size is an unfair interpretation
on
formula which doesn't search for need based
formula for F' 1995 projects only and a
size.
subjective factors like location and Tribal
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We are vety excited about our new Health Center We will finally be able to ofTer
coilabora6ve health programs which concentrate on health promotion and prevention.
Pleas understand that we don't feel IHS is purposely developing a formula whicd favors
one type of Tribe over another. Rather. we feel this is a perfect example of what happens
when Tnibal advice is ignored and when no input or feedback is sought by those who
developed the formula.
I apologize over the length o' this letter but feel it is important to logically clarify our
,concerns The Squaxin Island Tribe stands to lose or gain close to Si 00.000. Please feel
free to contact myself or Mr. Simcosky for any questions or clarification Thank you
Sincerely.

David Lo efnan//
Chairman
cc

Congrsi an Norm Dicks
Senator Win McCain
IHS
Luana .Pxvs.
Gar. Ha. IHS
lames Flo d. IHS

.N
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Senator John R. McCain
Senate Russell Bldg. Rm 111
Constitution Avenue
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator McCain,
J am Russell Mason, Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes of
North Dakota. On behalf of John Blackhawk, Chairman of the
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska and of the Aberdeen Area Tribal
Chairmens' Health Board, we take this opportunity to present
the health care issues of the Aberdeen Area Tribal Chairmens'
Health Board:
1.

Tribal Governments who contract utilizing the 038

mechanism must be funded at 100% for contract support. This
resource support should be at least equal to the approximately
90% overhead costs currently allowed for the federal agencies.
Resource savings realized from redesign of Indian Health
2.
Services, must be directed to fill the unmet health care needs
of the Aberdeen Area Tribes, at the local service delivery
sites.
There are seventeen tribes within the Aberdeen Area,
3.
there are also two service units represented on the Board. We
have a severe shortage of medical care providers. Due to the
ItAck of adequate staff, the Doctors experience burn-out
because of the overwhelming work load. The process for
recruitment and retention of medical providers must be
revised to ensure that adequate medical providers are

available and salaried, to compensate for the requirements of
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serving in isolated and needy service units. One-Third of the
positions for medical doctors in the Aberdeen Area are unfilled.
4.
The AATCHB supported Resolution 95-06 (attached) for the
management and administration of the Aberdeen Area Regional Youth
Treatment Center. The current budgeted amount of $1,337,038.00
will not be adequate to provide treatment for the projected 180
annual clients, employ 28-32 staff at an approximate payroll of
$1,243,000.00 and pay the overhead costs of managing the facility
and providing the treatment of the Youth of the Aberdeen Area.
Preliminary projections of current need are an additional one-time
$1 m. over and above the current $1.3 m. These needs include the
cost of providing special health care and treatment, renovation of a
recreation area/facility, adequate staff support costs and
completion of the outside grounds of the Youth Regional Treatment
Center which is located in Wakpala, South Dakota. Additionally, a
continuing allocation which considers the cost of living increases
and cost of business, annually must be included to maintain the
Center.
5.
The Aberdeen Area Tribal Chairmens' Health Board Tribes have
not opted to compact under the Self-Governance process for several
concrete reasons:
The Tribes of the Aberdeen Area expect the Federal
a.
Government and it's agencies to honor their committments to
"elevate the health status of Tribal People to the highest possible
level', ina organized and focused manner, which involves the Tribal
Governments in plans and processes.
The Compacting process is still a demonstration program
b.
and has not proven to be effective or fair to all the Tribes of the
Nation.
c.
We, as non-compacting Tribes, have repeatedly requested
orientation and information on the current demonstration project
from Indian Health Service and have received no response to date to
these requests.
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c.
The Aberdeen Area Tribal Govemrents are mainly large
Tribes with a vast land base and approximately 107,583 tribal
members who receive health care through Indian Health Service. As
governments, the concerns of the elected leaders far exceed those
Tribes or Bands who have small land bases and a much smaller
population. It Is necessary for our Leaders to move with caution and
care In the provision of governmental actions and decisions which
effect the welfare of tribal members.
6.
In the redesign of Indian Health Service and the current work
group focus must be on the actual health status of tribal people
across the' Nation. As formulas and factors are weighed for
inclusion in resource allocation, a major consideration has -to be the
realities of tribal health status. This should be a major factor of
any changes from the current formulas; to ensure that the mission of
the Indian Health Service is achieved and measurable.
7.
Maintain the current level of IHS Service Unit funding for the
health care of Tribal People by increasing the funding for Hospitals
and Clinics, Contract Health Care, and prevention programs and
projects. Maintain the current level of funding for Emergency
Medical Services. These services provided needed services in rural
and isolated geographical areas. Ensure the maintenance of the
Community Health Representatives Program as they fill a need in
areas where primary health care providers lacking.
8. ' The National Heathy Start Project should be maintained and
refunded to ensure an additional 2-3 years of continuation. The
Northern Plains Healthy Start Project is showing a reduction in the
Infant Mortality Rate from: 13.4% in 1989, to: 10.36 % in 1991,
12.45% in 1992, and 12.85% in 1993. The figures for 1994 are being
established currently. The rise in statistical figures shows that the
reporting of births and deaths are now being coordinated with the
States and are therefore more accurate. Some of the reported deaths
are not within the Reservation Healthy Start service areas, but are
still reported as Tribal Infant Mortality. We would recommend that
the National Healthy Start Project be refunded at $110 M. In 1997,
1998 and 1999.
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Senator, these are some of the primary concerns of the Aberdeen
Area Tribal Chairmens' Health Board. Thank you for your review and
consideration of our concerns.

qcerely,
ohn Blackhawk, Chairman, Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska
& The Aberdeen Area Tribal Chairmens' Health Board
cc:

AATCHB Chairmen
AAO/IHS Area Director
AAIHeaith Directors
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ABERDEEN AREA TRIBAL CHAIRMENS' HEALTH BOARD
Resolution

95-06

To Support and Concur with the recommendations of the Chief
Gall Standards Committee regarding the management and
administration of the Regional Adolescent Treatment Center for
the Aberdeen Area.
WHEREAS, The Aberdeen Area Tribal Chalrmens' Health Board (AATCHB)
is composed of seventeen (17) Tribes and two (2) Health
Organizations in a four State area; North Dakota, South Dakota,
Nebraska and Iowa, and.
WHEREAS,

The Aberdeen Area Tribal Chairmens' Health Board is primarily
responsible for the health concerns and need of Tribes in the
Aberdeen Area, and

WHEREAS,

The Aberdeen Area Tribes, through concession of lands and
other natural resources; through negotiated treaty provisions
with the United States Government, have paid for their health
care qnd therefore cannot be treated as general public
citizens; and

WHEREAS,

The Board has supported the establishment of the Chief Gall
Youth Regional Treatment Center on the Standing Rock Sioux
Tribal Reservation, near Wakpala, South Dakota through
resolutions; 89-03, 91-03, 91-05, 91-13, 91-14, 91-43, 9144 and 92-28, and

WHEREAS,

The AATCHB has established the Chief Gall Standards
Committee by Board action and appointed them the task of
recommending to the Board the directions for the Treatment
Center, through this means of tribal consultation, and

WHEREAS,

The Standards Committe have made formal recommendations
to the AATCHB at the January Quarterly Meeting held at
Aberdeen, South Dakota at the White House Inn, and
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Resol. 95-06
WHEREAS

The AATCHB, by a majority vote, accepted all the
recommendations of the Standards Committee,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the AATCHB Central Office Staff is
hereby directed to begin preparation of a 93-638 Proposal for the purpose
of managing the day-to-day operations of the Aberdeen Area Youth
Regional Treatment Center, (AA YRTC) in behalf of the Board and the
Aberdeen Area Tribes,
BE IT FUTHER RESOLVED, that the AATCHB requests that the Executive
Director and Executive Staff prepare a proposal preparation timeline for
Board consideration, and establish a planning committee composed of
those parties who have vested interest and can provide technical
assistance to the preparation of the proposal,
BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the AATCHB directs that the 93-638
proposal for the operations of the AA YRTC be completed in a timely
manner with the necessary supporting resolutions, to be solicited and
received from Tribes of the Aberdeen Area.

CERTIFICATION
This is to certify that the foregoing resolution was duly adopted by the
Aberdeen Area Tribal Chairmens' Health Board on January 20, 1995, during
the first quarterly meeting of the Board, at the White House Inn, Aberdeen,
South Dakota, by a vote of 9 for, 2 against, 0 not voting and 8 absent.

1ackhawk, AATCHB Chairman
John W
and Chairman of the Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska

Everette Enno, AATCHB Secretary
and Chairman of the Trenton Indian Service Area Health Board

